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Origin of PTA GWs
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Early Universe/Particle Physics 
(Requires new physics beyond  
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Origin of PTA GWs

Supermassive Black Hole 
Binaries (SMBHBs)

Early Universe/Particle Physics 
(Requires new physics beyond  

the Standard Model, SM)

Uncertain theory 
prediction 

(May require beyond standard 
astro modeling)

Challenges: 
GW spectrum often model dependent,  

case-by-case numerical simulations required, 
Degeneracies between  

different sources

Theory “Uncertainty”: 
Several candidate sources possible, 

No one clearly better motivated than others
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Model-independent impact of 
Standard Model physics on 
broad class of GW sources

DIRECTIONS/OPPORTUNITIES FOR  
PARTICLE PHYSICS/COSMOLOGY @ PTAS

Scalar-induced Gravitational 
Waves
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Robust discriminating features

Set constraints
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interpretation 
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Model-independent impact of 
Standard Model physics on 
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SUB-HUBBLE TRANSIENT SOURCES
Broad class of (new physics) sources is active at a definite epoch/

temperature (Then shuts off)
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SUB-HUBBLE TRANSIENT SOURCES
Broad class of (new physics) sources is active at a definite epoch/

temperature (Then shuts off)
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SUB-HUBBLE TRANSIENT SOURCES
Broad class of (new physics) sources is active at a definite epoch/

temperature (Then shuts off)

GW source  
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SUB-HUBBLE TRANSIENT SOURCES
Broad class of (new physics) sources is active at a definite epoch/

temperature (Then shuts off)

GW source  
Typical GW 

(peak) frequency 
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SUB-HUBBLE TRANSIENT SOURCES
Broad class of (new physics) sources is active at a definite epoch/

temperature (Then shuts off)

GW source  
Typical GW 

(peak) frequency 
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SUB-HUBBLE TRANSIENT SOURCES
Broad class of (new physics) sources is active at a definite epoch/

temperature (Then shuts off)

GW source  
Typical GW 

(peak) frequency 

<latexit sha1_base64="yuVQ9oql7yU1U7UQ8KRikx1zSAI=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEI9WBJRNRj0UuPFfoFbQyb7bZdutmE3YlQQ3+JFw+KePWnePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF8SCa3Ccbyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0X7YPDlo4SRVmTRiJSnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdWjISBYO1gfDfz249MaR7JBkxi5oVkKPmAUwJG8u1i7SE9d6flht/TQNSZb5ecijMHXiVuRkooQ923v3r9iCYhk0AF0brrOjF4KVHAqWDTQi/RLCZ0TIasa6gkIdNeOj98ik+N0seDSJmSgOfq74mUhFpPwsB0hgRGetmbif953QQGN17KZZwAk3SxaJAIDBGepYD7XDEKYmIIoYqbWzEdEUUomKwKJgR3+eVV0rqouFcV9/6yVL3N4sijY3SCyshF16iKaqiOmoiiBD2jV/RmPVkv1rv1sWjNWdnMEfoD6/MHh8iSXQ==</latexit>

H
�1(T?)

<latexit sha1_base64="ZwSj/rr+ypQsHcbiJp8PHuav/8k=">AAACD3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVKAyUCUIAWMFS8ci9SU1JXJcN7XqPGTfAFWUP2DhV1gYQIiVlY2/wX0M0HIkS0fnnKvre7xYcAWW9W0sLC4tr6zm1vLrG5tb2+bObkNFiaSsTiMRyZZHFBM8ZHXgIFgrlowEnmBNb3A98pt3TCoehTUYxqwTED/kPU4JaMk1jxyhw13ipg6wB0j9+yxzfB9XbtMTOyvWXEcBkceuWbBK1hh4nthTUkBTVF3zy+lGNAlYCFQQpdq2FUMnJRI4FSzLO4liMaED4rO2piEJmOqk43syfKiVLu5FUr8Q8Fj9PZGSQKlh4OlkQKCvZr2R+J/XTqB32Ul5GCfAQjpZ1EsEhgiPysFdLhkFMdSEUMn1XzHtE0ko6ArzugR79uR50jgt2ecl++asUL6a1pFD++gAFZGNLlAZVVAV1RFFj+gZvaI348l4Md6Nj0l0wZjO7KE/MD5/APkSnJg=</latexit>

�gw � H
�1(T?)

Peak and high frequency tail probe 
microscopic properties of the 

source 
(Model-dependent)

Super-horizon 
modes cannot 

know about details 
of source 

(Causality): 
Model-

independent

<latexit sha1_base64="0oDtcyg6r0wLT3sYxJ3Qhb5EwS4=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhahLiyJiLosuumyQl/QxDCZTtqhkwczN0IJXbrxV9y4UMStn+DOv3HaZqHVAxcO59zLvff4ieAKLOvLKCwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvm7l5bxamkrEVjEcuuTxQTPGIt4CBYN5GMhL5gHX90M/U790wqHkdNGCfMDckg4gGnBLTkmYfgOQqIdARTSvEQ1++yU3tSac7lE88sW1VrBvyX2DkpoxwNz/x0+jFNQxYBFUSpnm0l4GZEAqeCTUpOqlhC6IgMWE/TiIRMudnskQk+1kofB7HUFQGeqT8nMhIqNQ593RkSGKpFbyr+5/VSCK7cjEdJCiyi80VBKjDEeJoK7nPJKIixJoRKrm/FdEgkoaCzK+kQ7MWX/5L2WdW+qNq35+XadR5HER2gI1RBNrpENVRHDdRCFD2gJ/SCXo1H49l4M97nrQUjn9lHv2B8fAMeFZli</latexit>

t? . H
�1(T?)

<latexit sha1_base64="DxKiwXkcE/HPl/jEvmMB8RrEwiU=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARXNVERF0W3bisYB/QhDCZTtqhM0mYuRFKqBt/xY0LRdz6F+78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrncuSdMBdfgON9WaWl5ZXWtvF7Z2Nza3rF391o6yRRlTZqIRHVCopngMWsCB8E6qWJEhoK1w+HNxG8/MKV5Et/DKGW+JP2YR5wSMFJgH0SBp4Eorw8mJLF7CjMhsKtOzZkCLxK3IFVUoBHYX14voZlkMVBBtO66Tgp+ThRwKti44mWapYQOSZ91DY2JZNrPpxeM8bFRejhKlHkx4Kn6eyInUuuRDE1SEhjoeW8i/ud1M4iu/JzHaQYsprNFUSYwJHhSB+5xxSiIkSGEKm7+iumAKELBlFYxJbjzJy+S1lnNvai5d+fV+nVRRxkdoiN0glx0ieroFjVQE1H0iJ7RK3qznqwX6936mEVLVjGzj/7A+vwBX/+W1w==</latexit>

f? & 1/t?

<latexit sha1_base64="4Ds4CV7gnD6mkKXkuhm+1z0zBTk=">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</latexit>
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SUB-HUBBLE TRANSIENT SOURCES
Broad class of (new physics) sources is active at a definite epoch/

temperature (Then shuts off)

GW source  
Typical GW 

(peak) frequency 

<latexit sha1_base64="yuVQ9oql7yU1U7UQ8KRikx1zSAI=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEI9WBJRNRj0UuPFfoFbQyb7bZdutmE3YlQQ3+JFw+KePWnePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF8SCa3Ccbyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0X7YPDlo4SRVmTRiJSnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdWjISBYO1gfDfz249MaR7JBkxi5oVkKPmAUwJG8u1i7SE9d6flht/TQNSZb5ecijMHXiVuRkooQ923v3r9iCYhk0AF0brrOjF4KVHAqWDTQi/RLCZ0TIasa6gkIdNeOj98ik+N0seDSJmSgOfq74mUhFpPwsB0hgRGetmbif953QQGN17KZZwAk3SxaJAIDBGepYD7XDEKYmIIoYqbWzEdEUUomKwKJgR3+eVV0rqouFcV9/6yVL3N4sijY3SCyshF16iKaqiOmoiiBD2jV/RmPVkv1rv1sWjNWdnMEfoD6/MHh8iSXQ==</latexit>

H
�1(T?)

<latexit sha1_base64="ZwSj/rr+ypQsHcbiJp8PHuav/8k=">AAACD3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVKAyUCUIAWMFS8ci9SU1JXJcN7XqPGTfAFWUP2DhV1gYQIiVlY2/wX0M0HIkS0fnnKvre7xYcAWW9W0sLC4tr6zm1vLrG5tb2+bObkNFiaSsTiMRyZZHFBM8ZHXgIFgrlowEnmBNb3A98pt3TCoehTUYxqwTED/kPU4JaMk1jxyhw13ipg6wB0j9+yxzfB9XbtMTOyvWXEcBkceuWbBK1hh4nthTUkBTVF3zy+lGNAlYCFQQpdq2FUMnJRI4FSzLO4liMaED4rO2piEJmOqk43syfKiVLu5FUr8Q8Fj9PZGSQKlh4OlkQKCvZr2R+J/XTqB32Ul5GCfAQjpZ1EsEhgiPysFdLhkFMdSEUMn1XzHtE0ko6ArzugR79uR50jgt2ecl++asUL6a1pFD++gAFZGNLlAZVVAV1RFFj+gZvaI348l4Md6Nj0l0wZjO7KE/MD5/APkSnJg=</latexit>

�gw � H
�1(T?)

Peak and high frequency tail probe 
microscopic properties of the 

source 
(Model-dependent)

Super-horizon 
modes cannot 

know about details 
of source 

(Causality): 
Model-

independent

<latexit sha1_base64="0oDtcyg6r0wLT3sYxJ3Qhb5EwS4=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhahLiyJiLosuumyQl/QxDCZTtqhkwczN0IJXbrxV9y4UMStn+DOv3HaZqHVAxcO59zLvff4ieAKLOvLKCwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvm7l5bxamkrEVjEcuuTxQTPGIt4CBYN5GMhL5gHX90M/U790wqHkdNGCfMDckg4gGnBLTkmYfgOQqIdARTSvEQ1++yU3tSac7lE88sW1VrBvyX2DkpoxwNz/x0+jFNQxYBFUSpnm0l4GZEAqeCTUpOqlhC6IgMWE/TiIRMudnskQk+1kofB7HUFQGeqT8nMhIqNQ593RkSGKpFbyr+5/VSCK7cjEdJCiyi80VBKjDEeJoK7nPJKIixJoRKrm/FdEgkoaCzK+kQ7MWX/5L2WdW+qNq35+XadR5HER2gI1RBNrpENVRHDdRCFD2gJ/SCXo1H49l4M97nrQUjn9lHv2B8fAMeFZli</latexit>

t? . H
�1(T?)

<latexit sha1_base64="DxKiwXkcE/HPl/jEvmMB8RrEwiU=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARXNVERF0W3bisYB/QhDCZTtqhM0mYuRFKqBt/xY0LRdz6F+78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrncuSdMBdfgON9WaWl5ZXWtvF7Z2Nza3rF391o6yRRlTZqIRHVCopngMWsCB8E6qWJEhoK1w+HNxG8/MKV5Et/DKGW+JP2YR5wSMFJgH0SBp4Eorw8mJLF7CjMhsKtOzZkCLxK3IFVUoBHYX14voZlkMVBBtO66Tgp+ThRwKti44mWapYQOSZ91DY2JZNrPpxeM8bFRejhKlHkx4Kn6eyInUuuRDE1SEhjoeW8i/ud1M4iu/JzHaQYsprNFUSYwJHhSB+5xxSiIkSGEKm7+iumAKELBlFYxJbjzJy+S1lnNvai5d+fV+nVRRxkdoiN0glx0ieroFjVQE1H0iJ7RK3qznqwX6936mEVLVjGzj/7A+vwBX/+W1w==</latexit>

f? & 1/t?
Overdamped 

harmonic 
oscillator: 
Power is 

suppressed!

<latexit sha1_base64="4Ds4CV7gnD6mkKXkuhm+1z0zBTk=">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</latexit>
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COSMOLOGICAL GW SPECTRUM

<latexit sha1_base64="haZZheO55W9PpZvXbHMYxSVZv3s=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU01E1GPRi8cK9kPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/govHhTx6s/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWj26nfeuLaiFg94DjhfkQHSoSCUbTSY3gW9roGqe6VK27VnYEsEy8nFchR75W/uv2YpRFXyCQ1puO5CfoZ1SiY5JNSNzU8oWxEB7xjqaIRN342O3hCTqzSJ2GsbSkkM/X3REYjY8ZRYDsjikOz6E3F/7xOiuG1nwmVpMgVmy8KU0kwJtPvSV9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObUcmG4C2+vEya51XvsurdX1RqN3kcRTiCYzgFD66gBndQhwYwiOAZXuHN0c6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4AnI2QSg==</latexit>

f/f?

<latexit sha1_base64="hW+qH9zWYZpN0nc2gRjowCadVm8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAhuLImIuiy66bKCfUATw2QySYdOHszcqCXkA9z4K25cKOLWD3Dn3zh9LLT1wMDhnHO5c4+XCq7ANL+NhcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza7uys9tWSSYpa9FEJLLrEcUEj1kLOAjWTSUjkSdYxxtcjfzOHZOKJ/ENDFPmRCSMecApAS25laotdNgnrg3sAfLwvrDDEDdu82OrcHNbAZGFTpk1cww8T6wpqaIpmm7ly/YTmkUsBiqIUj3LTMHJiQROBSvKdqZYSuiAhKynaUwippx8fEyBD7Xi4yCR+sWAx+rviZxESg0jTycjAn01643E/7xeBsGFk/M4zYDFdLIoyASGBI+awT6XjIIYakKo5PqvmPaJJBR0f2VdgjV78jxpn9Sss5p1fVqtX07rKKF9dICOkIXOUR01UBO1EEWP6Bm9ojfjyXgx3o2PSXTBmM7soT8wPn8AYwub1Q==</latexit>

�gw � H
�1
?

<latexit sha1_base64="axspTCI2d5PKO2f+L5bObyYHN0o=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0V9Rj04jGCeUiyhtnJbDJkHsvMrBCWfIUXD4p49XO8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eUcGas7397S8srq2vrhY3i5tb2zm5pb79hVKoJrRPFlW5F2FDOJK1bZjltJZpiEXHajIY3E7/5RLVhSt7bUUJDgfuSxYxg66SHjmECxY9nqFsq+xV/CrRIgpyUIUetW/rq9BRJBZWWcGxMO/ATG2ZYW0Y4HRc7qaEJJkPcp21HJRbUhNn04DE6dkoPxUq7khZN1d8TGRbGjETkOgW2AzPvTcT/vHZq46swYzJJLZVktihOObIKTb5HPaYpsXzkCCaauVsRGWCNiXUZFV0IwfzLi6RxWgkuKsHdebl6ncdRgEM4ghMI4BKqcAs1qAMBAc/wCm+e9l68d+9j1rrk5TMH8Afe5w+8oY+2</latexit>

⇠ f
3

<latexit sha1_base64="nLQLO8ZwQ3voHIHVBWMelJjUAjw=">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</latexit> ⌦
g
w
(f
)
⌘

d
⇢
g
w

d
ln

f
/
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2 0
M

2 p
)

<latexit sha1_base64="NDYzpDPf4NReujBVQrH7hehsVpg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzU8Prlilt15yCrxMtJBXLU++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDGz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m5INwVt+eZW0LqreVdVrXFZqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBfJWMuw==</latexit>

1

Modes that are super-horizon at 
the time when sub-Hubble source 

is active

Model-

independent

<latexit sha1_base64="1ZOG8yWvGwETrnmrkhUIS3z7IL0=">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</latexit>

hc(f) ' 10
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<latexit sha1_base64="haZZheO55W9PpZvXbHMYxSVZv3s=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU01E1GPRi8cK9kPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/govHhTx6s/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWj26nfeuLaiFg94DjhfkQHSoSCUbTSY3gW9roGqe6VK27VnYEsEy8nFchR75W/uv2YpRFXyCQ1puO5CfoZ1SiY5JNSNzU8oWxEB7xjqaIRN342O3hCTqzSJ2GsbSkkM/X3REYjY8ZRYDsjikOz6E3F/7xOiuG1nwmVpMgVmy8KU0kwJtPvSV9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObUcmG4C2+vEya51XvsurdX1RqN3kcRTiCYzgFD66gBndQhwYwiOAZXuHN0c6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4AnI2QSg==</latexit>

f/f?

<latexit sha1_base64="hW+qH9zWYZpN0nc2gRjowCadVm8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAhuLImIuiy66bKCfUATw2QySYdOHszcqCXkA9z4K25cKOLWD3Dn3zh9LLT1wMDhnHO5c4+XCq7ANL+NhcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza7uys9tWSSYpa9FEJLLrEcUEj1kLOAjWTSUjkSdYxxtcjfzOHZOKJ/ENDFPmRCSMecApAS25laotdNgnrg3sAfLwvrDDEDdu82OrcHNbAZGFTpk1cww8T6wpqaIpmm7ly/YTmkUsBiqIUj3LTMHJiQROBSvKdqZYSuiAhKynaUwippx8fEyBD7Xi4yCR+sWAx+rviZxESg0jTycjAn01643E/7xeBsGFk/M4zYDFdLIoyASGBI+awT6XjIIYakKo5PqvmPaJJBR0f2VdgjV78jxpn9Sss5p1fVqtX07rKKF9dICOkIXOUR01UBO1EEWP6Bm9ojfjyXgx3o2PSXTBmM7soT8wPn8AYwub1Q==</latexit>

�gw � H
�1
?

<latexit sha1_base64="axspTCI2d5PKO2f+L5bObyYHN0o=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0V9Rj04jGCeUiyhtnJbDJkHsvMrBCWfIUXD4p49XO8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eUcGas7397S8srq2vrhY3i5tb2zm5pb79hVKoJrRPFlW5F2FDOJK1bZjltJZpiEXHajIY3E7/5RLVhSt7bUUJDgfuSxYxg66SHjmECxY9nqFsq+xV/CrRIgpyUIUetW/rq9BRJBZWWcGxMO/ATG2ZYW0Y4HRc7qaEJJkPcp21HJRbUhNn04DE6dkoPxUq7khZN1d8TGRbGjETkOgW2AzPvTcT/vHZq46swYzJJLZVktihOObIKTb5HPaYpsXzkCCaauVsRGWCNiXUZFV0IwfzLi6RxWgkuKsHdebl6ncdRgEM4ghMI4BKqcAs1qAMBAc/wCm+e9l68d+9j1rrk5TMH8Afe5w+8oY+2</latexit>
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FIG. 3. Posteriors for a common process power-law
model from IPTA-DR2 [11] (blue), NG15 (green, shaded)
and EPTA-DR2 (red, dotted), the last two enforcing HD
correlations in the analyses [2, 4]. The vertical lines highlight
the tilts discussed in the text, approximately describing to a
CT signal. We also show current and future �Ne↵ bounds
that a↵ect any power-law signal extending up to f? =
1, 3, 10 fyr. The yellow star indicate the best fit amplitude
for the CT model obtained with a simplified fit of the NG15
results.

requires a Bayesian search in the new datasets, it is
possible to draw some conclusions by looking at the
posterior distributions for the power-law parameters �, A
presented by NG15 [2] and EPTA-DR2 [15] (we use the
DR2new HD results) and reported in Fig. 3. Both results
significantly overlap with the posteriors of IPTA-DR2
(notice that the new posteriors are obtained including
HD correlations). Furthermore, the NG15 and EPTA-
DR2 (2�) posteriors are shifted to smaller values of �,
i.e. larger nT . This has the following implication: the
nT = 2

3 (� = 13
3 ) slope is now beyond the preferred 2�

region of both posteriors, therefore the evidence for this
tilt over nT = 3 is expected to drop significantly with
respect to the Bayes factor reported in Tab. I.

Very interestingly, a simplified analysis of the CT
signal suggests that it should be significantly favoured
with respect to both the nT = 3 and nT = 2

3 models
in the new datasets. Indeed, while the CT in general
cannot be approximated by a power law over the full
range of frequencies of the recent PTA datasets, one can
understand its approximate behavior by evaluating the
slope of the signal through a given number of frequency
bins. The result of this procedure is shown by the vertical
gray lines in Fig. 3, which have been obtained by fitting
the CT with a power law through the lowest 4th to
8th frequency bins of the NG15 dataset, where evidence
for GWs is reported (and within the 9 frequency bins
employed by EPTA-DR2). We also perform a simplified
log-likelihood analysis of the NG15 data, fitting the free
spectrum posterior distributions for the 14 frequency bins
reported in Ref. [2]. We show the corresponding best
fit amplitude with a marker in Fig. 3. We thus expect
the CT to provide as good a fit to the NG15 (EPTA-

DR2) data as a power-law model with parameters inside
the 2� (1�) region of the posteriors. The free spectrum
posteriors from [2] are also reported in Fig. 2 (green),
showing that the maximum posterior signals from the
IPTA-DR2 analysis should also provide good fits to the
NG15 data.

Finally, let us comment on how a di↵erent choice for
fct a↵ects our model comparison. If fct > fyr, the
�Ne↵ bound on ACT, cgw forces the cgw to be lower,
especially if its tilt is steeper. The CMB constraint
on power-law cgws is shown in Fig. 3 for any tilt, for
several choices of cuto↵ (or peak) frequency f? = fyr
(shaded region), 3fyr, 10fyr (region above dashed tilted
lines). The reach of CMB-S4 [88] surveys is also plotted
with dot-dashed brown curves, interestingly probing a
part of the preferred EPTA-DR2 region. As expected
from Fig. 3, in our search we find that the 13-bins
IPTA-DR2 dataset decisively disfavors a CT extending
above ⇠ 32 nHz. For the latest PTA datasets, the �Ne↵

bound constrains the 3� results only if fct & 50 nHz and
completely excludes the CT signal only if fct & 100 nHz.

V. Discussion and Implication for Particle Physics

We have pointed out that SM physics predicts a
specific shape for the CT of a GW signal, that can
be clearly distinguished from ⌦gw ⇠ f3 already with
present datasets. Our analysis applies to any GW source
that is active before QCD confinement (i.e. T & GeV,
see also App. C), and provides a much-needed signature
to help determining whether the detected SGWB is of
cosmological or astrophysical origin. If the SMBHBs
model (or a di↵erent cgw signal) is preferred, then our
work should prove useful in the future to disentangle
additional contributions from cosmological sources (see
e.g. [89, 90] for a recent discussion).

We have shown that, despite the CMB bound on
�Ne↵ [85], a CT spectrum can explain the PTA signal.
We quantitatively assessed it to be strongly favored over
the commonly employed f3 approximation in the IPTA-
DR2 dataset, while we have used the latest posteriors
reported by NG15 and EPTA-DR2 [2, 4] to argue that a
CT is likely also significantly preferred over the ↵ = � 2

3
power law in these new datasets.

The detection of such a signal would have dramatic
implications for particle physics, most likely pointing
to the breaking of a (global or gauge) symmetry in a
dark sector (DS), for instance via a PT (or causing the
annihilation of domain walls for discrete symmetries) at
temperatures T & GeV. Some macroscopic properties
of the corresponding sub-Hubble GW source can be
estimated rather model-independently (see also App. C).
Its contribution to the total energy density at the
temperature T? corresponding to the peak frequency f?,
denoted by ↵? ⌘ [⇢DS/(3H2M2

p )]T=T? , sets the peak
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FIG. 3. Posteriors for a common process power-law
model from IPTA-DR2 [11] (blue), NG15 (green, shaded)
and EPTA-DR2 (red, dotted), the last two enforcing HD
correlations in the analyses [2, 4]. The vertical lines highlight
the tilts discussed in the text, approximately describing to a
CT signal. We also show current and future �Ne↵ bounds
that a↵ect any power-law signal extending up to f? =
1, 3, 10 fyr. The yellow star indicate the best fit amplitude
for the CT model obtained with a simplified fit of the NG15
results.

requires a Bayesian search in the new datasets, it is
possible to draw some conclusions by looking at the
posterior distributions for the power-law parameters �, A
presented by NG15 [2] and EPTA-DR2 [15] (we use the
DR2new HD results) and reported in Fig. 3. Both results
significantly overlap with the posteriors of IPTA-DR2
(notice that the new posteriors are obtained including
HD correlations). Furthermore, the NG15 and EPTA-
DR2 (2�) posteriors are shifted to smaller values of �,
i.e. larger nT . This has the following implication: the
nT = 2

3 (� = 13
3 ) slope is now beyond the preferred 2�

region of both posteriors, therefore the evidence for this
tilt over nT = 3 is expected to drop significantly with
respect to the Bayes factor reported in Tab. I.

Very interestingly, a simplified analysis of the CT
signal suggests that it should be significantly favoured
with respect to both the nT = 3 and nT = 2

3 models
in the new datasets. Indeed, while the CT in general
cannot be approximated by a power law over the full
range of frequencies of the recent PTA datasets, one can
understand its approximate behavior by evaluating the
slope of the signal through a given number of frequency
bins. The result of this procedure is shown by the vertical
gray lines in Fig. 3, which have been obtained by fitting
the CT with a power law through the lowest 4th to
8th frequency bins of the NG15 dataset, where evidence
for GWs is reported (and within the 9 frequency bins
employed by EPTA-DR2). We also perform a simplified
log-likelihood analysis of the NG15 data, fitting the free
spectrum posterior distributions for the 14 frequency bins
reported in Ref. [2]. We show the corresponding best
fit amplitude with a marker in Fig. 3. We thus expect
the CT to provide as good a fit to the NG15 (EPTA-

DR2) data as a power-law model with parameters inside
the 2� (1�) region of the posteriors. The free spectrum
posteriors from [2] are also reported in Fig. 2 (green),
showing that the maximum posterior signals from the
IPTA-DR2 analysis should also provide good fits to the
NG15 data.

Finally, let us comment on how a di↵erent choice for
fct a↵ects our model comparison. If fct > fyr, the
�Ne↵ bound on ACT, cgw forces the cgw to be lower,
especially if its tilt is steeper. The CMB constraint
on power-law cgws is shown in Fig. 3 for any tilt, for
several choices of cuto↵ (or peak) frequency f? = fyr
(shaded region), 3fyr, 10fyr (region above dashed tilted
lines). The reach of CMB-S4 [88] surveys is also plotted
with dot-dashed brown curves, interestingly probing a
part of the preferred EPTA-DR2 region. As expected
from Fig. 3, in our search we find that the 13-bins
IPTA-DR2 dataset decisively disfavors a CT extending
above ⇠ 32 nHz. For the latest PTA datasets, the �Ne↵

bound constrains the 3� results only if fct & 50 nHz and
completely excludes the CT signal only if fct & 100 nHz.

V. Discussion and Implication for Particle Physics

We have pointed out that SM physics predicts a
specific shape for the CT of a GW signal, that can
be clearly distinguished from ⌦gw ⇠ f3 already with
present datasets. Our analysis applies to any GW source
that is active before QCD confinement (i.e. T & GeV,
see also App. C), and provides a much-needed signature
to help determining whether the detected SGWB is of
cosmological or astrophysical origin. If the SMBHBs
model (or a di↵erent cgw signal) is preferred, then our
work should prove useful in the future to disentangle
additional contributions from cosmological sources (see
e.g. [89, 90] for a recent discussion).

We have shown that, despite the CMB bound on
�Ne↵ [85], a CT spectrum can explain the PTA signal.
We quantitatively assessed it to be strongly favored over
the commonly employed f3 approximation in the IPTA-
DR2 dataset, while we have used the latest posteriors
reported by NG15 and EPTA-DR2 [2, 4] to argue that a
CT is likely also significantly preferred over the ↵ = � 2

3
power law in these new datasets.

The detection of such a signal would have dramatic
implications for particle physics, most likely pointing
to the breaking of a (global or gauge) symmetry in a
dark sector (DS), for instance via a PT (or causing the
annihilation of domain walls for discrete symmetries) at
temperatures T & GeV. Some macroscopic properties
of the corresponding sub-Hubble GW source can be
estimated rather model-independently (see also App. C).
Its contribution to the total energy density at the
temperature T? corresponding to the peak frequency f?,
denoted by ↵? ⌘ [⇢DS/(3H2M2

p )]T=T? , sets the peak
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FIG. 3. Posteriors for a common process power-law
model from IPTA-DR2 [11] (blue), NG15 (green, shaded)
and EPTA-DR2 (red, dotted), the last two enforcing HD
correlations in the analyses [2, 4]. The vertical lines highlight
the tilts discussed in the text, approximately describing to a
CT signal. We also show current and future �Ne↵ bounds
that a↵ect any power-law signal extending up to f? =
1, 3, 10 fyr. The yellow star indicate the best fit amplitude
for the CT model obtained with a simplified fit of the NG15
results.

requires a Bayesian search in the new datasets, it is
possible to draw some conclusions by looking at the
posterior distributions for the power-law parameters �, A
presented by NG15 [2] and EPTA-DR2 [15] (we use the
DR2new HD results) and reported in Fig. 3. Both results
significantly overlap with the posteriors of IPTA-DR2
(notice that the new posteriors are obtained including
HD correlations). Furthermore, the NG15 and EPTA-
DR2 (2�) posteriors are shifted to smaller values of �,
i.e. larger nT . This has the following implication: the
nT = 2

3 (� = 13
3 ) slope is now beyond the preferred 2�

region of both posteriors, therefore the evidence for this
tilt over nT = 3 is expected to drop significantly with
respect to the Bayes factor reported in Tab. I.

Very interestingly, a simplified analysis of the CT
signal suggests that it should be significantly favoured
with respect to both the nT = 3 and nT = 2

3 models
in the new datasets. Indeed, while the CT in general
cannot be approximated by a power law over the full
range of frequencies of the recent PTA datasets, one can
understand its approximate behavior by evaluating the
slope of the signal through a given number of frequency
bins. The result of this procedure is shown by the vertical
gray lines in Fig. 3, which have been obtained by fitting
the CT with a power law through the lowest 4th to
8th frequency bins of the NG15 dataset, where evidence
for GWs is reported (and within the 9 frequency bins
employed by EPTA-DR2). We also perform a simplified
log-likelihood analysis of the NG15 data, fitting the free
spectrum posterior distributions for the 14 frequency bins
reported in Ref. [2]. We show the corresponding best
fit amplitude with a marker in Fig. 3. We thus expect
the CT to provide as good a fit to the NG15 (EPTA-

DR2) data as a power-law model with parameters inside
the 2� (1�) region of the posteriors. The free spectrum
posteriors from [2] are also reported in Fig. 2 (green),
showing that the maximum posterior signals from the
IPTA-DR2 analysis should also provide good fits to the
NG15 data.

Finally, let us comment on how a di↵erent choice for
fct a↵ects our model comparison. If fct > fyr, the
�Ne↵ bound on ACT, cgw forces the cgw to be lower,
especially if its tilt is steeper. The CMB constraint
on power-law cgws is shown in Fig. 3 for any tilt, for
several choices of cuto↵ (or peak) frequency f? = fyr
(shaded region), 3fyr, 10fyr (region above dashed tilted
lines). The reach of CMB-S4 [88] surveys is also plotted
with dot-dashed brown curves, interestingly probing a
part of the preferred EPTA-DR2 region. As expected
from Fig. 3, in our search we find that the 13-bins
IPTA-DR2 dataset decisively disfavors a CT extending
above ⇠ 32 nHz. For the latest PTA datasets, the �Ne↵

bound constrains the 3� results only if fct & 50 nHz and
completely excludes the CT signal only if fct & 100 nHz.

V. Discussion and Implication for Particle Physics

We have pointed out that SM physics predicts a
specific shape for the CT of a GW signal, that can
be clearly distinguished from ⌦gw ⇠ f3 already with
present datasets. Our analysis applies to any GW source
that is active before QCD confinement (i.e. T & GeV,
see also App. C), and provides a much-needed signature
to help determining whether the detected SGWB is of
cosmological or astrophysical origin. If the SMBHBs
model (or a di↵erent cgw signal) is preferred, then our
work should prove useful in the future to disentangle
additional contributions from cosmological sources (see
e.g. [89, 90] for a recent discussion).

We have shown that, despite the CMB bound on
�Ne↵ [85], a CT spectrum can explain the PTA signal.
We quantitatively assessed it to be strongly favored over
the commonly employed f3 approximation in the IPTA-
DR2 dataset, while we have used the latest posteriors
reported by NG15 and EPTA-DR2 [2, 4] to argue that a
CT is likely also significantly preferred over the ↵ = � 2

3
power law in these new datasets.

The detection of such a signal would have dramatic
implications for particle physics, most likely pointing
to the breaking of a (global or gauge) symmetry in a
dark sector (DS), for instance via a PT (or causing the
annihilation of domain walls for discrete symmetries) at
temperatures T & GeV. Some macroscopic properties
of the corresponding sub-Hubble GW source can be
estimated rather model-independently (see also App. C).
Its contribution to the total energy density at the
temperature T? corresponding to the peak frequency f?,
denoted by ↵? ⌘ [⇢DS/(3H2M2

p )]T=T? , sets the peak
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FIG. 3. Posteriors for a common process power-law
model from IPTA-DR2 [11] (blue), NG15 (green, shaded)
and EPTA-DR2 (red, dotted), the last two enforcing HD
correlations in the analyses [2, 4]. The vertical lines highlight
the tilts discussed in the text, approximately describing to a
CT signal. We also show current and future �Ne↵ bounds
that a↵ect any power-law signal extending up to f? =
1, 3, 10 fyr. The yellow star indicate the best fit amplitude
for the CT model obtained with a simplified fit of the NG15
results.

requires a Bayesian search in the new datasets, it is
possible to draw some conclusions by looking at the
posterior distributions for the power-law parameters �, A
presented by NG15 [2] and EPTA-DR2 [15] (we use the
DR2new HD results) and reported in Fig. 3. Both results
significantly overlap with the posteriors of IPTA-DR2
(notice that the new posteriors are obtained including
HD correlations). Furthermore, the NG15 and EPTA-
DR2 (2�) posteriors are shifted to smaller values of �,
i.e. larger nT . This has the following implication: the
nT = 2

3 (� = 13
3 ) slope is now beyond the preferred 2�

region of both posteriors, therefore the evidence for this
tilt over nT = 3 is expected to drop significantly with
respect to the Bayes factor reported in Tab. I.

Very interestingly, a simplified analysis of the CT
signal suggests that it should be significantly favoured
with respect to both the nT = 3 and nT = 2

3 models
in the new datasets. Indeed, while the CT in general
cannot be approximated by a power law over the full
range of frequencies of the recent PTA datasets, one can
understand its approximate behavior by evaluating the
slope of the signal through a given number of frequency
bins. The result of this procedure is shown by the vertical
gray lines in Fig. 3, which have been obtained by fitting
the CT with a power law through the lowest 4th to
8th frequency bins of the NG15 dataset, where evidence
for GWs is reported (and within the 9 frequency bins
employed by EPTA-DR2). We also perform a simplified
log-likelihood analysis of the NG15 data, fitting the free
spectrum posterior distributions for the 14 frequency bins
reported in Ref. [2]. We show the corresponding best
fit amplitude with a marker in Fig. 3. We thus expect
the CT to provide as good a fit to the NG15 (EPTA-

DR2) data as a power-law model with parameters inside
the 2� (1�) region of the posteriors. The free spectrum
posteriors from [2] are also reported in Fig. 2 (green),
showing that the maximum posterior signals from the
IPTA-DR2 analysis should also provide good fits to the
NG15 data.

Finally, let us comment on how a di↵erent choice for
fct a↵ects our model comparison. If fct > fyr, the
�Ne↵ bound on ACT, cgw forces the cgw to be lower,
especially if its tilt is steeper. The CMB constraint
on power-law cgws is shown in Fig. 3 for any tilt, for
several choices of cuto↵ (or peak) frequency f? = fyr
(shaded region), 3fyr, 10fyr (region above dashed tilted
lines). The reach of CMB-S4 [88] surveys is also plotted
with dot-dashed brown curves, interestingly probing a
part of the preferred EPTA-DR2 region. As expected
from Fig. 3, in our search we find that the 13-bins
IPTA-DR2 dataset decisively disfavors a CT extending
above ⇠ 32 nHz. For the latest PTA datasets, the �Ne↵

bound constrains the 3� results only if fct & 50 nHz and
completely excludes the CT signal only if fct & 100 nHz.

V. Discussion and Implication for Particle Physics

We have pointed out that SM physics predicts a
specific shape for the CT of a GW signal, that can
be clearly distinguished from ⌦gw ⇠ f3 already with
present datasets. Our analysis applies to any GW source
that is active before QCD confinement (i.e. T & GeV,
see also App. C), and provides a much-needed signature
to help determining whether the detected SGWB is of
cosmological or astrophysical origin. If the SMBHBs
model (or a di↵erent cgw signal) is preferred, then our
work should prove useful in the future to disentangle
additional contributions from cosmological sources (see
e.g. [89, 90] for a recent discussion).

We have shown that, despite the CMB bound on
�Ne↵ [85], a CT spectrum can explain the PTA signal.
We quantitatively assessed it to be strongly favored over
the commonly employed f3 approximation in the IPTA-
DR2 dataset, while we have used the latest posteriors
reported by NG15 and EPTA-DR2 [2, 4] to argue that a
CT is likely also significantly preferred over the ↵ = � 2

3
power law in these new datasets.

The detection of such a signal would have dramatic
implications for particle physics, most likely pointing
to the breaking of a (global or gauge) symmetry in a
dark sector (DS), for instance via a PT (or causing the
annihilation of domain walls for discrete symmetries) at
temperatures T & GeV. Some macroscopic properties
of the corresponding sub-Hubble GW source can be
estimated rather model-independently (see also App. C).
Its contribution to the total energy density at the
temperature T? corresponding to the peak frequency f?,
denoted by ↵? ⌘ [⇢DS/(3H2M2

p )]T=T? , sets the peak
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3

scale factor (today). From the thermodynamical relation
sT = p + ⇢ one infers the temperature-dependent EoS :
w(T ) = 4

3 (g⇤,s(T )/g⇤(T )) � 1.
During the QCD crossover, heavy hadrons form

and both g⇤,s(T ) and g⇤(T ) decrease rapidly with
temperature. Their values and the EoS (shown in the
upper plot of Fig. 1) are precisely determined with lattice
QCD techniques [37]. The temporary decrease of w(T )
is due to the pressureless contribution of QCD matter
to the thermal bath, followed by its rapid depletion.
Therefore, the CT is distinctively modified, when the
corresponding GW modes with wavenumber k re-enter
the Hubble horizon during the QCD crossover. Their
frequency is set by f = k/2⇡ = aH/2⇡, which in terms
of temperatures reads (see App. A)

f ' 3.0 nHz ·
✓
g⇤,s(T )

20

◆1/6✓ T

150 MeV

◆
. (4)

We solve the equations of motion for hk(t) (see e.g. [40],
and App. B for details), accounting for the temperature
dependence of w and g⇤ and obtain the spectrum shown
in Fig. 1 (lower plot, solid green curve). A clear deviation
from the commonly employed f3 approximation can be
appreciated, accidentally located in the nHz range where
PTA experiments are most sensitive to SGWBs.

Beyond the SM e↵ects presented above, we notice
that a CT signal probes the cosmic expansion history
back to TQCD. In particular, the possible presence of a
fraction ffs ⌘ ⇢fs/⇢tot of free-streaming species is easily
accounted for, by multiplying the ⌦gw spectrum shown
in Fig. 1 by f16ffs/5, for ffs . 15% [40].

III. GW backgrounds at Pulsar Timing Arrays

A SGWB can be described in terms of
the characteristic strain hc(f) ' 1.26 · 10�9 ·
(nHz/f)

p
⌦gw(f)h2 [55]. This induces the cross-

power spectral density for the timing residuals
Sab(f) = �abh2

c(f)/(12⇡2f3), where �ab contains
correlation coe�cients between pulsars a and b and is
given by the Hellings-Downs function [75] for a SGWB.
PTA collaborations typically assume a power-law shape
hc(f) = Acp(f/fyr)↵ for the characteristic strain (or
Sab(f) / (f/fyr)�� with � = 3 � 2↵), so that the
corresponding GW fraction is

⌦cgw(f)h2 ' 6.3 · 10�10

✓
Acgw

10�15

◆2 ✓ f

fyr

◆nT

(5)

where fyr ⌘ (1 yr)�1 ' 32 nHz and nT = 2(↵ + 1) =
5 � �. For a cosmological SGWB, we use the subscript
cgw rather than cp. While an astrophysical SGWB
from SMBHBs is expected, its properties are not yet fully
understood. In particular, population synthesis studies
suggest a wide possible range for the amplitude and ↵,
see e.g. [11, 12, 15, 16, 26, 76–80]. The simple prediction

↵ = � 2
3 is instead valid only if the orbits are circular and

energy loss is dominated by gravitational radiation [81].
This corresponds to a slope nT = 2

3 for ⌦gw(f) (and
� = 13

3 ).
On the other hand, a power-law approximation with

nT = 3 (i.e. ↵ = 1
2 , � = 2) is assumed in the literature

when modeling the causality tail (CT) of a cgw.1 The
main novelty of our work is that the actual shape of such
a CT exhibits relevant deviations from a simple power
law, when fct lies above the frequency bins employed
in PTA analyses, i.e. 10 nHz . fct . f?. A convenient
parametrization for the characteristic strain of the CT is

hc,ct(f) = Act
S(f)

S(fct)

✓
fct
f

◆� 8
5 ffs

, (6)

where S(f) is tabulated in App. B and normalised to
S(fyr) = 1, while Act is the amplitude at fct. Fig. 1
shows ⌦gw(f) / f2S2(f) (i.e. with ffs = 0).

A second crucial di↵erence between astrophysical and
cgw backgrounds is that only the latter contribute
to energy budget of the Universe at early times, and
can a↵ect cosmological observables if they are present
in a significant quantity, as any other relativistic free-
streaming component beyond the SM. In other words,
a cgw contributes to the e↵ective number of neutrino
species as Ne↵ ⌘ 3.044 + �Ncgw

e↵ , with �Ncgw
e↵ =

⇢cgw/⇢⌫,1 and ⇢⌫,1 is the energy density of a single
neutrino species. The latest measurements of the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropies and Baryon
Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) impose �Ne↵  0.28 at
95% C.L. [82]. This constrains the cgw relic abundance
to (e.g. [55]) ⌦cgwh2 ' 1.6 · 10�6 (�Ncgw

e↵ /0.28), where
⌦cgw is the total (integrated) relic abundance. A model-
independent bound then applies to any search for cgws.
For the peaked sources of our interest, ⌦cgw ' ⌦cgw(f?)
and the constraint translates to

Acgw  5 ⇥ 10�14

✓
fyr
f?

◆1+↵

, (95% C.L.), (7)

for signals that can be approximated with power-laws
up to f?. While this assumption is often not valid (see
e.g. [83, 84] for the case of PTs), the �Ncgw

e↵ bound can
be applied model-independently to the CT of the signal,
thereby giving Act  5 ⇥ 10�14(fyr/fct). This often
captures the approximate strength of the constraint,
since typically fct . (0.1 � 1)f? and the spectrum
flattens close to the peak. By comparison with Eq. (5),
it is evident that CMB constraints can a↵ect signal
interpretation when f? & fyr, if ↵ � �1 (see also [85]).

Finally, let us remark that GWs with frequency
f & fct provide an unavoidable contribution to ffs ⇠
0.3�Ncgw

e↵ , see also App. B.

1
The high-frequency tail f & f? may also be a power law in the

PTA band, when f? . nHz. However, unlike the CT, its shape is

model-dependent and disfavored by latest PTA results [2, 4, 6].
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scale factor (today). From the thermodynamical relation
sT = p + ⇢ one infers the temperature-dependent EoS :
w(T ) = 4

3 (g⇤,s(T )/g⇤(T )) � 1.
During the QCD crossover, heavy hadrons form

and both g⇤,s(T ) and g⇤(T ) decrease rapidly with
temperature. Their values and the EoS (shown in the
upper plot of Fig. 1) are precisely determined with lattice
QCD techniques [37]. The temporary decrease of w(T )
is due to the pressureless contribution of QCD matter
to the thermal bath, followed by its rapid depletion.
Therefore, the CT is distinctively modified, when the
corresponding GW modes with wavenumber k re-enter
the Hubble horizon during the QCD crossover. Their
frequency is set by f = k/2⇡ = aH/2⇡, which in terms
of temperatures reads (see App. A)

f ' 3.0 nHz ·
✓
g⇤,s(T )

20

◆1/6✓ T

150 MeV

◆
. (4)

We solve the equations of motion for hk(t) (see e.g. [40],
and App. B for details), accounting for the temperature
dependence of w and g⇤ and obtain the spectrum shown
in Fig. 1 (lower plot, solid green curve). A clear deviation
from the commonly employed f3 approximation can be
appreciated, accidentally located in the nHz range where
PTA experiments are most sensitive to SGWBs.

Beyond the SM e↵ects presented above, we notice
that a CT signal probes the cosmic expansion history
back to TQCD. In particular, the possible presence of a
fraction ffs ⌘ ⇢fs/⇢tot of free-streaming species is easily
accounted for, by multiplying the ⌦gw spectrum shown
in Fig. 1 by f16ffs/5, for ffs . 15% [40].

III. GW backgrounds at Pulsar Timing Arrays

A SGWB can be described in terms of
the characteristic strain hc(f) ' 1.26 · 10�9 ·
(nHz/f)

p
⌦gw(f)h2 [55]. This induces the cross-

power spectral density for the timing residuals
Sab(f) = �abh2

c(f)/(12⇡2f3), where �ab contains
correlation coe�cients between pulsars a and b and is
given by the Hellings-Downs function [75] for a SGWB.
PTA collaborations typically assume a power-law shape
hc(f) = Acp(f/fyr)↵ for the characteristic strain (or
Sab(f) / (f/fyr)�� with � = 3 � 2↵), so that the
corresponding GW fraction is

⌦cgw(f)h2 ' 6.3 · 10�10

✓
Acgw

10�15

◆2 ✓ f

fyr

◆nT

(5)

where fyr ⌘ (1 yr)�1 ' 32 nHz and nT = 2(↵ + 1) =
5 � �. For a cosmological SGWB, we use the subscript
cgw rather than cp. While an astrophysical SGWB
from SMBHBs is expected, its properties are not yet fully
understood. In particular, population synthesis studies
suggest a wide possible range for the amplitude and ↵,
see e.g. [11, 12, 15, 16, 26, 76–80]. The simple prediction

↵ = � 2
3 is instead valid only if the orbits are circular and

energy loss is dominated by gravitational radiation [81].
This corresponds to a slope nT = 2

3 for ⌦gw(f) (and
� = 13

3 ).
On the other hand, a power-law approximation with

nT = 3 (i.e. ↵ = 1
2 , � = 2) is assumed in the literature

when modeling the causality tail (CT) of a cgw.1 The
main novelty of our work is that the actual shape of such
a CT exhibits relevant deviations from a simple power
law, when fct lies above the frequency bins employed
in PTA analyses, i.e. 10 nHz . fct . f?. A convenient
parametrization for the characteristic strain of the CT is

hc,ct(f) = Act
S(f)

S(fct)

✓
fct
f

◆� 8
5 ffs

, (6)

where S(f) is tabulated in App. B and normalised to
S(fyr) = 1, while Act is the amplitude at fct. Fig. 1
shows ⌦gw(f) / f2S2(f) (i.e. with ffs = 0).

A second crucial di↵erence between astrophysical and
cgw backgrounds is that only the latter contribute
to energy budget of the Universe at early times, and
can a↵ect cosmological observables if they are present
in a significant quantity, as any other relativistic free-
streaming component beyond the SM. In other words,
a cgw contributes to the e↵ective number of neutrino
species as Ne↵ ⌘ 3.044 + �Ncgw

e↵ , with �Ncgw
e↵ =

⇢cgw/⇢⌫,1 and ⇢⌫,1 is the energy density of a single
neutrino species. The latest measurements of the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropies and Baryon
Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) impose �Ne↵  0.28 at
95% C.L. [82]. This constrains the cgw relic abundance
to (e.g. [55]) ⌦cgwh2 ' 1.6 · 10�6 (�Ncgw

e↵ /0.28), where
⌦cgw is the total (integrated) relic abundance. A model-
independent bound then applies to any search for cgws.
For the peaked sources of our interest, ⌦cgw ' ⌦cgw(f?)
and the constraint translates to

Acgw  5 ⇥ 10�14

✓
fyr
f?

◆1+↵

, (95% C.L.), (7)

for signals that can be approximated with power-laws
up to f?. While this assumption is often not valid (see
e.g. [83, 84] for the case of PTs), the �Ncgw

e↵ bound can
be applied model-independently to the CT of the signal,
thereby giving Act  5 ⇥ 10�14(fyr/fct). This often
captures the approximate strength of the constraint,
since typically fct . (0.1 � 1)f? and the spectrum
flattens close to the peak. By comparison with Eq. (5),
it is evident that CMB constraints can a↵ect signal
interpretation when f? & fyr, if ↵ � �1 (see also [85]).

Finally, let us remark that GWs with frequency
f & fct provide an unavoidable contribution to ffs ⇠
0.3�Ncgw

e↵ , see also App. B.

1
The high-frequency tail f & f? may also be a power law in the

PTA band, when f? . nHz. However, unlike the CT, its shape is

model-dependent and disfavored by latest PTA results [2, 4, 6].

Redshift
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Figure 1: The e↵ective degrees of freedom for the energy density (g⇢) and for the entropy density (gs).
The line width is chosen to be the same as our error bars at the vicinity of the QCD transition where we
have the largest uncertainties. At temperatures T < 1 MeV the equilibrium equation of state becomes
irrelevant for cosmology, because of neutrino decoupling. The EoS comes from our calculation up to
T = 100 GeV. At higher temperatures the electroweak transition becomes relevant and we use the results
of Ref. [13]. Note that for temperatures around the QCD scale non-perturbative QCD e↵ects reduce g⇢
and gs by 10-15% compared to the ideal gas limit, an approximation which is often used in cosmology.
For useful parametrizations for the QCD regime or for the whole temperature range see [17].

One of them took the pion decay constant the other applied the w0 scale [10]. 32 di↵erent analyses
(e.g. the two di↵erent scale setting procedures, di↵erent interpolations, keeping or omitting the coarsest
lattice) entered our histogram method [12, 8] to estimate systematic errors. We also calculated the
goodness of the fit Q and weights based on the Akaike information criterion AICc [8] and we looked
at the unweighted or weighted results. This provided the systematic errors on our findings. In the low
temperature region we compared our results with the prediction of the Hadron Resonance Gas (HRG)
approximation and found perfect agreement. This HRG approach is used to parametrize the equation of
state for small temperatures. In addition, we used the hard thermal loop approach [1] to extend the EoS
to high temperatures.

In order to have a complete description of the thermal evolution of the early universe we supplement
our QCD calculation for the EoS by including the rest of the Standard Model particles (leptons, bottom
and top quarks, W , Z, Higgs bosons) and results on the electroweak transition [17]. As a consequence,
the final result on the EoS covers four orders of magnitude in temperature from MeV to several hundred
GeV.

Figure 1 shows the result for the e↵ective numbers of degrees of freedom as a function of temperature.
The widths of the lines represent the uncertainties. The tabulated data are also presented in [17]. Both
the figure and the data can be used (similarly to Figure 22.3 of Ref. [14]) to describe the Hubble rate and
the relationship between temperature and the age of the universe in a very broad temperature range.

We now turn to the determination of another cosmologically important quantity, �(T ). In general the
Lagrangian of QCD should have a term proportional to LQ = 1/(32⇡2)✏µ⌫⇢�Fµ⌫F⇢�, the four-dimensional
integral of which is called the topological charge. This term violates the combined charge-conjugation and
parity symmetry (CP). The surprising experimental observation is that the proportionality factor of this
term ✓ is unnaturally small. This is known as the strong CP problem. A particularly attractive solution
to this fundamental problem is the so-called Peccei-Quinn mechanism [15]. One introduces an additional
(pseudo-)scalar U(1) symmetric field. The underlying Peccei-Quinn U(1) symmetry is spontaneously
broken –which can happen pre-inflation or post-inflation– and an axion field A acts as a (pseudo-)Goldstone
boson of the broken symmetry [19, 20]. Due to the chiral anomaly the axion also couples to LQ. As a
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Figure 1: The e↵ective degrees of freedom for the energy density (g⇢) and for the entropy density (gs).
The line width is chosen to be the same as our error bars at the vicinity of the QCD transition where we
have the largest uncertainties. At temperatures T < 1 MeV the equilibrium equation of state becomes
irrelevant for cosmology, because of neutrino decoupling. The EoS comes from our calculation up to
T = 100 GeV. At higher temperatures the electroweak transition becomes relevant and we use the results
of Ref. [13]. Note that for temperatures around the QCD scale non-perturbative QCD e↵ects reduce g⇢
and gs by 10-15% compared to the ideal gas limit, an approximation which is often used in cosmology.
For useful parametrizations for the QCD regime or for the whole temperature range see [17].

One of them took the pion decay constant the other applied the w0 scale [10]. 32 di↵erent analyses
(e.g. the two di↵erent scale setting procedures, di↵erent interpolations, keeping or omitting the coarsest
lattice) entered our histogram method [12, 8] to estimate systematic errors. We also calculated the
goodness of the fit Q and weights based on the Akaike information criterion AICc [8] and we looked
at the unweighted or weighted results. This provided the systematic errors on our findings. In the low
temperature region we compared our results with the prediction of the Hadron Resonance Gas (HRG)
approximation and found perfect agreement. This HRG approach is used to parametrize the equation of
state for small temperatures. In addition, we used the hard thermal loop approach [1] to extend the EoS
to high temperatures.

In order to have a complete description of the thermal evolution of the early universe we supplement
our QCD calculation for the EoS by including the rest of the Standard Model particles (leptons, bottom
and top quarks, W , Z, Higgs bosons) and results on the electroweak transition [17]. As a consequence,
the final result on the EoS covers four orders of magnitude in temperature from MeV to several hundred
GeV.

Figure 1 shows the result for the e↵ective numbers of degrees of freedom as a function of temperature.
The widths of the lines represent the uncertainties. The tabulated data are also presented in [17]. Both
the figure and the data can be used (similarly to Figure 22.3 of Ref. [14]) to describe the Hubble rate and
the relationship between temperature and the age of the universe in a very broad temperature range.

We now turn to the determination of another cosmologically important quantity, �(T ). In general the
Lagrangian of QCD should have a term proportional to LQ = 1/(32⇡2)✏µ⌫⇢�Fµ⌫F⇢�, the four-dimensional
integral of which is called the topological charge. This term violates the combined charge-conjugation and
parity symmetry (CP). The surprising experimental observation is that the proportionality factor of this
term ✓ is unnaturally small. This is known as the strong CP problem. A particularly attractive solution
to this fundamental problem is the so-called Peccei-Quinn mechanism [15]. One introduces an additional
(pseudo-)scalar U(1) symmetric field. The underlying Peccei-Quinn U(1) symmetry is spontaneously
broken –which can happen pre-inflation or post-inflation– and an axion field A acts as a (pseudo-)Goldstone
boson of the broken symmetry [19, 20]. Due to the chiral anomaly the axion also couples to LQ. As a
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laws, see e.g. [13]) using present and future datasets, in-
dependently of the currently reported excess. Moreover,
we perform the first Bayesian search for a CT signal
in the NANOgrav 12.5 (NG12) and International PTA
data release 2 (IPTA-DR2) datasets, proving that ne-
glecting such novel QCD-induced features can already
significantly impact the interpretation of PTA data.

II. Standard Model features in the causality tail of
primordial GW backgrounds

Focusing on cosmological SGWBs, a powerful property
is ensured in a broad class of primordial sources where
GWs are generated locally, independently in each spatial
patch, and in a limited amount of time. The correlation
length `? of the source of GWs must then be finite, and
causality guarantees that `? < H�1(t) at the time when
emission shuts o↵. We denote by fct the frequency of
the mode crossing the Hubble radius at that time. The
remarkable property of the causality tail (CT) is that
all GW frequencies f < fct evolve independently of the
source, because the corresponding wavelengths are f�1 >
`?. The evolution of each tensor mode hk(t) in this regime
is sensitive only to the expansion of the Universe and GW
propagation e↵ects [27, 32–59]. A prototypical example
is the case of cosmological PTs, see e.g. [43, 51, 60, 61].
In this case, both bubble collisions and sound waves (and
possibly plasma turbulence) can act as causality-limited
sources, each with its own finite correlation length.

The GW energy fraction is customarily defined as

⌦gw(f) ⌘ 1

⇢cr

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f
(1)

where ⇢cr is the critical energy density today. ⌦gw(f)
exhibits a spectral shape, that is typically peaked at some
frequency f? > fct. The CT of the spectrum (f . fct) is
well-known to behave as ⌦gw(f) / f3 in a universe filled
by a perfect relativistic fluid with EoS w(t) = p/⇢ = 1

3 ,
see e.g. [43]. This general tilt is modified by two e↵ects:

1. The GW energy density ⇢gw(f) in the CT is deter-
mined by the expansion history of the Universe and
the GW propagation after generation [29];

2. The critical energy density ⇢cr = ⇢�,0/⌦�,0 in Eq. (1),
where ⌦�,0h2 = 2.47⇥10�5 is the SM radiation abun-
dance today and h ⌘ H0/(100 km/s/Mpc), is a↵ected
by entropy injections originating e.g. from freeze-out
processes occurring for SM (or BSM) particles in the
thermal bath [27].

The first e↵ect comes from the evolution of super-Hubble
tensor modes [29]. After the GW source shuts o↵, the
emitted super-Hubble modes freeze due to Hubble fric-
tion, remain practically constant until horizon re-entry,
and then proceed with under-damped oscillations diluted
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FIG. 1. Top: Variation of the EoS with the temperature
of the Universe during the QCD crossover. The inset shows
w in an expanded range. Bottom: Impact of the variation
of w(T ), g?(T ) during the QCD crossover on the LF tail of
a causality-limited primordial SGWB (here plotted with an
arbitrary amplitude). The dashed line shows the f3 scaling
obtained in a pure radiation-dominated universe.

as 1/a. As a result, the CT roughly scales as

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f

����
f<fct

/ f3+2 3w�1
3w+1 , (2)

for a generic w. This scaling can be additionally a↵ected
by relativistic free-streaming particles, as we discuss fur-
ther below. The second e↵ect on the other hand con-
cerns only the SM radiation bath, since GWs are de-
coupled and thus do not receive entropy injections from
other species (analogously to neutrinos at the epoch of
electron-positron annihilation). Therefore, this leads to
a frequency-dependent modulation

⌦�(T ) = ⌦�,0

✓
g⇤,s(T0)

g⇤,s(T )

◆4/3 ✓ g⇤(T )

g⇤(T0)

◆⇣a0
a

⌘4
, (3)

g⇤(T ) = ⇢/(⇡2T 4/30) and g⇤,s(T ) = s/(2⇡2T 3/45) being
the e↵ective number of degrees of freedom in energy (⇢)
and entropy (s) densities respectively. From the thermo-
dynamical relation sT = p+⇢ one infers the temperature-
dependent EoS : w(T ) = 4

3 (g⇤,s(T )/g⇤(T )) � 1.
During the QCD crossover, heavy hadrons form and

both g⇤,s(T ) and g⇤(T ) decrease rapidly with tempera-
ture. Their values and the EoS (shown in the upper plot
of Fig. 1) were precisely determined with lattice QCD
techniques [26]. The temporary decrease of w(T ) is due
to the pressureless contribution of QCD matter to the
thermal bath, followed by its rapid depletion. Therefore,
the CT is distinctively modified, when the correspond-
ing GW modes with wavenumber k re-enter the Hubble

Temporary “non-
relativistic” 

contribution from 
QCD matter
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II. Standard Model features in the causality tail of

primordial GW backgrounds

For cosmological SGWBs, a powerful property is
ensured in a broad class of primordial sources where
GWs are generated locally, independently in each spatial
patch, and in a limited amount of time. We denote by fct
the frequency of GWs entering the Hubble radius when
emission shuts o↵. The remarkable property of the CT is
that GWs with frequencies f < fct evolve independently
of the source, because the corresponding wavelengths are
larger than the source’s correlation length. The evolution
of each tensor mode hk(t) in this regime is sensitive only
to the expansion of the Universe and GW propagation
[40, 46–75]. Cosmological PTs are a typical example
[58, 66, 76, 77]. In this case, bubble collisions, sound
waves, and plasma turbulence act as causality-limited
sources, each with its own finite correlation length.

The GW energy fraction is customarily defined as

⌦gw(f) ⌘ 1

⇢cr

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f
(1)

where ⇢cr is the critical energy density today. ⌦gw(f)
exhibits a spectral shape, that is typically peaked at some
frequency f? > fct. The CT of the spectrum behaves
as ⌦gw(f . fct) / f3 in a universe filled by a perfect
relativistic fluid with EoS w(t) = p/⇢ = 1

3 , see e.g. [50].
This tilt of the CT can be modified by two e↵ects:

(i) the GW energy density ⇢gw(f) in the CT is
determined by the Universe’s expansion history and the
GW propagation [42]; (ii) the critical energy density
⇢cr = ⇢�,0/⌦�,0 in Eq. (1) (where ⌦�,0h2 = 2.47 ⇥
10�5 is the SM radiation abundance today and h ⌘
H0/(100 km/s/Mpc) is the reduced Hubble constant),
is a↵ected by entropy injections originating e.g. from
freeze-out processes occurring for (B-)SM particles in the
thermal bath [40].

The first e↵ect concerns the evolution of super-Hubble
tensor modes [42]. After the GW source shuts o↵,
the emitted super-Hubble modes freeze due to Hubble
friction, remain practically constant until horizon re-
entry, and then proceed with under-damped oscillations
diluted as 1/a. As a result, the CT scales as

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f

����
f<fct

/ f3+2 3w�1
3w+1 , (2)

for a generic w. This scaling is additionally a↵ected by
relativistic free-streaming particles, as discussed below.

The second e↵ect concerns only the SM radiation bath,
since GWs are decoupled. This leads to a temperature-
dependent modulation
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g⇤(T ) = ⇢/(⇡2T 4/30) and g⇤,s(T ) = s/(2⇡2T 3/45) being
the e↵ective number of degrees of freedom in energy (⇢)
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FIG. 1: Top: EoS during the QCD crossover. The inset
shows w in an expanded range of temperatures. Bottom:
Impact of the variation of w(T ), g?(T ) on the CT of a
primordial SGWB (plotted with an arbitrary amplitude).
The dashed line shows the f3 scaling obtained in a pure
radiation-dominated universe.

and entropy (s) densities respectively, and a(a0) is the
scale factor (today). From the thermodynamical relation
sT = p + ⇢ one infers the temperature-dependent EoS
w(T ) = 4

3 (g⇤,s(T )/g⇤(T )) � 1.
During the QCD crossover, heavy hadrons form and

both g⇤,s(T ) and g⇤(T ) decrease rapidly. Their values,
and the EoS shown in Fig. 1, are precisely determined
with lattice QCD techniques [39]. The temporary
decrease of w(T ) is due to the pressureless contribution of
QCD matter to the thermal bath, followed by its rapid
depletion. Therefore, the CT is distinctively modified,
when the corresponding GWs with wavenumber k re-
enter the Hubble horizon during the QCD crossover.
Their frequency is set by f = k/2⇡ = aH/2⇡, which
in terms of temperatures reads (see App. A)

f ' 3.0 nHz ·
✓
g⇤,s(T )

20

◆1/6✓ T

150MeV

◆
. (4)

We solve the equations of motion for hk(t) (see
App. B), accounting for the temperature dependence of
w and g⇤, and obtain the spectrum shown in Fig. 1.
A clear deviation from the commonly employed f3

approximation is found, accidentally located in the nHz
range where PTA experiments are most sensitive.
Beside the SM e↵ects presented above, a nHz CT signal

probes the cosmic expansion history back to ⇠ TQCD.
In particular, the possible presence of a fraction ffs ⌘
⇢fs/⇢tot of free-streaming species is easily accounted for,
by multiplying the ⌦gw spectrum shown in Fig. 1 by a
factor f16ffs/5, for ffs . 15% [42].
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laws, see e.g. [13]) using present and future datasets, in-
dependently of the currently reported excess. Moreover,
we perform the first Bayesian search for a CT signal
in the NANOgrav 12.5 (NG12) and International PTA
data release 2 (IPTA-DR2) datasets, proving that ne-
glecting such novel QCD-induced features can already
significantly impact the interpretation of PTA data.

II. Standard Model features in the causality tail of
primordial GW backgrounds

Focusing on cosmological SGWBs, a powerful property
is ensured in a broad class of primordial sources where
GWs are generated locally, independently in each spatial
patch, and in a limited amount of time. The correlation
length `? of the source of GWs must then be finite, and
causality guarantees that `? < H�1(t) at the time when
emission shuts o↵. We denote by fct the frequency of
the mode crossing the Hubble radius at that time. The
remarkable property of the causality tail (CT) is that
all GW frequencies f < fct evolve independently of the
source, because the corresponding wavelengths are f�1 >
`?. The evolution of each tensor mode hk(t) in this regime
is sensitive only to the expansion of the Universe and GW
propagation e↵ects [27, 32–59]. A prototypical example
is the case of cosmological PTs, see e.g. [43, 51, 60, 61].
In this case, both bubble collisions and sound waves (and
possibly plasma turbulence) can act as causality-limited
sources, each with its own finite correlation length.

The GW energy fraction is customarily defined as

⌦gw(f) ⌘ 1

⇢cr

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f
(1)

where ⇢cr is the critical energy density today. ⌦gw(f)
exhibits a spectral shape, that is typically peaked at some
frequency f? > fct. The CT of the spectrum (f . fct) is
well-known to behave as ⌦gw(f) / f3 in a universe filled
by a perfect relativistic fluid with EoS w(t) = p/⇢ = 1

3 ,
see e.g. [43]. This general tilt is modified by two e↵ects:

1. The GW energy density ⇢gw(f) in the CT is deter-
mined by the expansion history of the Universe and
the GW propagation after generation [29];

2. The critical energy density ⇢cr = ⇢�,0/⌦�,0 in Eq. (1),
where ⌦�,0h2 = 2.47⇥10�5 is the SM radiation abun-
dance today and h ⌘ H0/(100 km/s/Mpc), is a↵ected
by entropy injections originating e.g. from freeze-out
processes occurring for SM (or BSM) particles in the
thermal bath [27].

The first e↵ect comes from the evolution of super-Hubble
tensor modes [29]. After the GW source shuts o↵, the
emitted super-Hubble modes freeze due to Hubble fric-
tion, remain practically constant until horizon re-entry,
and then proceed with under-damped oscillations diluted
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FIG. 1. Top: Variation of the EoS with the temperature
of the Universe during the QCD crossover. The inset shows
w in an expanded range. Bottom: Impact of the variation
of w(T ), g?(T ) during the QCD crossover on the LF tail of
a causality-limited primordial SGWB (here plotted with an
arbitrary amplitude). The dashed line shows the f3 scaling
obtained in a pure radiation-dominated universe.

as 1/a. As a result, the CT roughly scales as

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f

����
f<fct

/ f3+2 3w�1
3w+1 , (2)

for a generic w. This scaling can be additionally a↵ected
by relativistic free-streaming particles, as we discuss fur-
ther below. The second e↵ect on the other hand con-
cerns only the SM radiation bath, since GWs are de-
coupled and thus do not receive entropy injections from
other species (analogously to neutrinos at the epoch of
electron-positron annihilation). Therefore, this leads to
a frequency-dependent modulation

⌦�(T ) = ⌦�,0

✓
g⇤,s(T0)

g⇤,s(T )

◆4/3 ✓ g⇤(T )

g⇤(T0)

◆⇣a0
a

⌘4
, (3)

g⇤(T ) = ⇢/(⇡2T 4/30) and g⇤,s(T ) = s/(2⇡2T 3/45) being
the e↵ective number of degrees of freedom in energy (⇢)
and entropy (s) densities respectively. From the thermo-
dynamical relation sT = p+⇢ one infers the temperature-
dependent EoS : w(T ) = 4

3 (g⇤,s(T )/g⇤(T )) � 1.
During the QCD crossover, heavy hadrons form and

both g⇤,s(T ) and g⇤(T ) decrease rapidly with tempera-
ture. Their values and the EoS (shown in the upper plot
of Fig. 1) were precisely determined with lattice QCD
techniques [26]. The temporary decrease of w(T ) is due
to the pressureless contribution of QCD matter to the
thermal bath, followed by its rapid depletion. Therefore,
the CT is distinctively modified, when the correspond-
ing GW modes with wavenumber k re-enter the Hubble

Temporary “non-
relativistic” 

contribution from 
QCD matter
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w ⌘ p

⇢
=

4

3

g⇤,s(T )

g⇤(T )
� 1

Standard Model prediction:                                                              
~30% deviation from radiation domination around QCD crossover!

PTA best sensitivity

2

II. Standard Model features in the causality tail of

primordial GW backgrounds

For cosmological SGWBs, a powerful property is
ensured in a broad class of primordial sources where
GWs are generated locally, independently in each spatial
patch, and in a limited amount of time. We denote by fct
the frequency of GWs entering the Hubble radius when
emission shuts o↵. The remarkable property of the CT is
that GWs with frequencies f < fct evolve independently
of the source, because the corresponding wavelengths are
larger than the source’s correlation length. The evolution
of each tensor mode hk(t) in this regime is sensitive only
to the expansion of the Universe and GW propagation
[40, 46–75]. Cosmological PTs are a typical example
[58, 66, 76, 77]. In this case, bubble collisions, sound
waves, and plasma turbulence act as causality-limited
sources, each with its own finite correlation length.

The GW energy fraction is customarily defined as

⌦gw(f) ⌘ 1

⇢cr

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f
(1)

where ⇢cr is the critical energy density today. ⌦gw(f)
exhibits a spectral shape, that is typically peaked at some
frequency f? > fct. The CT of the spectrum behaves
as ⌦gw(f . fct) / f3 in a universe filled by a perfect
relativistic fluid with EoS w(t) = p/⇢ = 1

3 , see e.g. [50].
This tilt of the CT can be modified by two e↵ects:

(i) the GW energy density ⇢gw(f) in the CT is
determined by the Universe’s expansion history and the
GW propagation [42]; (ii) the critical energy density
⇢cr = ⇢�,0/⌦�,0 in Eq. (1) (where ⌦�,0h2 = 2.47 ⇥
10�5 is the SM radiation abundance today and h ⌘
H0/(100 km/s/Mpc) is the reduced Hubble constant),
is a↵ected by entropy injections originating e.g. from
freeze-out processes occurring for (B-)SM particles in the
thermal bath [40].

The first e↵ect concerns the evolution of super-Hubble
tensor modes [42]. After the GW source shuts o↵,
the emitted super-Hubble modes freeze due to Hubble
friction, remain practically constant until horizon re-
entry, and then proceed with under-damped oscillations
diluted as 1/a. As a result, the CT scales as

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f

����
f<fct

/ f3+2 3w�1
3w+1 , (2)

for a generic w. This scaling is additionally a↵ected by
relativistic free-streaming particles, as discussed below.

The second e↵ect concerns only the SM radiation bath,
since GWs are decoupled. This leads to a temperature-
dependent modulation

⌦�(T ) = ⌦�,0

✓
g⇤,s(T0)

g⇤,s(T )

◆4/3 ✓ g⇤(T )

g⇤(T0)

◆⇣a0
a

⌘4
, (3)

g⇤(T ) = ⇢/(⇡2T 4/30) and g⇤,s(T ) = s/(2⇡2T 3/45) being
the e↵ective number of degrees of freedom in energy (⇢)
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FIG. 1: Top: EoS during the QCD crossover. The inset
shows w in an expanded range of temperatures. Bottom:
Impact of the variation of w(T ), g?(T ) on the CT of a
primordial SGWB (plotted with an arbitrary amplitude).
The dashed line shows the f3 scaling obtained in a pure
radiation-dominated universe.

and entropy (s) densities respectively, and a(a0) is the
scale factor (today). From the thermodynamical relation
sT = p + ⇢ one infers the temperature-dependent EoS
w(T ) = 4

3 (g⇤,s(T )/g⇤(T )) � 1.
During the QCD crossover, heavy hadrons form and

both g⇤,s(T ) and g⇤(T ) decrease rapidly. Their values,
and the EoS shown in Fig. 1, are precisely determined
with lattice QCD techniques [39]. The temporary
decrease of w(T ) is due to the pressureless contribution of
QCD matter to the thermal bath, followed by its rapid
depletion. Therefore, the CT is distinctively modified,
when the corresponding GWs with wavenumber k re-
enter the Hubble horizon during the QCD crossover.
Their frequency is set by f = k/2⇡ = aH/2⇡, which
in terms of temperatures reads (see App. A)

f ' 3.0 nHz ·
✓
g⇤,s(T )

20

◆1/6✓ T

150MeV

◆
. (4)

We solve the equations of motion for hk(t) (see
App. B), accounting for the temperature dependence of
w and g⇤, and obtain the spectrum shown in Fig. 1.
A clear deviation from the commonly employed f3

approximation is found, accidentally located in the nHz
range where PTA experiments are most sensitive.
Beside the SM e↵ects presented above, a nHz CT signal

probes the cosmic expansion history back to ⇠ TQCD.
In particular, the possible presence of a fraction ffs ⌘
⇢fs/⇢tot of free-streaming species is easily accounted for,
by multiplying the ⌦gw spectrum shown in Fig. 1 by a
factor f16ffs/5, for ffs . 15% [42].
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They are less excited (overdamped) by the source

But their amplitude stays frozen until horizon re-entry
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39]) as well as the di↵erent evolution of sub- and super-
horizon GW modes (e.g. [40–42]).

This Letter derives in detail the spectral shape of
CT signals at nHz frequencies, that can be readily
used by PTA collaborations, GW and BSM communities
for model comparison (improving upon simple power-
law CTs, currently adopted by NG15 [26] and EPTA-
DR2 [15], see also [21, 22]) using present and future
datasets. Importantly, we show that that our novel
inclusion of QCD-induced features significantly impacts
the interpretation of current PTA data, by performing
a Bayesian search for a CT signal in the International
PTA data release 2 (IPTA-DR2) dataset [11, 43], and by
comparing with the latest results from NG15 and EPTA-
DR2.

II. Standard Model features in the causality tail of

primordial GW backgrounds

Focusing on cosmological SGWBs, a powerful property
is ensured in a broad class of primordial sources where
GWs are generated locally, independently in each spatial
patch, and in a limited amount of time. The correlation
length `? of the source of GWs must then be finite, and
causality guarantees that `? < H�1(t) at the time when
emission shuts o↵, where H is the Hubble expansion rate.
We denote by fct the frequency of the GW mode crossing
the Hubble radius at that time. The remarkable property
of the causality tail (CT) is that all GW frequencies
f < fct evolve independently of the source, because the
corresponding wavelengths are f�1 > `?. The evolution
of each tensor mode hk(t) in this regime is sensitive only
to the expansion of the Universe and GW propagation
e↵ects [38, 44–72]. A prototypical example is the case of
cosmological PTs, see e.g. [55, 63, 73, 74]. In this case,
both bubble collisions and sound waves (and possibly
plasma turbulence) can act as causality-limited sources,
each with its own finite correlation length.

The GW energy fraction is customarily defined as

⌦gw(f) ⌘ 1

⇢cr

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f
(1)

where ⇢cr is the critical energy density today. ⌦gw(f)
exhibits a spectral shape, that is typically peaked at some
frequency f? > fct. The CT of the spectrum (f . fct) is
well-known to behave as ⌦gw(f) / f3 in a universe filled
by a perfect relativistic fluid with EoS w(t) = p/⇢ = 1

3 ,
see e.g. [55]. This tilt can be modified by two e↵ects:

1. The GW energy density ⇢gw(f) in the CT is
determined by the expansion history of the Universe
and the GW propagation after generation [40];

2. The critical energy density ⇢cr = ⇢�,0/⌦�,0 in Eq. (1),
where ⌦�,0h2 = 2.47 ⇥ 10�5 is the SM radiation
abundance today, h ⌘ H0/(100 km/s/Mpc) and
H0 is the Hubble expansion rate today, is a↵ected
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FIG. 1. Top: Variation of the EoS with the temperature of
the Universe during the QCD crossover. The inset shows w in
an expanded range. Bottom: Impact of the variation of w(T ),
g?(T ) during the QCD crossover on the low frequency tail of
a causality-limited primordial SGWB (here plotted with an
arbitrary amplitude). The dashed line shows the f3 scaling
obtained in a pure radiation-dominated universe.

by entropy injections originating e.g. from freeze-out
processes occurring for SM (or BSM) particles in the
thermal bath [38].

The first e↵ect comes from the evolution of super-
Hubble tensor modes [40]. After the GW source shuts o↵,
the emitted super-Hubble modes freeze due to Hubble
friction, remain practically constant until horizon re-
entry, and then proceed with under-damped oscillations
diluted as 1/a. As a result, the CT scales as

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f

����
f<fct

/ f3+2 3w�1
3w+1 , (2)

for a generic w. This scaling can be additionally a↵ected
by relativistic free-streaming particles, as we discuss
further below.

The second e↵ect on the other hand concerns only
the SM radiation bath, since GWs are decoupled and
do not receive entropy injections from other species
(analogously to neutrinos at the epoch of electron-
positron annihilation). Therefore, this leads to a
temperature-dependent modulation
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g⇤(T ) = ⇢/(⇡2T 4/30) and g⇤,s(T ) = s/(2⇡2T 3/45) being
the e↵ective number of degrees of freedom in energy (⇢)
and entropy (s) densities respectively, and a(a0) is the
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horizon GW modes (e.g. [40–42]).

This Letter derives in detail the spectral shape of
CT signals at nHz frequencies, that can be readily
used by PTA collaborations, GW and BSM communities
for model comparison (improving upon simple power-
law CTs, currently adopted by NG15 [26] and EPTA-
DR2 [15], see also [21, 22]) using present and future
datasets. Importantly, we show that that our novel
inclusion of QCD-induced features significantly impacts
the interpretation of current PTA data, by performing
a Bayesian search for a CT signal in the International
PTA data release 2 (IPTA-DR2) dataset [11, 43], and by
comparing with the latest results from NG15 and EPTA-
DR2.

II. Standard Model features in the causality tail of

primordial GW backgrounds

Focusing on cosmological SGWBs, a powerful property
is ensured in a broad class of primordial sources where
GWs are generated locally, independently in each spatial
patch, and in a limited amount of time. The correlation
length `? of the source of GWs must then be finite, and
causality guarantees that `? < H�1(t) at the time when
emission shuts o↵, where H is the Hubble expansion rate.
We denote by fct the frequency of the GW mode crossing
the Hubble radius at that time. The remarkable property
of the causality tail (CT) is that all GW frequencies
f < fct evolve independently of the source, because the
corresponding wavelengths are f�1 > `?. The evolution
of each tensor mode hk(t) in this regime is sensitive only
to the expansion of the Universe and GW propagation
e↵ects [38, 44–72]. A prototypical example is the case of
cosmological PTs, see e.g. [55, 63, 73, 74]. In this case,
both bubble collisions and sound waves (and possibly
plasma turbulence) can act as causality-limited sources,
each with its own finite correlation length.

The GW energy fraction is customarily defined as
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where ⇢cr is the critical energy density today. ⌦gw(f)
exhibits a spectral shape, that is typically peaked at some
frequency f? > fct. The CT of the spectrum (f . fct) is
well-known to behave as ⌦gw(f) / f3 in a universe filled
by a perfect relativistic fluid with EoS w(t) = p/⇢ = 1

3 ,
see e.g. [55]. This tilt can be modified by two e↵ects:

1. The GW energy density ⇢gw(f) in the CT is
determined by the expansion history of the Universe
and the GW propagation after generation [40];

2. The critical energy density ⇢cr = ⇢�,0/⌦�,0 in Eq. (1),
where ⌦�,0h2 = 2.47 ⇥ 10�5 is the SM radiation
abundance today, h ⌘ H0/(100 km/s/Mpc) and
H0 is the Hubble expansion rate today, is a↵ected
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the Universe during the QCD crossover. The inset shows w in
an expanded range. Bottom: Impact of the variation of w(T ),
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by entropy injections originating e.g. from freeze-out
processes occurring for SM (or BSM) particles in the
thermal bath [38].

The first e↵ect comes from the evolution of super-
Hubble tensor modes [40]. After the GW source shuts o↵,
the emitted super-Hubble modes freeze due to Hubble
friction, remain practically constant until horizon re-
entry, and then proceed with under-damped oscillations
diluted as 1/a. As a result, the CT scales as
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for a generic w. This scaling can be additionally a↵ected
by relativistic free-streaming particles, as we discuss
further below.

The second e↵ect on the other hand concerns only
the SM radiation bath, since GWs are decoupled and
do not receive entropy injections from other species
(analogously to neutrinos at the epoch of electron-
positron annihilation). Therefore, this leads to a
temperature-dependent modulation
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and entropy (s) densities respectively, and a(a0) is the
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law CTs, currently adopted by NG15 [26] and EPTA-
DR2 [15], see also [21, 22]) using present and future
datasets. Importantly, we show that that our novel
inclusion of QCD-induced features significantly impacts
the interpretation of current PTA data, by performing
a Bayesian search for a CT signal in the International
PTA data release 2 (IPTA-DR2) dataset [11, 43], and by
comparing with the latest results from NG15 and EPTA-
DR2.
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primordial GW backgrounds
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is ensured in a broad class of primordial sources where
GWs are generated locally, independently in each spatial
patch, and in a limited amount of time. The correlation
length `? of the source of GWs must then be finite, and
causality guarantees that `? < H�1(t) at the time when
emission shuts o↵, where H is the Hubble expansion rate.
We denote by fct the frequency of the GW mode crossing
the Hubble radius at that time. The remarkable property
of the causality tail (CT) is that all GW frequencies
f < fct evolve independently of the source, because the
corresponding wavelengths are f�1 > `?. The evolution
of each tensor mode hk(t) in this regime is sensitive only
to the expansion of the Universe and GW propagation
e↵ects [38, 44–72]. A prototypical example is the case of
cosmological PTs, see e.g. [55, 63, 73, 74]. In this case,
both bubble collisions and sound waves (and possibly
plasma turbulence) can act as causality-limited sources,
each with its own finite correlation length.
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where ⇢cr is the critical energy density today. ⌦gw(f)
exhibits a spectral shape, that is typically peaked at some
frequency f? > fct. The CT of the spectrum (f . fct) is
well-known to behave as ⌦gw(f) / f3 in a universe filled
by a perfect relativistic fluid with EoS w(t) = p/⇢ = 1

3 ,
see e.g. [55]. This tilt can be modified by two e↵ects:

1. The GW energy density ⇢gw(f) in the CT is
determined by the expansion history of the Universe
and the GW propagation after generation [40];

2. The critical energy density ⇢cr = ⇢�,0/⌦�,0 in Eq. (1),
where ⌦�,0h2 = 2.47 ⇥ 10�5 is the SM radiation
abundance today, h ⌘ H0/(100 km/s/Mpc) and
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the Universe during the QCD crossover. The inset shows w in
an expanded range. Bottom: Impact of the variation of w(T ),
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by entropy injections originating e.g. from freeze-out
processes occurring for SM (or BSM) particles in the
thermal bath [38].

The first e↵ect comes from the evolution of super-
Hubble tensor modes [40]. After the GW source shuts o↵,
the emitted super-Hubble modes freeze due to Hubble
friction, remain practically constant until horizon re-
entry, and then proceed with under-damped oscillations
diluted as 1/a. As a result, the CT scales as
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for a generic w. This scaling can be additionally a↵ected
by relativistic free-streaming particles, as we discuss
further below.

The second e↵ect on the other hand concerns only
the SM radiation bath, since GWs are decoupled and
do not receive entropy injections from other species
(analogously to neutrinos at the epoch of electron-
positron annihilation). Therefore, this leads to a
temperature-dependent modulation
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patch, and in a limited amount of time. The correlation
length `? of the source of GWs must then be finite, and
causality guarantees that `? < H�1(t) at the time when
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We denote by fct the frequency of the GW mode crossing
the Hubble radius at that time. The remarkable property
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The first e↵ect comes from the evolution of super-
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The second e↵ect on the other hand concerns only
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horizon GW modes (e.g. [40–42]).

This Letter derives in detail the spectral shape of
CT signals at nHz frequencies, that can be readily
used by PTA collaborations, GW and BSM communities
for model comparison (improving upon simple power-
law CTs, currently adopted by NG15 [26] and EPTA-
DR2 [15], see also [21, 22]) using present and future
datasets. Importantly, we show that that our novel
inclusion of QCD-induced features significantly impacts
the interpretation of current PTA data, by performing
a Bayesian search for a CT signal in the International
PTA data release 2 (IPTA-DR2) dataset [11, 43], and by
comparing with the latest results from NG15 and EPTA-
DR2.

II. Standard Model features in the causality tail of

primordial GW backgrounds

Focusing on cosmological SGWBs, a powerful property
is ensured in a broad class of primordial sources where
GWs are generated locally, independently in each spatial
patch, and in a limited amount of time. The correlation
length `? of the source of GWs must then be finite, and
causality guarantees that `? < H�1(t) at the time when
emission shuts o↵, where H is the Hubble expansion rate.
We denote by fct the frequency of the GW mode crossing
the Hubble radius at that time. The remarkable property
of the causality tail (CT) is that all GW frequencies
f < fct evolve independently of the source, because the
corresponding wavelengths are f�1 > `?. The evolution
of each tensor mode hk(t) in this regime is sensitive only
to the expansion of the Universe and GW propagation
e↵ects [38, 44–72]. A prototypical example is the case of
cosmological PTs, see e.g. [55, 63, 73, 74]. In this case,
both bubble collisions and sound waves (and possibly
plasma turbulence) can act as causality-limited sources,
each with its own finite correlation length.

The GW energy fraction is customarily defined as

⌦gw(f) ⌘ 1

⇢cr

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f
(1)

where ⇢cr is the critical energy density today. ⌦gw(f)
exhibits a spectral shape, that is typically peaked at some
frequency f? > fct. The CT of the spectrum (f . fct) is
well-known to behave as ⌦gw(f) / f3 in a universe filled
by a perfect relativistic fluid with EoS w(t) = p/⇢ = 1

3 ,
see e.g. [55]. This tilt can be modified by two e↵ects:

1. The GW energy density ⇢gw(f) in the CT is
determined by the expansion history of the Universe
and the GW propagation after generation [40];

2. The critical energy density ⇢cr = ⇢�,0/⌦�,0 in Eq. (1),
where ⌦�,0h2 = 2.47 ⇥ 10�5 is the SM radiation
abundance today, h ⌘ H0/(100 km/s/Mpc) and
H0 is the Hubble expansion rate today, is a↵ected
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FIG. 1. Top: Variation of the EoS with the temperature of
the Universe during the QCD crossover. The inset shows w in
an expanded range. Bottom: Impact of the variation of w(T ),
g?(T ) during the QCD crossover on the low frequency tail of
a causality-limited primordial SGWB (here plotted with an
arbitrary amplitude). The dashed line shows the f3 scaling
obtained in a pure radiation-dominated universe.

by entropy injections originating e.g. from freeze-out
processes occurring for SM (or BSM) particles in the
thermal bath [38].

The first e↵ect comes from the evolution of super-
Hubble tensor modes [40]. After the GW source shuts o↵,
the emitted super-Hubble modes freeze due to Hubble
friction, remain practically constant until horizon re-
entry, and then proceed with under-damped oscillations
diluted as 1/a. As a result, the CT scales as

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f

����
f<fct

/ f3+2 3w�1
3w+1 , (2)

for a generic w. This scaling can be additionally a↵ected
by relativistic free-streaming particles, as we discuss
further below.

The second e↵ect on the other hand concerns only
the SM radiation bath, since GWs are decoupled and
do not receive entropy injections from other species
(analogously to neutrinos at the epoch of electron-
positron annihilation). Therefore, this leads to a
temperature-dependent modulation
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, (3)

g⇤(T ) = ⇢/(⇡2T 4/30) and g⇤,s(T ) = s/(2⇡2T 3/45) being
the e↵ective number of degrees of freedom in energy (⇢)
and entropy (s) densities respectively, and a(a0) is the
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39]) as well as the di↵erent evolution of sub- and super-
horizon GW modes (e.g. [40–42]).

This Letter derives in detail the spectral shape of
CT signals at nHz frequencies, that can be readily
used by PTA collaborations, GW and BSM communities
for model comparison (improving upon simple power-
law CTs, currently adopted by NG15 [26] and EPTA-
DR2 [15], see also [21, 22]) using present and future
datasets. Importantly, we show that that our novel
inclusion of QCD-induced features significantly impacts
the interpretation of current PTA data, by performing
a Bayesian search for a CT signal in the International
PTA data release 2 (IPTA-DR2) dataset [11, 43], and by
comparing with the latest results from NG15 and EPTA-
DR2.

II. Standard Model features in the causality tail of

primordial GW backgrounds

Focusing on cosmological SGWBs, a powerful property
is ensured in a broad class of primordial sources where
GWs are generated locally, independently in each spatial
patch, and in a limited amount of time. The correlation
length `? of the source of GWs must then be finite, and
causality guarantees that `? < H�1(t) at the time when
emission shuts o↵, where H is the Hubble expansion rate.
We denote by fct the frequency of the GW mode crossing
the Hubble radius at that time. The remarkable property
of the causality tail (CT) is that all GW frequencies
f < fct evolve independently of the source, because the
corresponding wavelengths are f�1 > `?. The evolution
of each tensor mode hk(t) in this regime is sensitive only
to the expansion of the Universe and GW propagation
e↵ects [38, 44–72]. A prototypical example is the case of
cosmological PTs, see e.g. [55, 63, 73, 74]. In this case,
both bubble collisions and sound waves (and possibly
plasma turbulence) can act as causality-limited sources,
each with its own finite correlation length.

The GW energy fraction is customarily defined as

⌦gw(f) ⌘ 1

⇢cr

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f
(1)

where ⇢cr is the critical energy density today. ⌦gw(f)
exhibits a spectral shape, that is typically peaked at some
frequency f? > fct. The CT of the spectrum (f . fct) is
well-known to behave as ⌦gw(f) / f3 in a universe filled
by a perfect relativistic fluid with EoS w(t) = p/⇢ = 1

3 ,
see e.g. [55]. This tilt can be modified by two e↵ects:

1. The GW energy density ⇢gw(f) in the CT is
determined by the expansion history of the Universe
and the GW propagation after generation [40];

2. The critical energy density ⇢cr = ⇢�,0/⌦�,0 in Eq. (1),
where ⌦�,0h2 = 2.47 ⇥ 10�5 is the SM radiation
abundance today, h ⌘ H0/(100 km/s/Mpc) and
H0 is the Hubble expansion rate today, is a↵ected
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FIG. 1. Top: Variation of the EoS with the temperature of
the Universe during the QCD crossover. The inset shows w in
an expanded range. Bottom: Impact of the variation of w(T ),
g?(T ) during the QCD crossover on the low frequency tail of
a causality-limited primordial SGWB (here plotted with an
arbitrary amplitude). The dashed line shows the f3 scaling
obtained in a pure radiation-dominated universe.

by entropy injections originating e.g. from freeze-out
processes occurring for SM (or BSM) particles in the
thermal bath [38].

The first e↵ect comes from the evolution of super-
Hubble tensor modes [40]. After the GW source shuts o↵,
the emitted super-Hubble modes freeze due to Hubble
friction, remain practically constant until horizon re-
entry, and then proceed with under-damped oscillations
diluted as 1/a. As a result, the CT scales as

d⇢gw(f)

d ln f

����
f<fct

/ f3+2 3w�1
3w+1 , (2)

for a generic w. This scaling can be additionally a↵ected
by relativistic free-streaming particles, as we discuss
further below.

The second e↵ect on the other hand concerns only
the SM radiation bath, since GWs are decoupled and
do not receive entropy injections from other species
(analogously to neutrinos at the epoch of electron-
positron annihilation). Therefore, this leads to a
temperature-dependent modulation
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g⇤(T ) = ⇢/(⇡2T 4/30) and g⇤,s(T ) = s/(2⇡2T 3/45) being
the e↵ective number of degrees of freedom in energy (⇢)
and entropy (s) densities respectively, and a(a0) is the

Amplitude in first bins 2-3 times larger than naive spectrum!



IS THE SIGNATURE OBSERVABLE?

Bayesian analysis in 
International PTA DR2 

and NG15 datasets

Bayes factor 
(Including CMB prior!)

4

PTA
M nT = 3 Free nT = 2

3 SMBHB
(� = 2) nT (� = 13

3 ) (GW-driven)

IPTA-DR2 1.3 �1.8 �2.7 —

NG15 1.6 �0.8 0.05 0.5

TABLE I: log10(BCausality Tail,M) for the comparison of
the CT with alternative models. The CT spectrum
(see Fig. 1) is strongly preferred with respect to ⌦gw ⇠
f
3. The �Ne↵ upper bound has been imposed on the

amplitude of both CT and f
3 spectra, fixing fct = fyr

for the CT and f? = fyr for nT = 3.

The GW spectra and CP time delays for maximum-
posterior values of parameters obtained by our analyses
are shown in Fig. 2 (here we include HD correlations
in the NG15 results, using the faster fitting procedure
described in [89]). Both plots show why the CT presented
in our work improves the fit to PTA data, when compared
to the nT = 3 power-law: for Act = Acgw the CT allows
for a larger amplitude of ⌦gw and of CP delays in the
first bins (roughly by a factor of 2 � 3).

The curves in Fig. 2 correspond to negligible values
of ffs from GWs of frequency f = fct. Additional
contributions from high-frequency and other free-
streaming species are model-dependent, but would a↵ect
our results only if �N

cgw
e↵ & 0.1. In this case, an excess

in upcoming cosmological surveys [90–92] is expected.

For a qualitative comparison with simple power-laws,
one can approximate the CT as a power-law with slope
evaluated through a given number of frequency bins.
The result of this procedure is shown by the vertical
gray lines in Fig. 3, obtained by fitting the CT with a
power-law through the lowest 4th to 8th frequency bins
of NG15, where evidence for GWs is reported (and within
the 9 frequency bins employed by EPTA-DR2). The 1, 2
and 3� posteriors on power-law parameters reported by
IPTA-DR2 and NG15 are also shown, together with the
results of EPTA-DR2 (using the DR2new HD dataset). We
expect the CT to provide as good a fit to the NG15
(EPTA-DR2) data as a power-law model with parameters
inside the 2� (1�) region of the posteriors, whereas the
f
3 signal lies at the border of the 3� (2�) region. We

stress that this is only approximate, since the CT deviate
significantly from a power-law at the relevant frequencies.

Let us comment on how di↵erent fct values a↵ect our
model comparison. The CMB bound on power-law cgws
becomes stronger for fct > fyr, as shown in Fig. 3 for
peak frequency f? = 1, 3, 10fyr. Thus, we find that
the IPTA-DR2 dataset decisively disfavors fct & 32 nHz,
while for the new datasets the CT signal is excluded at 3�
(a↵ected) only if fct & 100 nHz (& 50 nHz). The future
reach of CMB-S4 [92] observations is also plotted.
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FIG. 2: The GW spectrum (upper) and the induced CP
time delays

p
Sab(f)/T (lower), T being the observation

time of each PTA. We compare CT (solid), nT = 3
(dashed) and free power-law (dotted) models, selecting
the maximum posterior values obtained with IPTA-
DR2 [11] (blue) and NG15 [2] (green) datasets. The
shaded region shows the CMB+BAO bound on �Ne↵,
and the dotted line the reach of CMB-S4 experiments.
The lower limits of the posteriors are determined by the
priors of [2, 11]. See [77] for parameter posteriors.

V. Discussion and Implication for Particle Physics

We have pointed out that SM physics predicts a
specific shape for the CT of a GW signal, clearly
distinguishable from ⌦gw ⇠ f

3 already with present
datasets. This applies to any GW source that is active
before QCD confinement (i.e. T & GeV, see [77]), and
provides a much-needed signature to help determining
whether the current PTA excess is of cosmological or
astrophysical origin. If the SMBHB interpretation (or
a di↵erent cgw signal) is preferred, then our work
should prove useful in the future to disentangle additional
contributions from cosmological sources (see e.g. [93, 94]).

We have quantified that, despite the CMB bound on
�Ne↵ [88], a CT spectrum can explain the PTA signal
and is strongly favored over the commonly employed
nT = 3 approximation in both IPTA-DR2 and NG15
datasets, while providing a similar fit to NG15 as simple
SMBHB models.

The detection of such a signal would have dramatic
implications for particle physics, most likely pointing
to the breaking of a (global or gauge) symmetry in a
dark sector (DS), for instance via a PT (or causing the
annihilation of domain walls for discrete symmetries) at
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EXPLORING THE COSMOLOGICAL HISTORY
Also possible to test non-standard expansion histories,                   

such as Matter Domination (low reheating)
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history may have occurred before Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, and would alter the GW relic abundance, as well as the
peak frequency and the CT.

The simplest example is arguably that of an early phase of matter domination (MD) when or right after the
GW source is active, such as the one that can be due to the slow decay of a massive particle. For the purpose of
understanding the e↵ects on the GW signal, we parametrize the duration of the MD phase by the ratio of the initial
temperature Ti at the onset of MD (if it occurs below T?, otherwise Ti = T?) and that at the beginning of the
subsequent phase of RD, r ⌘ Tf/Ti < 1. As mentioned in Sec. II, the CT can be dramatically altered in this case,
and increases with frequency as f . Notice that the e↵ects of the QCD crossover are in this case washed out, since the
SM radiation bath is necessarily a subleading component of the Universe in this scenario.

To model the CT in the presence of a transition from a RD era to a matter dominated (MD) era, we use the
following broken power-law parametrization for the characteristic strain:

hc,MD(f) = Act

✓
f

fyr

◆ 3��MD
2

"
1 +

✓
f

fb,MD

◆ 1
MD

#MD��MD

, (D1)

with �MD = 4 (low frequency, MD) and �MD = 2 (high frequency, RD). The bending frequency fb,MD corresponds to
the temperature of the transition from radiation to matter domination. The choice MD = 0.4 reproduces the result
of [42] well enough for our purposes.
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(a) Similarly to Fig. 2, we show the best fits to IPTA-DR2 data with two
di↵erent models: in dashed, the broken power-law model with white noise at
high frequencies, with values of bending frequencies determined by our Bayesian
analyses; in solid, the CT signals corresponding to intermediate phase of matter
domination. For this latter case we also show results obtained using the first
14 bins of the NG15 dataset, including HD correlations. The violin-shaped
posteriors are adapted from the results of [11] (IPTA-DR2) and [2] (NG15),
with lower limits determined by prior choices as in Fig. 2.
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(b) 2d posteriors of the amplitude of the
CT with MD (Broken PL with white noise)
and the bending frequency of the signals, for
the IPTADR2 dataset (blue). Posteriors for
the MD analysis with NG15 are also shown
(green).

FIG. 5: Posteriors and best fits for the scenario of intermediate matter domination.

We performed a Bayesian search for such a MD-altered CT in the IPTA-DR2 dataset, additionally including the
e↵ects of free-streaming GWs as in (6) of the main text, see also the discussion in the second paragraph of Sec. IV.
To illustrate how this scenario of MD-altered CT signal would compare with data, we show the curves obtained with
maximum-posterior values of fb,MD and Act for IPTA-DR2 (this time including all 30 bins, so we set fct larger than
the last bin) in Fig. 5a. We also show the result of a similar analysis in the NG15 dataset, restricting to 14 bins,
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SCALAR-INDUCED GWS (SIGW)
Scalar (curvature) & tensor perturbations 

generated independently during inflation, 
Then stretched to super horizon scales
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SCALAR-INDUCED GWS (SIGW)
Scalar (curvature) & tensor perturbations 

generated independently during inflation, 
Then stretched to super horizon scales
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SCALAR-INDUCED GWS

Re-enter the Hubble sphere at some epoch after inflation
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SCALAR-INDUCED GWS

Re-enter the Hubble sphere at some epoch after inflation
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SCALAR-INDUCED GWS
At CMB scales, scalar spectrum is small and 

approximately scale invariant,                   
tensors yet to be detected
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SCALAR-INDUCED GWS
Most significant production occurs at horizon re-entry of 

similar-k perturbations (causality limited afterwards)
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SCALAR-INDUCED GWS
Observable only if curvature power spectrum at small 

scales is much bigger than at CMB scales 4
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FIG. 2. The temperature in the early Universe corresponding to horizon re-entry of the k?-mode. The slight deviation from a
straight line around k? & 106 Mpc�1 is due to the rapid change of relativistic degrees of freedom during the QCD crossover.
On the upper horizontal axis the characteristic frequency of the scalar induced GW signal is shown. On the right vertical axis,
the horizon mass at the temperature T? is shown.

� [49]. For � & 1, there is a log-normal peak at f = f?, with a width �/
p
2. On the other hand, for � . 0.2, a

two-peak structure appears [52]: a sharper peak at f/f? = (2/
p
3)e��

2

and a broader one at f/f? = 1/e, separated

by a dip at f/f? = (
p

2/3)e��
2

. The presence of the sharp peak is due to resonant amplification of tensor modes,
see [52]. Notice that as � ! 0, the amplitude of the IR tail of the GW signal, arising from scalar perturbations
with anti-aligned wave vectors generating an IR GW, is independent of �. We note that in this case, there is an
intermediate region with slope f2 for f? > f & 2�e��

2

. As � decreases, the causality tail can then be e↵ectively
shifted beyond the sensitivity band of PTAs.

An important limitation arises however when searching for narrow peaks in PTA datasets. The frequency resolution
of these measurements is given by �f ' 1/Tobs, where Tobs is the longest observation timespan of a pulsar in the
dataset. For NG12 (IPTA DR2), this is Tobs = 12.5 (29) years. Therefore, NG12 (IPTA DR2) cannot currently resolve
peaks which are narrower than �f ' 2.5(1) nHz. A possible approach to deal with such GW spectra is to smoothen
the peak region, for instance by averaging over the typical bin separation. This procedure however depends on the
value of � and is computationally intensive. Alternatively, one can simply restrict the analysis to the IR tail of the
signal (defined roughly by the frequencies smaller than the dip location). In this work, we choose this latter strategy
to investigate spectra with � < 0.5. From the point of view of setting constraints, this is clearly a conservative choice.
We will comment further on the validity of our conclusions for narrow peaked spectra below.

Finally, let us discuss a technical point. The numerical calculation of (A1) turns out to be rather slow, therefore
significantly increasing the computational time required to explore the parameter space in our search. However, good
approximations to the full numerical results have been obtained in [49]. We have further improved on these for the
narrow peak case (see App. A for the explicit expressions). In our searches, we use these functions, plotted in Fig. 1
as dashed curves (notice the di↵erence with the solid gray curve from [49] for � = 0.05).

III. COSMOLOGY

PTAs are currently sensitive to GW signals with ⌦gwh2 & 10�10 in the frequency band f ⇠ 10�9
� 10�8 Hz.

According to (3), (1) and Fig. 1, this corresponds to scalar spectra peaked at k? ⇠ (105 � 108) Mpc�1 (for k? ⇠

106 � 107 Mpc�1, the peak of the signal lies in the sensitivity band), with amplitudes A⇣ & 0.01. Upon horizon
re-entry, such large perturbations may then undergo gravitational collapse and form primordial black holes (PBHs).
These make up a fraction fPBH ⌘ ⌦PBH/⌦DM of the DM today. Larger amplitudes lead to larger values of fPBH,

Scalar spectrum only weakly 
constrained at these scales!
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PRIMORDIAL BLACK HOLES
If amplitude is sufficiently large, scalar perturbations undergo 
gravitational collapse and form Primordial Black Holes (PBHs) 4
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FIG. 2. The temperature in the early Universe corresponding to horizon re-entry of the k?-mode. The slight deviation from a
straight line around k? & 106 Mpc�1 is due to the rapid change of relativistic degrees of freedom during the QCD crossover.
On the upper horizontal axis the characteristic frequency of the scalar induced GW signal is shown. On the right vertical axis,
the horizon mass at the temperature T? is shown.

� [49]. For � & 1, there is a log-normal peak at f = f?, with a width �/
p
2. On the other hand, for � . 0.2, a

two-peak structure appears [52]: a sharper peak at f/f? = (2/
p
3)e��

2

and a broader one at f/f? = 1/e, separated

by a dip at f/f? = (
p

2/3)e��
2

. The presence of the sharp peak is due to resonant amplification of tensor modes,
see [52]. Notice that as � ! 0, the amplitude of the IR tail of the GW signal, arising from scalar perturbations
with anti-aligned wave vectors generating an IR GW, is independent of �. We note that in this case, there is an
intermediate region with slope f2 for f? > f & 2�e��

2

. As � decreases, the causality tail can then be e↵ectively
shifted beyond the sensitivity band of PTAs.

An important limitation arises however when searching for narrow peaks in PTA datasets. The frequency resolution
of these measurements is given by �f ' 1/Tobs, where Tobs is the longest observation timespan of a pulsar in the
dataset. For NG12 (IPTA DR2), this is Tobs = 12.5 (29) years. Therefore, NG12 (IPTA DR2) cannot currently resolve
peaks which are narrower than �f ' 2.5(1) nHz. A possible approach to deal with such GW spectra is to smoothen
the peak region, for instance by averaging over the typical bin separation. This procedure however depends on the
value of � and is computationally intensive. Alternatively, one can simply restrict the analysis to the IR tail of the
signal (defined roughly by the frequencies smaller than the dip location). In this work, we choose this latter strategy
to investigate spectra with � < 0.5. From the point of view of setting constraints, this is clearly a conservative choice.
We will comment further on the validity of our conclusions for narrow peaked spectra below.

Finally, let us discuss a technical point. The numerical calculation of (A1) turns out to be rather slow, therefore
significantly increasing the computational time required to explore the parameter space in our search. However, good
approximations to the full numerical results have been obtained in [49]. We have further improved on these for the
narrow peak case (see App. A for the explicit expressions). In our searches, we use these functions, plotted in Fig. 1
as dashed curves (notice the di↵erence with the solid gray curve from [49] for � = 0.05).

III. COSMOLOGY

PTAs are currently sensitive to GW signals with ⌦gwh2 & 10�10 in the frequency band f ⇠ 10�9
� 10�8 Hz.

According to (3), (1) and Fig. 1, this corresponds to scalar spectra peaked at k? ⇠ (105 � 108) Mpc�1 (for k? ⇠

106 � 107 Mpc�1, the peak of the signal lies in the sensitivity band), with amplitudes A⇣ & 0.01. Upon horizon
re-entry, such large perturbations may then undergo gravitational collapse and form primordial black holes (PBHs).
These make up a fraction fPBH ⌘ ⌦PBH/⌦DM of the DM today. Larger amplitudes lead to larger values of fPBH,

Scalar spectrum only weakly 
constrained at these scales!
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SCALAR-INDUCED GWS
Spectral shape of GW signal determined by shape  

of power spectrum at small scales  

Simple parametrisation to capture possible enhancement
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FIG. 1. Spectral shape of the GW signal induced by scalar perturbations with log-normal power spectrum. The thick curves
are obtained by numerical evaluation, see App. A, for di↵erent values of �. The analytical approximations are shown as black
dashed curves and coincide with the ones of [49] in the whole range of f/f? for � = 0.5, 1. For the narrow peak case � = 0.05,
the approximation of [49] is shown as the solid gray line and the deviation from the exact numerical value is clearly visible in
the IR. Finally the ⇠ f3 trend is shown in the IR by the orange arrow.

captures the possibility of a peak in the power spectrum at small scales:
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where k? is the peak scale and ⇠ � the width. Following conventions, the normalization of the spectrum is such that
A⇣ represents the amplitude of the integrated power spectrum (over k), rather than the peak amplitude A⇣/(

p
2⇡�).

For � ⇠ 1, the peak is broad and for large � it is essentially flat over a large range of wavenumbers. On the other
hand, for � ⌧ 1 the peak is narrow, and it reduces to a Dirac delta function P⇣(k) = A⇣� [log(k/k?)] as � ! 0.
While our analysis assumes a power spectrum of the form (2), we expect our results to apply qualitatively to other
peaked and broad spectra as well.

As for any cosmological source, the stochastic GW background radiated by scalar perturbations is typically expressed
in terms of its relic abundance ⌦gw(f) ⌘ d⇢0

gw
/d log(f)/(3H2

0
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p
), where f is the frequency of the GWs, the

superscript 0 means that the energy density in GWs should be evaluated at present times, H0 is the Hubble expansion
rate today and Mp ⌘ (8⇡GN )�1/2 is the reduced Planck mass. The calculation of ⌦gw(f) for the case of interest
corresponds to computing the four-point function of scalar modes [27–29, 50, 51]. The result can be expressed in the
following compact form, (throughout this work, we assume a radiation dominated Universe at the time of re-entry of
the perturbations of interest and until matter-radiation equality)
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where g⇤(T?) is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the early Universe at the temperature T? when the
mode k? re-enters the horizon, defined by k? = aH?, see Fig. 2 (the reference value in the equation above corresponds
to re-entry slightly below the QCD crossover T? . 100 MeV), and ⌦0

r
h2 is the relic abundance of radiation today.

The function S(f/f?) encodes the spectral shape of the signal and can in general only be evaluated numerically (see
App. A). We show it in Fig. 1 for representative values of �. Its general features are nonetheless easy to understand:
first, it is peaked close to the frequency f? corresponding to the wavenumber k?. Second, it increases as f3 for f ⌧ f?,
as dictated by causality. Third, it exponentially decays for f � f?, following the decrease of the curvature power
spectrum.1 The precise location of the peak and the behavior around it depends on the width of the power spectrum

1 For a peaked power-law curvature spectrum instead, the GW signal also decreases as a power law. To cover the possibility of a milder
decrease at high frequencies in the PTA band using the log-normal spectrum, one can choose � > 1 in (2).
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FIG. 1. Spectral shape of the GW signal induced by scalar perturbations with log-normal power spectrum. The thick curves
are obtained by numerical evaluation, see App. A, for di↵erent values of �. The analytical approximations are shown as black
dashed curves and coincide with the ones of [49] in the whole range of f/f? for � = 0.5, 1. For the narrow peak case � = 0.05,
the approximation of [49] is shown as the solid gray line and the deviation from the exact numerical value is clearly visible in
the IR. Finally the ⇠ f3 trend is shown in the IR by the orange arrow.
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where k? is the peak scale and ⇠ � the width. Following conventions, the normalization of the spectrum is such that
A⇣ represents the amplitude of the integrated power spectrum (over k), rather than the peak amplitude A⇣/(

p
2⇡�).

For � ⇠ 1, the peak is broad and for large � it is essentially flat over a large range of wavenumbers. On the other
hand, for � ⌧ 1 the peak is narrow, and it reduces to a Dirac delta function P⇣(k) = A⇣� [log(k/k?)] as � ! 0.
While our analysis assumes a power spectrum of the form (2), we expect our results to apply qualitatively to other
peaked and broad spectra as well.

As for any cosmological source, the stochastic GW background radiated by scalar perturbations is typically expressed
in terms of its relic abundance ⌦gw(f) ⌘ d⇢0
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superscript 0 means that the energy density in GWs should be evaluated at present times, H0 is the Hubble expansion
rate today and Mp ⌘ (8⇡GN )�1/2 is the reduced Planck mass. The calculation of ⌦gw(f) for the case of interest
corresponds to computing the four-point function of scalar modes [27–29, 50, 51]. The result can be expressed in the
following compact form, (throughout this work, we assume a radiation dominated Universe at the time of re-entry of
the perturbations of interest and until matter-radiation equality)
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where g⇤(T?) is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the early Universe at the temperature T? when the
mode k? re-enters the horizon, defined by k? = aH?, see Fig. 2 (the reference value in the equation above corresponds
to re-entry slightly below the QCD crossover T? . 100 MeV), and ⌦0

r
h2 is the relic abundance of radiation today.

The function S(f/f?) encodes the spectral shape of the signal and can in general only be evaluated numerically (see
App. A). We show it in Fig. 1 for representative values of �. Its general features are nonetheless easy to understand:
first, it is peaked close to the frequency f? corresponding to the wavenumber k?. Second, it increases as f3 for f ⌧ f?,
as dictated by causality. Third, it exponentially decays for f � f?, following the decrease of the curvature power
spectrum.1 The precise location of the peak and the behavior around it depends on the width of the power spectrum

1 For a peaked power-law curvature spectrum instead, the GW signal also decreases as a power law. To cover the possibility of a milder
decrease at high frequencies in the PTA band using the log-normal spectrum, one can choose � > 1 in (2).
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FIG. 1. Spectral shape of the GW signal induced by scalar perturbations with log-normal power spectrum. The thick curves
are obtained by numerical evaluation, see App. A, for di↵erent values of �. The analytical approximations are shown as black
dashed curves and coincide with the ones of [49] in the whole range of f/f? for � = 0.5, 1. For the narrow peak case � = 0.05,
the approximation of [49] is shown as the solid gray line and the deviation from the exact numerical value is clearly visible in
the IR. Finally the ⇠ f3 trend is shown in the IR by the orange arrow.
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where k? is the peak scale and ⇠ � the width. Following conventions, the normalization of the spectrum is such that
A⇣ represents the amplitude of the integrated power spectrum (over k), rather than the peak amplitude A⇣/(
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2⇡�).

For � ⇠ 1, the peak is broad and for large � it is essentially flat over a large range of wavenumbers. On the other
hand, for � ⌧ 1 the peak is narrow, and it reduces to a Dirac delta function P⇣(k) = A⇣� [log(k/k?)] as � ! 0.
While our analysis assumes a power spectrum of the form (2), we expect our results to apply qualitatively to other
peaked and broad spectra as well.

As for any cosmological source, the stochastic GW background radiated by scalar perturbations is typically expressed
in terms of its relic abundance ⌦gw(f) ⌘ d⇢0
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superscript 0 means that the energy density in GWs should be evaluated at present times, H0 is the Hubble expansion
rate today and Mp ⌘ (8⇡GN )�1/2 is the reduced Planck mass. The calculation of ⌦gw(f) for the case of interest
corresponds to computing the four-point function of scalar modes [27–29, 50, 51]. The result can be expressed in the
following compact form, (throughout this work, we assume a radiation dominated Universe at the time of re-entry of
the perturbations of interest and until matter-radiation equality)
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where g⇤(T?) is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the early Universe at the temperature T? when the
mode k? re-enters the horizon, defined by k? = aH?, see Fig. 2 (the reference value in the equation above corresponds
to re-entry slightly below the QCD crossover T? . 100 MeV), and ⌦0

r
h2 is the relic abundance of radiation today.

The function S(f/f?) encodes the spectral shape of the signal and can in general only be evaluated numerically (see
App. A). We show it in Fig. 1 for representative values of �. Its general features are nonetheless easy to understand:
first, it is peaked close to the frequency f? corresponding to the wavenumber k?. Second, it increases as f3 for f ⌧ f?,
as dictated by causality. Third, it exponentially decays for f � f?, following the decrease of the curvature power
spectrum.1 The precise location of the peak and the behavior around it depends on the width of the power spectrum

1 For a peaked power-law curvature spectrum instead, the GW signal also decreases as a power law. To cover the possibility of a milder
decrease at high frequencies in the PTA band using the log-normal spectrum, one can choose � > 1 in (2).
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FIG. 1. Spectral shape of the GW signal induced by scalar perturbations with log-normal power spectrum. The thick curves
are obtained by numerical evaluation, see App. A, for di↵erent values of �. The analytical approximations are shown as black
dashed curves and coincide with the ones of [49] in the whole range of f/f? for � = 0.5, 1. For the narrow peak case � = 0.05,
the approximation of [49] is shown as the solid gray line and the deviation from the exact numerical value is clearly visible in
the IR. Finally the ⇠ f3 trend is shown in the IR by the orange arrow.
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where k? is the peak scale and ⇠ � the width. Following conventions, the normalization of the spectrum is such that
A⇣ represents the amplitude of the integrated power spectrum (over k), rather than the peak amplitude A⇣/(
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For � ⇠ 1, the peak is broad and for large � it is essentially flat over a large range of wavenumbers. On the other
hand, for � ⌧ 1 the peak is narrow, and it reduces to a Dirac delta function P⇣(k) = A⇣� [log(k/k?)] as � ! 0.
While our analysis assumes a power spectrum of the form (2), we expect our results to apply qualitatively to other
peaked and broad spectra as well.

As for any cosmological source, the stochastic GW background radiated by scalar perturbations is typically expressed
in terms of its relic abundance ⌦gw(f) ⌘ d⇢0
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superscript 0 means that the energy density in GWs should be evaluated at present times, H0 is the Hubble expansion
rate today and Mp ⌘ (8⇡GN )�1/2 is the reduced Planck mass. The calculation of ⌦gw(f) for the case of interest
corresponds to computing the four-point function of scalar modes [27–29, 50, 51]. The result can be expressed in the
following compact form, (throughout this work, we assume a radiation dominated Universe at the time of re-entry of
the perturbations of interest and until matter-radiation equality)
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where g⇤(T?) is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the early Universe at the temperature T? when the
mode k? re-enters the horizon, defined by k? = aH?, see Fig. 2 (the reference value in the equation above corresponds
to re-entry slightly below the QCD crossover T? . 100 MeV), and ⌦0

r
h2 is the relic abundance of radiation today.

The function S(f/f?) encodes the spectral shape of the signal and can in general only be evaluated numerically (see
App. A). We show it in Fig. 1 for representative values of �. Its general features are nonetheless easy to understand:
first, it is peaked close to the frequency f? corresponding to the wavenumber k?. Second, it increases as f3 for f ⌧ f?,
as dictated by causality. Third, it exponentially decays for f � f?, following the decrease of the curvature power
spectrum.1 The precise location of the peak and the behavior around it depends on the width of the power spectrum

1 For a peaked power-law curvature spectrum instead, the GW signal also decreases as a power law. To cover the possibility of a milder
decrease at high frequencies in the PTA band using the log-normal spectrum, one can choose � > 1 in (2).
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FIG. 1. Spectral shape of the GW signal induced by scalar perturbations with log-normal power spectrum. The thick curves
are obtained by numerical evaluation, see App. A, for di↵erent values of �. The analytical approximations are shown as black
dashed curves and coincide with the ones of [49] in the whole range of f/f? for � = 0.5, 1. For the narrow peak case � = 0.05,
the approximation of [49] is shown as the solid gray line and the deviation from the exact numerical value is clearly visible in
the IR. Finally the ⇠ f3 trend is shown in the IR by the orange arrow.
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where k? is the peak scale and ⇠ � the width. Following conventions, the normalization of the spectrum is such that
A⇣ represents the amplitude of the integrated power spectrum (over k), rather than the peak amplitude A⇣/(
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2⇡�).

For � ⇠ 1, the peak is broad and for large � it is essentially flat over a large range of wavenumbers. On the other
hand, for � ⌧ 1 the peak is narrow, and it reduces to a Dirac delta function P⇣(k) = A⇣� [log(k/k?)] as � ! 0.
While our analysis assumes a power spectrum of the form (2), we expect our results to apply qualitatively to other
peaked and broad spectra as well.

As for any cosmological source, the stochastic GW background radiated by scalar perturbations is typically expressed
in terms of its relic abundance ⌦gw(f) ⌘ d⇢0
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superscript 0 means that the energy density in GWs should be evaluated at present times, H0 is the Hubble expansion
rate today and Mp ⌘ (8⇡GN )�1/2 is the reduced Planck mass. The calculation of ⌦gw(f) for the case of interest
corresponds to computing the four-point function of scalar modes [27–29, 50, 51]. The result can be expressed in the
following compact form, (throughout this work, we assume a radiation dominated Universe at the time of re-entry of
the perturbations of interest and until matter-radiation equality)
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where g⇤(T?) is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the early Universe at the temperature T? when the
mode k? re-enters the horizon, defined by k? = aH?, see Fig. 2 (the reference value in the equation above corresponds
to re-entry slightly below the QCD crossover T? . 100 MeV), and ⌦0

r
h2 is the relic abundance of radiation today.

The function S(f/f?) encodes the spectral shape of the signal and can in general only be evaluated numerically (see
App. A). We show it in Fig. 1 for representative values of �. Its general features are nonetheless easy to understand:
first, it is peaked close to the frequency f? corresponding to the wavenumber k?. Second, it increases as f3 for f ⌧ f?,
as dictated by causality. Third, it exponentially decays for f � f?, following the decrease of the curvature power
spectrum.1 The precise location of the peak and the behavior around it depends on the width of the power spectrum

1 For a peaked power-law curvature spectrum instead, the GW signal also decreases as a power law. To cover the possibility of a milder
decrease at high frequencies in the PTA band using the log-normal spectrum, one can choose � > 1 in (2).
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FIG. 1. Spectral shape of the GW signal induced by scalar perturbations with log-normal power spectrum. The thick curves
are obtained by numerical evaluation, see App. A, for di↵erent values of �. The analytical approximations are shown as black
dashed curves and coincide with the ones of [49] in the whole range of f/f? for � = 0.5, 1. For the narrow peak case � = 0.05,
the approximation of [49] is shown as the solid gray line and the deviation from the exact numerical value is clearly visible in
the IR. Finally the ⇠ f3 trend is shown in the IR by the orange arrow.
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where k? is the peak scale and ⇠ � the width. Following conventions, the normalization of the spectrum is such that
A⇣ represents the amplitude of the integrated power spectrum (over k), rather than the peak amplitude A⇣/(
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For � ⇠ 1, the peak is broad and for large � it is essentially flat over a large range of wavenumbers. On the other
hand, for � ⌧ 1 the peak is narrow, and it reduces to a Dirac delta function P⇣(k) = A⇣� [log(k/k?)] as � ! 0.
While our analysis assumes a power spectrum of the form (2), we expect our results to apply qualitatively to other
peaked and broad spectra as well.

As for any cosmological source, the stochastic GW background radiated by scalar perturbations is typically expressed
in terms of its relic abundance ⌦gw(f) ⌘ d⇢0
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superscript 0 means that the energy density in GWs should be evaluated at present times, H0 is the Hubble expansion
rate today and Mp ⌘ (8⇡GN )�1/2 is the reduced Planck mass. The calculation of ⌦gw(f) for the case of interest
corresponds to computing the four-point function of scalar modes [27–29, 50, 51]. The result can be expressed in the
following compact form, (throughout this work, we assume a radiation dominated Universe at the time of re-entry of
the perturbations of interest and until matter-radiation equality)
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where g⇤(T?) is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the early Universe at the temperature T? when the
mode k? re-enters the horizon, defined by k? = aH?, see Fig. 2 (the reference value in the equation above corresponds
to re-entry slightly below the QCD crossover T? . 100 MeV), and ⌦0

r
h2 is the relic abundance of radiation today.

The function S(f/f?) encodes the spectral shape of the signal and can in general only be evaluated numerically (see
App. A). We show it in Fig. 1 for representative values of �. Its general features are nonetheless easy to understand:
first, it is peaked close to the frequency f? corresponding to the wavenumber k?. Second, it increases as f3 for f ⌧ f?,
as dictated by causality. Third, it exponentially decays for f � f?, following the decrease of the curvature power
spectrum.1 The precise location of the peak and the behavior around it depends on the width of the power spectrum

1 For a peaked power-law curvature spectrum instead, the GW signal also decreases as a power law. To cover the possibility of a milder
decrease at high frequencies in the PTA band using the log-normal spectrum, one can choose � > 1 in (2).
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FIG. 1. Spectral shape of the GW signal induced by scalar perturbations with log-normal power spectrum. The thick curves
are obtained by numerical evaluation, see App. A, for di↵erent values of �. The analytical approximations are shown as black
dashed curves and coincide with the ones of [49] in the whole range of f/f? for � = 0.5, 1. For the narrow peak case � = 0.05,
the approximation of [49] is shown as the solid gray line and the deviation from the exact numerical value is clearly visible in
the IR. Finally the ⇠ f3 trend is shown in the IR by the orange arrow.

captures the possibility of a peak in the power spectrum at small scales:
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where k? is the peak scale and ⇠ � the width. Following conventions, the normalization of the spectrum is such that
A⇣ represents the amplitude of the integrated power spectrum (over k), rather than the peak amplitude A⇣/(

p
2⇡�).

For � ⇠ 1, the peak is broad and for large � it is essentially flat over a large range of wavenumbers. On the other
hand, for � ⌧ 1 the peak is narrow, and it reduces to a Dirac delta function P⇣(k) = A⇣� [log(k/k?)] as � ! 0.
While our analysis assumes a power spectrum of the form (2), we expect our results to apply qualitatively to other
peaked and broad spectra as well.

As for any cosmological source, the stochastic GW background radiated by scalar perturbations is typically expressed
in terms of its relic abundance ⌦gw(f) ⌘ d⇢0
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p
), where f is the frequency of the GWs, the

superscript 0 means that the energy density in GWs should be evaluated at present times, H0 is the Hubble expansion
rate today and Mp ⌘ (8⇡GN )�1/2 is the reduced Planck mass. The calculation of ⌦gw(f) for the case of interest
corresponds to computing the four-point function of scalar modes [27–29, 50, 51]. The result can be expressed in the
following compact form, (throughout this work, we assume a radiation dominated Universe at the time of re-entry of
the perturbations of interest and until matter-radiation equality)
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where g⇤(T?) is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the early Universe at the temperature T? when the
mode k? re-enters the horizon, defined by k? = aH?, see Fig. 2 (the reference value in the equation above corresponds
to re-entry slightly below the QCD crossover T? . 100 MeV), and ⌦0

r
h2 is the relic abundance of radiation today.

The function S(f/f?) encodes the spectral shape of the signal and can in general only be evaluated numerically (see
App. A). We show it in Fig. 1 for representative values of �. Its general features are nonetheless easy to understand:
first, it is peaked close to the frequency f? corresponding to the wavenumber k?. Second, it increases as f3 for f ⌧ f?,
as dictated by causality. Third, it exponentially decays for f � f?, following the decrease of the curvature power
spectrum.1 The precise location of the peak and the behavior around it depends on the width of the power spectrum

1 For a peaked power-law curvature spectrum instead, the GW signal also decreases as a power law. To cover the possibility of a milder
decrease at high frequencies in the PTA band using the log-normal spectrum, one can choose � > 1 in (2).
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FIG. 3. One- and two-dimensional posterior distributions for the parameters of the stochastic gravitational wave background
sourced by curvature perturbations, assuming no other source of GWs is present. A conservative upper prior on A⇣ from
overproduction of PBHs has been applied log

10
A⇣  �1.22, see text for details. The dark (light) shaded regions show 68% and

95% C.L. regions respectively. In the left panel, the region above the dot-dashed (dotted) black curve is constrained by PBH
overproduction (astrophysical observations), for � = 1. The region above the dashed red curve is constrained by LIGO/Virgo
for � = 1, see [79] and App. B. All the constraints in the plot are obtained using a top-hat window function. They would be
stronger (weaker) for smaller (larger) �.

derive constraints on (or evidence for given values of) fPBH from PTA datasets, which indirectly probe the curvature
power spectrum, is currently plagued by very large uncertainties [42, 56, 58, 63, 68].

On the other hand, the exponential sensitivity of fPBH on the parameters of the power spectrum, in our case A⇣

in particular, also implies that the condition fPBH  1 imposes an upper bound on A⇣ with only O(1) uncertainties.
We have derived such a bound for the two choices of window function discussed above, by solving the condition
fPBH = 1 for fixed peak width � and for a set of values of k?. Our result is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 6 (see
also Fig. 3) and imposes A⇣ . 0.01 � 0.04 (see below for specific choice of priors for our searches). The di↵erence
between the two curves corresponding to a di↵erent choice of window function can be considered as the theoretical
uncertainty on the constraint (other common choices of window function give similar curves in between those reported
in Fig. 6). It properly accounts for the non-linear relation between �m and �l, and is based on a consistent choice
of window function to compute the threshold as well as the variance. Additionally, we have included the e↵ects of
the change in the equation of state of the radiation background due to the occurence of the QCD crossover at the
scales k? ⇠ (106 � 107) Mpc�1 (according to the recent analyses of [69, 70], we also included the results of [71] on the
dependence of the prefactor between �l and ⇣ 0(k)), which lowers the critical threshold for collapse, thereby giving the
visible dip in the fPBH = 1 curves. 3 The interested reader can find a detailed derivation in App. B. We notice that
for fixed power spectrum parameters using a modified Gaussian window function always leads to a larger value of
fPBH than a top-hat function (a standard Gaussian gives a result in between these two, close to the modified Gaussian
case).

Let us now briefly comment on non-gaussianities of the curvature perturbations. These are expected for such large
perturbations as considered in this work and generically have the e↵ect of lowering the critical threshold for collapse.
A precise assessment of these e↵ects is however still under investigation (see e.g. [74–78] for recent progress), therefore
we assume Gaussianly distributed perturbations in the computation leading to the results shown in Figs. 6. We expect
that their inclusion would shift the curves of fPBH = 1 to smaller values of A⇣ , thereby making the overproduction
constraint stronger. In this respect, our curve remains conservative. We notice that neglecting the non-linear relation
between �m and �l has the same e↵ect of raising the value of fPBH corresponding to a given choice of power spectrum

3 The impact of the QCD crossover on the scalar induced GW spectrum [72] (see also [73]) is small enough that we expect it not to
significantly a↵ect our search, given the current resolution of PTAs. Therefore, in our analysis of GWs we use a radiation background
with a constant equation of state.
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FIG. 3. One- and two-dimensional posterior distributions for the parameters of the stochastic gravitational wave background
sourced by curvature perturbations, assuming no other source of GWs is present. A conservative upper prior on A⇣ from
overproduction of PBHs has been applied log

10
A⇣  �1.22, see text for details. The dark (light) shaded regions show 68% and

95% C.L. regions respectively. In the left panel, the region above the dot-dashed (dotted) black curve is constrained by PBH
overproduction (astrophysical observations), for � = 1. The region above the dashed red curve is constrained by LIGO/Virgo
for � = 1, see [79] and App. B. All the constraints in the plot are obtained using a top-hat window function. They would be
stronger (weaker) for smaller (larger) �.

derive constraints on (or evidence for given values of) fPBH from PTA datasets, which indirectly probe the curvature
power spectrum, is currently plagued by very large uncertainties [42, 56, 58, 63, 68].

On the other hand, the exponential sensitivity of fPBH on the parameters of the power spectrum, in our case A⇣

in particular, also implies that the condition fPBH  1 imposes an upper bound on A⇣ with only O(1) uncertainties.
We have derived such a bound for the two choices of window function discussed above, by solving the condition
fPBH = 1 for fixed peak width � and for a set of values of k?. Our result is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 6 (see
also Fig. 3) and imposes A⇣ . 0.01 � 0.04 (see below for specific choice of priors for our searches). The di↵erence
between the two curves corresponding to a di↵erent choice of window function can be considered as the theoretical
uncertainty on the constraint (other common choices of window function give similar curves in between those reported
in Fig. 6). It properly accounts for the non-linear relation between �m and �l, and is based on a consistent choice
of window function to compute the threshold as well as the variance. Additionally, we have included the e↵ects of
the change in the equation of state of the radiation background due to the occurence of the QCD crossover at the
scales k? ⇠ (106 � 107) Mpc�1 (according to the recent analyses of [69, 70], we also included the results of [71] on the
dependence of the prefactor between �l and ⇣ 0(k)), which lowers the critical threshold for collapse, thereby giving the
visible dip in the fPBH = 1 curves. 3 The interested reader can find a detailed derivation in App. B. We notice that
for fixed power spectrum parameters using a modified Gaussian window function always leads to a larger value of
fPBH than a top-hat function (a standard Gaussian gives a result in between these two, close to the modified Gaussian
case).

Let us now briefly comment on non-gaussianities of the curvature perturbations. These are expected for such large
perturbations as considered in this work and generically have the e↵ect of lowering the critical threshold for collapse.
A precise assessment of these e↵ects is however still under investigation (see e.g. [74–78] for recent progress), therefore
we assume Gaussianly distributed perturbations in the computation leading to the results shown in Figs. 6. We expect
that their inclusion would shift the curves of fPBH = 1 to smaller values of A⇣ , thereby making the overproduction
constraint stronger. In this respect, our curve remains conservative. We notice that neglecting the non-linear relation
between �m and �l has the same e↵ect of raising the value of fPBH corresponding to a given choice of power spectrum

3 The impact of the QCD crossover on the scalar induced GW spectrum [72] (see also [73]) is small enough that we expect it not to
significantly a↵ect our search, given the current resolution of PTAs. Therefore, in our analysis of GWs we use a radiation background
with a constant equation of state.
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FIG. 5. 1- and 2-d Posterior distributions for the stochastic gravitational wave background sourced by curvature perturbations
and by SMBHBs. A conservative upper prior on A⇣ from overproduction of PBHs has been applied. The dark (light) shaded
regions show 68% and 95% C.L. regions respectively. Left: � = 1, with upper prior log

10
A⇣  �1.44. Right: � = 0.05, with

upper prior log
10

A⇣  �1.57.

shows mild preference for broader peaks. This is expected, since for large � the GW spectrum is essentially flat in
the NG12 range and the results of [2] are reproduced. On the other hand, IPTA DR2 more strongly prefers � . 1,
as well as k? & 3 · 106 Mpc�1. For such values of k?, the constraint from PBH overproduction is significantly stronger
than the upper prior imposed in our search. We show the curve fPBH = 1 for � = 1 in the right panel of Fig. 3.
While the strength of the constraint depends on the peak width �, which the posteriors in the right panel of Fig. 3
have been marginalized over, one should notice that most of the � posterior for IPTA DR2 sits precisely in the �  1
region, where the constraint would be even stronger than what is shown in the figure. This analysis thus serves the
purpose of showing that the scalar induced only GWs interpretation of the IPTA DR2 common-spectrum process is
strongly a↵ected by cosmological constraints. Indirect constraints from astrophysical bounds on fPBH are also shown
(see App. B) by the dotted black curve, as well as constraints from LIGO/Virgo, obtained by translating the bounds
of [79] on fPBH. The resulting maximum likelihood GW spectra are shown in Fig. 4 as solid curves, together with
the free spectrum posteriors obtained by appropriately converting the results of [2, 8]. The corresponding integrated
amplitude A⇣ is actually very similar for both NG12 and IPTA DR2, although the smaller peak width preferred by
the latter causes a larger peak amplitude than for NG12. For IPTA DR2 (NG12), the excess is mostly fitted by the
region at frequencies slightly smaller (larger) than the peak location.

We thus continue our detection analyses by including the expected stochastic gravitational wave background
of astrophysical origin, from SMBHBs. Under the assumption of circular orbits and energy loss dominated by
gravitational radiation, the characteristic strain of such GW background is expected to obey a simple power law:
hc(f) = ASMBHBs(f/yr�1)�2/3, see e.g. [11]. From now on, in order to reduce computational time, we consider only
auto-correlation terms rather than the full Hellings-Downs (HD) ORF, following the NG12 [2] and IPTA DR2 [8]
searches for common-spectrum processes. Since there is currently no evidence in favor nor against HD correlations
in the datasets we consider, their inclusion does not significantly a↵ect our results, especially when comparing GW
models.

The total stochastic GW background is thus characterized by four parameters in total: A⇣ , k? (or alternatively f?)
and � for the scalar induced spectrum, and ASMBHBs for the astrophysical background. Since the constraints from
PBH overproduction vary significantly with the peak width �, we choose to perform two analyses keeping the latter
parameter fixed to two representative values � = 1, 0.05 for the broad and narrow peak regime respectively. We fix
the upper prior boundary for A⇣ to the value of the constraint for top-hat window function at k? = 105 Mpc�1, i.e.
log

10
A⇣  �1.44(�1.57) for � = 1(0.05). As above, this choice corresponds to the weakest (most conservative)

bound for the range of scales of interest (in other words, most scales in our search would actually be more constrained
than what we are imposing). We impose logarithmic priors on the remaining parameters: 4  log

10
k?/Mpc�1

 9,
�18  log
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ASMBHBs  �13.
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FIG. 5. 1- and 2-d Posterior distributions for the stochastic gravitational wave background sourced by curvature perturbations
and by SMBHBs. A conservative upper prior on A⇣ from overproduction of PBHs has been applied. The dark (light) shaded
regions show 68% and 95% C.L. regions respectively. Left: � = 1, with upper prior log

10
A⇣  �1.44. Right: � = 0.05, with

upper prior log
10

A⇣  �1.57.

shows mild preference for broader peaks. This is expected, since for large � the GW spectrum is essentially flat in
the NG12 range and the results of [2] are reproduced. On the other hand, IPTA DR2 more strongly prefers � . 1,
as well as k? & 3 · 106 Mpc�1. For such values of k?, the constraint from PBH overproduction is significantly stronger
than the upper prior imposed in our search. We show the curve fPBH = 1 for � = 1 in the right panel of Fig. 3.
While the strength of the constraint depends on the peak width �, which the posteriors in the right panel of Fig. 3
have been marginalized over, one should notice that most of the � posterior for IPTA DR2 sits precisely in the �  1
region, where the constraint would be even stronger than what is shown in the figure. This analysis thus serves the
purpose of showing that the scalar induced only GWs interpretation of the IPTA DR2 common-spectrum process is
strongly a↵ected by cosmological constraints. Indirect constraints from astrophysical bounds on fPBH are also shown
(see App. B) by the dotted black curve, as well as constraints from LIGO/Virgo, obtained by translating the bounds
of [79] on fPBH. The resulting maximum likelihood GW spectra are shown in Fig. 4 as solid curves, together with
the free spectrum posteriors obtained by appropriately converting the results of [2, 8]. The corresponding integrated
amplitude A⇣ is actually very similar for both NG12 and IPTA DR2, although the smaller peak width preferred by
the latter causes a larger peak amplitude than for NG12. For IPTA DR2 (NG12), the excess is mostly fitted by the
region at frequencies slightly smaller (larger) than the peak location.

We thus continue our detection analyses by including the expected stochastic gravitational wave background
of astrophysical origin, from SMBHBs. Under the assumption of circular orbits and energy loss dominated by
gravitational radiation, the characteristic strain of such GW background is expected to obey a simple power law:
hc(f) = ASMBHBs(f/yr�1)�2/3, see e.g. [11]. From now on, in order to reduce computational time, we consider only
auto-correlation terms rather than the full Hellings-Downs (HD) ORF, following the NG12 [2] and IPTA DR2 [8]
searches for common-spectrum processes. Since there is currently no evidence in favor nor against HD correlations
in the datasets we consider, their inclusion does not significantly a↵ect our results, especially when comparing GW
models.

The total stochastic GW background is thus characterized by four parameters in total: A⇣ , k? (or alternatively f?)
and � for the scalar induced spectrum, and ASMBHBs for the astrophysical background. Since the constraints from
PBH overproduction vary significantly with the peak width �, we choose to perform two analyses keeping the latter
parameter fixed to two representative values � = 1, 0.05 for the broad and narrow peak regime respectively. We fix
the upper prior boundary for A⇣ to the value of the constraint for top-hat window function at k? = 105 Mpc�1, i.e.
log

10
A⇣  �1.44(�1.57) for � = 1(0.05). As above, this choice corresponds to the weakest (most conservative)

bound for the range of scales of interest (in other words, most scales in our search would actually be more constrained
than what we are imposing). We impose logarithmic priors on the remaining parameters: 4  log
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FIG. 5. 1- and 2-d Posterior distributions for the stochastic gravitational wave background sourced by curvature perturbations
and by SMBHBs. A conservative upper prior on A⇣ from overproduction of PBHs has been applied. The dark (light) shaded
regions show 68% and 95% C.L. regions respectively. Left: � = 1, with upper prior log
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A⇣  �1.44. Right: � = 0.05, with
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shows mild preference for broader peaks. This is expected, since for large � the GW spectrum is essentially flat in
the NG12 range and the results of [2] are reproduced. On the other hand, IPTA DR2 more strongly prefers � . 1,
as well as k? & 3 · 106 Mpc�1. For such values of k?, the constraint from PBH overproduction is significantly stronger
than the upper prior imposed in our search. We show the curve fPBH = 1 for � = 1 in the right panel of Fig. 3.
While the strength of the constraint depends on the peak width �, which the posteriors in the right panel of Fig. 3
have been marginalized over, one should notice that most of the � posterior for IPTA DR2 sits precisely in the �  1
region, where the constraint would be even stronger than what is shown in the figure. This analysis thus serves the
purpose of showing that the scalar induced only GWs interpretation of the IPTA DR2 common-spectrum process is
strongly a↵ected by cosmological constraints. Indirect constraints from astrophysical bounds on fPBH are also shown
(see App. B) by the dotted black curve, as well as constraints from LIGO/Virgo, obtained by translating the bounds
of [79] on fPBH. The resulting maximum likelihood GW spectra are shown in Fig. 4 as solid curves, together with
the free spectrum posteriors obtained by appropriately converting the results of [2, 8]. The corresponding integrated
amplitude A⇣ is actually very similar for both NG12 and IPTA DR2, although the smaller peak width preferred by
the latter causes a larger peak amplitude than for NG12. For IPTA DR2 (NG12), the excess is mostly fitted by the
region at frequencies slightly smaller (larger) than the peak location.

We thus continue our detection analyses by including the expected stochastic gravitational wave background
of astrophysical origin, from SMBHBs. Under the assumption of circular orbits and energy loss dominated by
gravitational radiation, the characteristic strain of such GW background is expected to obey a simple power law:
hc(f) = ASMBHBs(f/yr�1)�2/3, see e.g. [11]. From now on, in order to reduce computational time, we consider only
auto-correlation terms rather than the full Hellings-Downs (HD) ORF, following the NG12 [2] and IPTA DR2 [8]
searches for common-spectrum processes. Since there is currently no evidence in favor nor against HD correlations
in the datasets we consider, their inclusion does not significantly a↵ect our results, especially when comparing GW
models.

The total stochastic GW background is thus characterized by four parameters in total: A⇣ , k? (or alternatively f?)
and � for the scalar induced spectrum, and ASMBHBs for the astrophysical background. Since the constraints from
PBH overproduction vary significantly with the peak width �, we choose to perform two analyses keeping the latter
parameter fixed to two representative values � = 1, 0.05 for the broad and narrow peak regime respectively. We fix
the upper prior boundary for A⇣ to the value of the constraint for top-hat window function at k? = 105 Mpc�1, i.e.
log

10
A⇣  �1.44(�1.57) for � = 1(0.05). As above, this choice corresponds to the weakest (most conservative)

bound for the range of scales of interest (in other words, most scales in our search would actually be more constrained
than what we are imposing). We impose logarithmic priors on the remaining parameters: 4  log
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FIG. 6. 95% C.L. upper limits on the amplitude of the curvature power spectrum (2), obtained by assuming the presence
of an astrophysical GW background with log

10
ASMBHBs fixed according to the posteriors of [2, 8]. Left: � = 1. Right:

� = 0.05. The blue (green) shaded regions are constrained by IPTA DR2 (NG12), assuming the upper 95% C.L. posterior value
log

10
ASMBHBs = �14.4(�14.57). The dashed curves are obtained assuming the lower 95% C.L. posterior value log

10
ASMBHBs =

�14.7(�14.86) for IPTA DR2 (NG12) instead. Constraints from PBH overproduction are shown as black (gray) dot-dashed
curves for a top-hat (Gaussian) window function, and have been obtained using �c = 0.46(0.59), = 4 for the Top-Hat, and
�c = 0.21(0.27), = 10 for the modified Gaussian, for � = 1(0.05), see also App. B. Constraints from astrophysical observations
are shown as black (gray) dotted curves for a top-hat (Gaussian) window function. The two gray-shaded regions are constrained
by CMB observations: the upper region because GWs contribute to the e↵ective number of neutrino species (�Ne↵  0.28 at
95% C.L. from Planck18+BAO [86]); the left corner region in the left panel because curvature perturbations cause µ-distortions
(constrained by COBE/FIRAS [47, 48]), see also App. B (the same constraints is shifted to smaller values of k? in the right
panel, out of the plot range). The frequency of GWs corresponding to k? is shown in the first upper x-axis. The horizon mass
at re-entry of the mode k? is shown in the second upper x-axis.

The resulting posterior distributions are shown in Fig. 5. Let us focus on the NG12 dataset first (green-shaded
regions). In the 2d distribution of the parameters A⇣ and ASMBHBs, we observe two distinct regions for both � = 1
and � = 0.05, both allowed at 95%. The first region is centered around ASMBHBs ' 10�15 and covers all values of
A⇣ up to the prior boundary. In this region the common-spectrum excess in the NG12 dataset is well-modeled by
the GW background from SMBHBs only (indeed our 1d posterior for ASMBHBs is very similar to that of [2], only
slightly broader due to the additional source of GWs in our search). The second region is instead centered around
A⇣ ' 0.02 (0.015) for � = 1 (0.05) and spans all values of ASMBHBs up to ASMBHBs . 10�14. Here the excess is well-
modeled by the scalar induced GWs only. Clearly, in the intersection of these two regions the excess is well-modeled
by the combination of the two signals. Let us also examine the 2d distribution of the parameters k? and ASMBHBs:
the same pattern appears, with the scalar induced region now being centered around k? & 106 Mpc�1(. 107 Mpc�1)
for � = 1 (0.05). According to (6), such peak wavenumbers correspond to horizon masses 0.1 M� . MH . 20 M�
(the corresponding average PBH mass is larger by O(1) factors, depending on the width of the spectrum, see App. B).

Let us now turn to the IPTA DR2 dataset (blue-shaded regions). As expected from the previous analysis, we notice
a crucial di↵erence with respect to the NG12 dataset: the region with ASMBHBs ⌧ 10�15 is not allowed (at 2� at least)
in the broad peak case � = 1. The reason for this is easy to understand: the amplitude of the common-spectrum
process inferred in IPTA DR2 is larger than in NG12, therefore the amplitude of the scalar induced GW background
should also be larger to provide a good modeling of the data. However, the upper prior from PBH overproduction
significantly limits this possibility. We have checked that this conclusion is independent of the value of � in the broad
peak region, � � 0.5, as long as the corresponding prior on A⇣ is used. A similar trend exists also in the narrow peak
case � = 0.05, although in this case the scalar induced regions are disfavored only at 1�.

In order to better assess whether there is any preference for one GW background over the other, we consider two
models: one where the stochastic background is purely primordial and induced by scalar perturbations and another
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FIG. 3. One- and two-dimensional posterior distributions for the parameters of the stochastic gravitational wave background
sourced by curvature perturbations, assuming no other source of GWs is present. A conservative upper prior on A⇣ from
overproduction of PBHs has been applied log

10
A⇣  �1.22, see text for details. The dark (light) shaded regions show 68% and

95% C.L. regions respectively. In the left panel, the region above the dot-dashed (dotted) black curve is constrained by PBH
overproduction (astrophysical observations), for � = 1. The region above the dashed red curve is constrained by LIGO/Virgo
for � = 1, see [79] and App. B. All the constraints in the plot are obtained using a top-hat window function. They would be
stronger (weaker) for smaller (larger) �.

derive constraints on (or evidence for given values of) fPBH from PTA datasets, which indirectly probe the curvature
power spectrum, is currently plagued by very large uncertainties [42, 56, 58, 63, 68].

On the other hand, the exponential sensitivity of fPBH on the parameters of the power spectrum, in our case A⇣

in particular, also implies that the condition fPBH  1 imposes an upper bound on A⇣ with only O(1) uncertainties.
We have derived such a bound for the two choices of window function discussed above, by solving the condition
fPBH = 1 for fixed peak width � and for a set of values of k?. Our result is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 6 (see
also Fig. 3) and imposes A⇣ . 0.01 � 0.04 (see below for specific choice of priors for our searches). The di↵erence
between the two curves corresponding to a di↵erent choice of window function can be considered as the theoretical
uncertainty on the constraint (other common choices of window function give similar curves in between those reported
in Fig. 6). It properly accounts for the non-linear relation between �m and �l, and is based on a consistent choice
of window function to compute the threshold as well as the variance. Additionally, we have included the e↵ects of
the change in the equation of state of the radiation background due to the occurence of the QCD crossover at the
scales k? ⇠ (106 � 107) Mpc�1 (according to the recent analyses of [69, 70], we also included the results of [71] on the
dependence of the prefactor between �l and ⇣ 0(k)), which lowers the critical threshold for collapse, thereby giving the
visible dip in the fPBH = 1 curves. 3 The interested reader can find a detailed derivation in App. B. We notice that
for fixed power spectrum parameters using a modified Gaussian window function always leads to a larger value of
fPBH than a top-hat function (a standard Gaussian gives a result in between these two, close to the modified Gaussian
case).

Let us now briefly comment on non-gaussianities of the curvature perturbations. These are expected for such large
perturbations as considered in this work and generically have the e↵ect of lowering the critical threshold for collapse.
A precise assessment of these e↵ects is however still under investigation (see e.g. [74–78] for recent progress), therefore
we assume Gaussianly distributed perturbations in the computation leading to the results shown in Figs. 6. We expect
that their inclusion would shift the curves of fPBH = 1 to smaller values of A⇣ , thereby making the overproduction
constraint stronger. In this respect, our curve remains conservative. We notice that neglecting the non-linear relation
between �m and �l has the same e↵ect of raising the value of fPBH corresponding to a given choice of power spectrum

3 The impact of the QCD crossover on the scalar induced GW spectrum [72] (see also [73]) is small enough that we expect it not to
significantly a↵ect our search, given the current resolution of PTAs. Therefore, in our analysis of GWs we use a radiation background
with a constant equation of state.
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FIG. 6. 95% C.L. upper limits on the amplitude of the curvature power spectrum (2), obtained by assuming the presence
of an astrophysical GW background with log

10
ASMBHBs fixed according to the posteriors of [2, 8]. Left: � = 1. Right:

� = 0.05. The blue (green) shaded regions are constrained by IPTA DR2 (NG12), assuming the upper 95% C.L. posterior value
log

10
ASMBHBs = �14.4(�14.57). The dashed curves are obtained assuming the lower 95% C.L. posterior value log

10
ASMBHBs =

�14.7(�14.86) for IPTA DR2 (NG12) instead. Constraints from PBH overproduction are shown as black (gray) dot-dashed
curves for a top-hat (Gaussian) window function, and have been obtained using �c = 0.46(0.59), = 4 for the Top-Hat, and
�c = 0.21(0.27), = 10 for the modified Gaussian, for � = 1(0.05), see also App. B. Constraints from astrophysical observations
are shown as black (gray) dotted curves for a top-hat (Gaussian) window function. The two gray-shaded regions are constrained
by CMB observations: the upper region because GWs contribute to the e↵ective number of neutrino species (�Ne↵  0.28 at
95% C.L. from Planck18+BAO [86]); the left corner region in the left panel because curvature perturbations cause µ-distortions
(constrained by COBE/FIRAS [47, 48]), see also App. B (the same constraints is shifted to smaller values of k? in the right
panel, out of the plot range). The frequency of GWs corresponding to k? is shown in the first upper x-axis. The horizon mass
at re-entry of the mode k? is shown in the second upper x-axis.

The resulting posterior distributions are shown in Fig. 5. Let us focus on the NG12 dataset first (green-shaded
regions). In the 2d distribution of the parameters A⇣ and ASMBHBs, we observe two distinct regions for both � = 1
and � = 0.05, both allowed at 95%. The first region is centered around ASMBHBs ' 10�15 and covers all values of
A⇣ up to the prior boundary. In this region the common-spectrum excess in the NG12 dataset is well-modeled by
the GW background from SMBHBs only (indeed our 1d posterior for ASMBHBs is very similar to that of [2], only
slightly broader due to the additional source of GWs in our search). The second region is instead centered around
A⇣ ' 0.02 (0.015) for � = 1 (0.05) and spans all values of ASMBHBs up to ASMBHBs . 10�14. Here the excess is well-
modeled by the scalar induced GWs only. Clearly, in the intersection of these two regions the excess is well-modeled
by the combination of the two signals. Let us also examine the 2d distribution of the parameters k? and ASMBHBs:
the same pattern appears, with the scalar induced region now being centered around k? & 106 Mpc�1(. 107 Mpc�1)
for � = 1 (0.05). According to (6), such peak wavenumbers correspond to horizon masses 0.1 M� . MH . 20 M�
(the corresponding average PBH mass is larger by O(1) factors, depending on the width of the spectrum, see App. B).

Let us now turn to the IPTA DR2 dataset (blue-shaded regions). As expected from the previous analysis, we notice
a crucial di↵erence with respect to the NG12 dataset: the region with ASMBHBs ⌧ 10�15 is not allowed (at 2� at least)
in the broad peak case � = 1. The reason for this is easy to understand: the amplitude of the common-spectrum
process inferred in IPTA DR2 is larger than in NG12, therefore the amplitude of the scalar induced GW background
should also be larger to provide a good modeling of the data. However, the upper prior from PBH overproduction
significantly limits this possibility. We have checked that this conclusion is independent of the value of � in the broad
peak region, � � 0.5, as long as the corresponding prior on A⇣ is used. A similar trend exists also in the narrow peak
case � = 0.05, although in this case the scalar induced regions are disfavored only at 1�.

In order to better assess whether there is any preference for one GW background over the other, we consider two
models: one where the stochastic background is purely primordial and induced by scalar perturbations and another
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FIG. 3. One- and two-dimensional posterior distributions for the parameters of the stochastic gravitational wave background
sourced by curvature perturbations, assuming no other source of GWs is present. A conservative upper prior on A⇣ from
overproduction of PBHs has been applied log

10
A⇣  �1.22, see text for details. The dark (light) shaded regions show 68% and

95% C.L. regions respectively. In the left panel, the region above the dot-dashed (dotted) black curve is constrained by PBH
overproduction (astrophysical observations), for � = 1. The region above the dashed red curve is constrained by LIGO/Virgo
for � = 1, see [79] and App. B. All the constraints in the plot are obtained using a top-hat window function. They would be
stronger (weaker) for smaller (larger) �.

derive constraints on (or evidence for given values of) fPBH from PTA datasets, which indirectly probe the curvature
power spectrum, is currently plagued by very large uncertainties [42, 56, 58, 63, 68].

On the other hand, the exponential sensitivity of fPBH on the parameters of the power spectrum, in our case A⇣

in particular, also implies that the condition fPBH  1 imposes an upper bound on A⇣ with only O(1) uncertainties.
We have derived such a bound for the two choices of window function discussed above, by solving the condition
fPBH = 1 for fixed peak width � and for a set of values of k?. Our result is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 6 (see
also Fig. 3) and imposes A⇣ . 0.01 � 0.04 (see below for specific choice of priors for our searches). The di↵erence
between the two curves corresponding to a di↵erent choice of window function can be considered as the theoretical
uncertainty on the constraint (other common choices of window function give similar curves in between those reported
in Fig. 6). It properly accounts for the non-linear relation between �m and �l, and is based on a consistent choice
of window function to compute the threshold as well as the variance. Additionally, we have included the e↵ects of
the change in the equation of state of the radiation background due to the occurence of the QCD crossover at the
scales k? ⇠ (106 � 107) Mpc�1 (according to the recent analyses of [69, 70], we also included the results of [71] on the
dependence of the prefactor between �l and ⇣ 0(k)), which lowers the critical threshold for collapse, thereby giving the
visible dip in the fPBH = 1 curves. 3 The interested reader can find a detailed derivation in App. B. We notice that
for fixed power spectrum parameters using a modified Gaussian window function always leads to a larger value of
fPBH than a top-hat function (a standard Gaussian gives a result in between these two, close to the modified Gaussian
case).

Let us now briefly comment on non-gaussianities of the curvature perturbations. These are expected for such large
perturbations as considered in this work and generically have the e↵ect of lowering the critical threshold for collapse.
A precise assessment of these e↵ects is however still under investigation (see e.g. [74–78] for recent progress), therefore
we assume Gaussianly distributed perturbations in the computation leading to the results shown in Figs. 6. We expect
that their inclusion would shift the curves of fPBH = 1 to smaller values of A⇣ , thereby making the overproduction
constraint stronger. In this respect, our curve remains conservative. We notice that neglecting the non-linear relation
between �m and �l has the same e↵ect of raising the value of fPBH corresponding to a given choice of power spectrum

3 The impact of the QCD crossover on the scalar induced GW spectrum [72] (see also [73]) is small enough that we expect it not to
significantly a↵ect our search, given the current resolution of PTAs. Therefore, in our analysis of GWs we use a radiation background
with a constant equation of state.
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FIG. 6. 95% C.L. upper limits on the amplitude of the curvature power spectrum (2), obtained by assuming the presence
of an astrophysical GW background with log

10
ASMBHBs fixed according to the posteriors of [2, 8]. Left: � = 1. Right:

� = 0.05. The blue (green) shaded regions are constrained by IPTA DR2 (NG12), assuming the upper 95% C.L. posterior value
log

10
ASMBHBs = �14.4(�14.57). The dashed curves are obtained assuming the lower 95% C.L. posterior value log

10
ASMBHBs =

�14.7(�14.86) for IPTA DR2 (NG12) instead. Constraints from PBH overproduction are shown as black (gray) dot-dashed
curves for a top-hat (Gaussian) window function, and have been obtained using �c = 0.46(0.59), = 4 for the Top-Hat, and
�c = 0.21(0.27), = 10 for the modified Gaussian, for � = 1(0.05), see also App. B. Constraints from astrophysical observations
are shown as black (gray) dotted curves for a top-hat (Gaussian) window function. The two gray-shaded regions are constrained
by CMB observations: the upper region because GWs contribute to the e↵ective number of neutrino species (�Ne↵  0.28 at
95% C.L. from Planck18+BAO [86]); the left corner region in the left panel because curvature perturbations cause µ-distortions
(constrained by COBE/FIRAS [47, 48]), see also App. B (the same constraints is shifted to smaller values of k? in the right
panel, out of the plot range). The frequency of GWs corresponding to k? is shown in the first upper x-axis. The horizon mass
at re-entry of the mode k? is shown in the second upper x-axis.

The resulting posterior distributions are shown in Fig. 5. Let us focus on the NG12 dataset first (green-shaded
regions). In the 2d distribution of the parameters A⇣ and ASMBHBs, we observe two distinct regions for both � = 1
and � = 0.05, both allowed at 95%. The first region is centered around ASMBHBs ' 10�15 and covers all values of
A⇣ up to the prior boundary. In this region the common-spectrum excess in the NG12 dataset is well-modeled by
the GW background from SMBHBs only (indeed our 1d posterior for ASMBHBs is very similar to that of [2], only
slightly broader due to the additional source of GWs in our search). The second region is instead centered around
A⇣ ' 0.02 (0.015) for � = 1 (0.05) and spans all values of ASMBHBs up to ASMBHBs . 10�14. Here the excess is well-
modeled by the scalar induced GWs only. Clearly, in the intersection of these two regions the excess is well-modeled
by the combination of the two signals. Let us also examine the 2d distribution of the parameters k? and ASMBHBs:
the same pattern appears, with the scalar induced region now being centered around k? & 106 Mpc�1(. 107 Mpc�1)
for � = 1 (0.05). According to (6), such peak wavenumbers correspond to horizon masses 0.1 M� . MH . 20 M�
(the corresponding average PBH mass is larger by O(1) factors, depending on the width of the spectrum, see App. B).

Let us now turn to the IPTA DR2 dataset (blue-shaded regions). As expected from the previous analysis, we notice
a crucial di↵erence with respect to the NG12 dataset: the region with ASMBHBs ⌧ 10�15 is not allowed (at 2� at least)
in the broad peak case � = 1. The reason for this is easy to understand: the amplitude of the common-spectrum
process inferred in IPTA DR2 is larger than in NG12, therefore the amplitude of the scalar induced GW background
should also be larger to provide a good modeling of the data. However, the upper prior from PBH overproduction
significantly limits this possibility. We have checked that this conclusion is independent of the value of � in the broad
peak region, � � 0.5, as long as the corresponding prior on A⇣ is used. A similar trend exists also in the narrow peak
case � = 0.05, although in this case the scalar induced regions are disfavored only at 1�.

In order to better assess whether there is any preference for one GW background over the other, we consider two
models: one where the stochastic background is purely primordial and induced by scalar perturbations and another
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FIG. 3. One- and two-dimensional posterior distributions for the parameters of the stochastic gravitational wave background
sourced by curvature perturbations, assuming no other source of GWs is present. A conservative upper prior on A⇣ from
overproduction of PBHs has been applied log

10
A⇣  �1.22, see text for details. The dark (light) shaded regions show 68% and

95% C.L. regions respectively. In the left panel, the region above the dot-dashed (dotted) black curve is constrained by PBH
overproduction (astrophysical observations), for � = 1. The region above the dashed red curve is constrained by LIGO/Virgo
for � = 1, see [79] and App. B. All the constraints in the plot are obtained using a top-hat window function. They would be
stronger (weaker) for smaller (larger) �.

derive constraints on (or evidence for given values of) fPBH from PTA datasets, which indirectly probe the curvature
power spectrum, is currently plagued by very large uncertainties [42, 56, 58, 63, 68].

On the other hand, the exponential sensitivity of fPBH on the parameters of the power spectrum, in our case A⇣

in particular, also implies that the condition fPBH  1 imposes an upper bound on A⇣ with only O(1) uncertainties.
We have derived such a bound for the two choices of window function discussed above, by solving the condition
fPBH = 1 for fixed peak width � and for a set of values of k?. Our result is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 6 (see
also Fig. 3) and imposes A⇣ . 0.01 � 0.04 (see below for specific choice of priors for our searches). The di↵erence
between the two curves corresponding to a di↵erent choice of window function can be considered as the theoretical
uncertainty on the constraint (other common choices of window function give similar curves in between those reported
in Fig. 6). It properly accounts for the non-linear relation between �m and �l, and is based on a consistent choice
of window function to compute the threshold as well as the variance. Additionally, we have included the e↵ects of
the change in the equation of state of the radiation background due to the occurence of the QCD crossover at the
scales k? ⇠ (106 � 107) Mpc�1 (according to the recent analyses of [69, 70], we also included the results of [71] on the
dependence of the prefactor between �l and ⇣ 0(k)), which lowers the critical threshold for collapse, thereby giving the
visible dip in the fPBH = 1 curves. 3 The interested reader can find a detailed derivation in App. B. We notice that
for fixed power spectrum parameters using a modified Gaussian window function always leads to a larger value of
fPBH than a top-hat function (a standard Gaussian gives a result in between these two, close to the modified Gaussian
case).

Let us now briefly comment on non-gaussianities of the curvature perturbations. These are expected for such large
perturbations as considered in this work and generically have the e↵ect of lowering the critical threshold for collapse.
A precise assessment of these e↵ects is however still under investigation (see e.g. [74–78] for recent progress), therefore
we assume Gaussianly distributed perturbations in the computation leading to the results shown in Figs. 6. We expect
that their inclusion would shift the curves of fPBH = 1 to smaller values of A⇣ , thereby making the overproduction
constraint stronger. In this respect, our curve remains conservative. We notice that neglecting the non-linear relation
between �m and �l has the same e↵ect of raising the value of fPBH corresponding to a given choice of power spectrum

3 The impact of the QCD crossover on the scalar induced GW spectrum [72] (see also [73]) is small enough that we expect it not to
significantly a↵ect our search, given the current resolution of PTAs. Therefore, in our analysis of GWs we use a radiation background
with a constant equation of state.
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✏? . 10�2

<latexit sha1_base64="Zx/oq/zYjWHE+pdci/UfgoaYhl0=">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</latexit>

✏? /
✓
H?

t
�1
?

◆p

 1

<latexit sha1_base64="T9v7z3biXr6fczHy68iBczIi1g0=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURUY9FLx4r2A9oYtlst+3SzSbsToQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJHCoOt+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QNHGqGW+wWMa6HVLDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiUvBWObqd+64lrI2L1gOOEBxEdKNEXjKKVfHzMzrxJ1zdIdbdccavuDGSZeDmpQI56t/zl92KWRlwhk9SYjucmGGRUo2CST0p+anhC2YgOeMdSRSNugmx284ScWKVH+rG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeh7YwoDs2iNxX/8zop9q+DTKgkRa7YfFE/lQRjMg2A9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQxlWwI3uLLy6R5XvUuq979RaV2k8dRhCM4hlPw4ApqcAd1aACDBJ7hFd6c1Hlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx/fjJGV</latexit>

t�1
?

See also talk 
by Eric!



CHALLENGE OF EARLY UNIVERSE INTERPRETATION  
FROM TRANSIENT SOURCES

Suppression factor:  
sub-Hubble time/length-scale of 

source + velocity + …

Spectral shape

<latexit sha1_base64="+PDC7JxiNrO1Q2aQ6T1hclkSTPo=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cKthaaUDbbSbt0s0l3J4VS+ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNEmmOTR4IhPdCpkBKRQ0UKCEVqqBxaGEp3BwN/OfRqCNSNQjjlMIYtZTIhKcoZUC7PgGmfZhmIlRp1xxq+4cdJV4OamQHPVO+cvvJjyLQSGXzJi256YYTJhGwSVMS35mIGV8wHrQtlSxGEwwmR89pWdW6dIo0bYU0rn6e2LCYmPGcWg7Y4Z9s+zNxP+8dobRTTARKs0QFF8sijJJMaGzBGhXaOAox5YwroW9lfI+04yjzalkQ/CWX14lzYuqd1X1Hi4rtds8jiI5IafknHjkmtTIPamTBuFkSJ7JK3lzRs6L8+58LFoLTj5zTP7A+fwBSniScQ==</latexit>

t? ⌘ Time/length scale of the source

<latexit sha1_base64="Gx5CbmjpxpJP4AVzeAypUHHVcUo=">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</latexit>

⌦gwh
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<latexit sha1_base64="IMeXC2chj9BvEFX97Klea3v+SZs=">AAACB3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSkMEiuLEkRdRl0Y3LCvYCTSyT6Uk7dCYJMxOhhO7c+CpuXCji1ldw59s4bbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZhaXllda24XtrY3NresXf3mipOJYUGjXks2wFRwFkEDc00h3YigYiAQysYXk/qrQeQisXRnR4l4AvSj1jIKNHG6tqHHiSKcYOe0kR6HJRSTGDXuc9Oq+OuXXYqzlR4EdwcyihXvWt/eb2YpgIiTTlRquM6ifYzIjWjHMYlL1WQEDokfegYjIgA5WfTO8b42Dg9HMbSvEjjqft7IiNCqZEITKcgeqDmaxPzv1on1eGln7EoSTVEdLYoTDnWMZ6EgntMAtV8ZIBQycxfMR0QSag20ZVMCO78yYvQrFbc84p7e1auXeVxFNEBOkInyEUXqIZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBymf20R9Znz/F2pk6</latexit>

✏? . 10�2

<latexit sha1_base64="Zx/oq/zYjWHE+pdci/UfgoaYhl0=">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</latexit>

✏? /
✓
H?

t
�1
?
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 1

<latexit sha1_base64="T9v7z3biXr6fczHy68iBczIi1g0=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURUY9FLx4r2A9oYtlst+3SzSbsToQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJHCoOt+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QNHGqGW+wWMa6HVLDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiUvBWObqd+64lrI2L1gOOEBxEdKNEXjKKVfHzMzrxJ1zdIdbdccavuDGSZeDmpQI56t/zl92KWRlwhk9SYjucmGGRUo2CST0p+anhC2YgOeMdSRSNugmx284ScWKVH+rG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeh7YwoDs2iNxX/8zop9q+DTKgkRa7YfFE/lQRjMg2A9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQxlWwI3uLLy6R5XvUuq979RaV2k8dRhCM4hlPw4ApqcAd1aACDBJ7hFd6c1Hlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx/fjJGV</latexit>

t�1
?

See also talk 
by Eric!



CHALLENGE OF EARLY UNIVERSE INTERPRETATION  
FROM TRANSIENT SOURCES

Suppression factor:  
sub-Hubble time/length-scale of 

source + velocity + …

Spectral shape

<latexit sha1_base64="+PDC7JxiNrO1Q2aQ6T1hclkSTPo=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cKthaaUDbbSbt0s0l3J4VS+ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNEmmOTR4IhPdCpkBKRQ0UKCEVqqBxaGEp3BwN/OfRqCNSNQjjlMIYtZTIhKcoZUC7PgGmfZhmIlRp1xxq+4cdJV4OamQHPVO+cvvJjyLQSGXzJi256YYTJhGwSVMS35mIGV8wHrQtlSxGEwwmR89pWdW6dIo0bYU0rn6e2LCYmPGcWg7Y4Z9s+zNxP+8dobRTTARKs0QFF8sijJJMaGzBGhXaOAox5YwroW9lfI+04yjzalkQ/CWX14lzYuqd1X1Hi4rtds8jiI5IafknHjkmtTIPamTBuFkSJ7JK3lzRs6L8+58LFoLTj5zTP7A+fwBSniScQ==</latexit>

t? ⌘ Time/length scale of the source

Phase transitions typically have 

<latexit sha1_base64="Gx5CbmjpxpJP4AVzeAypUHHVcUo=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="IMeXC2chj9BvEFX97Klea3v+SZs=">AAACB3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSkMEiuLEkRdRl0Y3LCvYCTSyT6Uk7dCYJMxOhhO7c+CpuXCji1ldw59s4bbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZhaXllda24XtrY3NresXf3mipOJYUGjXks2wFRwFkEDc00h3YigYiAQysYXk/qrQeQisXRnR4l4AvSj1jIKNHG6tqHHiSKcYOe0kR6HJRSTGDXuc9Oq+OuXXYqzlR4EdwcyihXvWt/eb2YpgIiTTlRquM6ifYzIjWjHMYlL1WQEDokfegYjIgA5WfTO8b42Dg9HMbSvEjjqft7IiNCqZEITKcgeqDmaxPzv1on1eGln7EoSTVEdLYoTDnWMZ6EgntMAtV8ZIBQycxfMR0QSag20ZVMCO78yYvQrFbc84p7e1auXeVxFNEBOkInyEUXqIZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBymf20R9Znz/F2pk6</latexit>

✏? . 10�2

<latexit sha1_base64="Zx/oq/zYjWHE+pdci/UfgoaYhl0=">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</latexit>

✏? /
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H?
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?
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 1

<latexit sha1_base64="T9v7z3biXr6fczHy68iBczIi1g0=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURUY9FLx4r2A9oYtlst+3SzSbsToQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJHCoOt+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QNHGqGW+wWMa6HVLDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiUvBWObqd+64lrI2L1gOOEBxEdKNEXjKKVfHzMzrxJ1zdIdbdccavuDGSZeDmpQI56t/zl92KWRlwhk9SYjucmGGRUo2CST0p+anhC2YgOeMdSRSNugmx284ScWKVH+rG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeh7YwoDs2iNxX/8zop9q+DTKgkRa7YfFE/lQRjMg2A9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQxlWwI3uLLy6R5XvUuq979RaV2k8dRhCM4hlPw4ApqcAd1aACDBJ7hFd6c1Hlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx/fjJGV</latexit>

t�1
?

See also talk 
by Eric!



CHALLENGE OF EARLY UNIVERSE INTERPRETATION  
FROM TRANSIENT SOURCES

Suppression factor:  
sub-Hubble time/length-scale of 

source + velocity + …

Spectral shape

<latexit sha1_base64="+PDC7JxiNrO1Q2aQ6T1hclkSTPo=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cKthaaUDbbSbt0s0l3J4VS+ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNEmmOTR4IhPdCpkBKRQ0UKCEVqqBxaGEp3BwN/OfRqCNSNQjjlMIYtZTIhKcoZUC7PgGmfZhmIlRp1xxq+4cdJV4OamQHPVO+cvvJjyLQSGXzJi256YYTJhGwSVMS35mIGV8wHrQtlSxGEwwmR89pWdW6dIo0bYU0rn6e2LCYmPGcWg7Y4Z9s+zNxP+8dobRTTARKs0QFF8sijJJMaGzBGhXaOAox5YwroW9lfI+04yjzalkQ/CWX14lzYuqd1X1Hi4rtds8jiI5IafknHjkmtTIPamTBuFkSJ7JK3lzRs6L8+58LFoLTj5zTP7A+fwBSniScQ==</latexit>

t? ⌘ Time/length scale of the source

Phase transitions typically have 

<latexit sha1_base64="Gx5CbmjpxpJP4AVzeAypUHHVcUo=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="IMeXC2chj9BvEFX97Klea3v+SZs=">AAACB3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSkMEiuLEkRdRl0Y3LCvYCTSyT6Uk7dCYJMxOhhO7c+CpuXCji1ldw59s4bbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZhaXllda24XtrY3NresXf3mipOJYUGjXks2wFRwFkEDc00h3YigYiAQysYXk/qrQeQisXRnR4l4AvSj1jIKNHG6tqHHiSKcYOe0kR6HJRSTGDXuc9Oq+OuXXYqzlR4EdwcyihXvWt/eb2YpgIiTTlRquM6ifYzIjWjHMYlL1WQEDokfegYjIgA5WfTO8b42Dg9HMbSvEjjqft7IiNCqZEITKcgeqDmaxPzv1on1eGln7EoSTVEdLYoTDnWMZ6EgntMAtV8ZIBQycxfMR0QSag20ZVMCO78yYvQrFbc84p7e1auXeVxFNEBOkInyEUXqIZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBymf20R9Znz/F2pk6</latexit>

✏? . 10�2
Requires 

unusual PT & 
cosmo

<latexit sha1_base64="Zx/oq/zYjWHE+pdci/UfgoaYhl0=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="T9v7z3biXr6fczHy68iBczIi1g0=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURUY9FLx4r2A9oYtlst+3SzSbsToQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJHCoOt+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QNHGqGW+wWMa6HVLDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiUvBWObqd+64lrI2L1gOOEBxEdKNEXjKKVfHzMzrxJ1zdIdbdccavuDGSZeDmpQI56t/zl92KWRlwhk9SYjucmGGRUo2CST0p+anhC2YgOeMdSRSNugmx284ScWKVH+rG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeh7YwoDs2iNxX/8zop9q+DTKgkRa7YfFE/lQRjMg2A9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQxlWwI3uLLy6R5XvUuq979RaV2k8dRhCM4hlPw4ApqcAd1aACDBJ7hFd6c1Hlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx/fjJGV</latexit>

t�1
?

See also talk 
by Eric!



CHALLENGE OF EARLY UNIVERSE INTERPRETATION  
FROM TRANSIENT SOURCES

Suppression factor:  
sub-Hubble time/length-scale of 

source + velocity + …

Spectral shape

<latexit sha1_base64="+PDC7JxiNrO1Q2aQ6T1hclkSTPo=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cKthaaUDbbSbt0s0l3J4VS+ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNEmmOTR4IhPdCpkBKRQ0UKCEVqqBxaGEp3BwN/OfRqCNSNQjjlMIYtZTIhKcoZUC7PgGmfZhmIlRp1xxq+4cdJV4OamQHPVO+cvvJjyLQSGXzJi256YYTJhGwSVMS35mIGV8wHrQtlSxGEwwmR89pWdW6dIo0bYU0rn6e2LCYmPGcWg7Y4Z9s+zNxP+8dobRTTARKs0QFF8sijJJMaGzBGhXaOAox5YwroW9lfI+04yjzalkQ/CWX14lzYuqd1X1Hi4rtds8jiI5IafknHjkmtTIPamTBuFkSJ7JK3lzRs6L8+58LFoLTj5zTP7A+fwBSniScQ==</latexit>

t? ⌘ Time/length scale of the source

Phase transitions typically have 

<latexit sha1_base64="Gx5CbmjpxpJP4AVzeAypUHHVcUo=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="IMeXC2chj9BvEFX97Klea3v+SZs=">AAACB3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSkMEiuLEkRdRl0Y3LCvYCTSyT6Uk7dCYJMxOhhO7c+CpuXCji1ldw59s4bbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZhaXllda24XtrY3NresXf3mipOJYUGjXks2wFRwFkEDc00h3YigYiAQysYXk/qrQeQisXRnR4l4AvSj1jIKNHG6tqHHiSKcYOe0kR6HJRSTGDXuc9Oq+OuXXYqzlR4EdwcyihXvWt/eb2YpgIiTTlRquM6ifYzIjWjHMYlL1WQEDokfegYjIgA5WfTO8b42Dg9HMbSvEjjqft7IiNCqZEITKcgeqDmaxPzv1on1eGln7EoSTVEdLYoTDnWMZ6EgntMAtV8ZIBQycxfMR0QSag20ZVMCO78yYvQrFbc84p7e1auXeVxFNEBOkInyEUXqIZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBymf20R9Znz/F2pk6</latexit>

✏? . 10�2
Requires 

unusual PT & 
cosmo

<latexit sha1_base64="Zx/oq/zYjWHE+pdci/UfgoaYhl0=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="yuVQ9oql7yU1U7UQ8KRikx1zSAI=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEI9WBJRNRj0UuPFfoFbQyb7bZdutmE3YlQQ3+JFw+KePWnePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF8SCa3Ccbyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0X7YPDlo4SRVmTRiJSnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdWjISBYO1gfDfz249MaR7JBkxi5oVkKPmAUwJG8u1i7SE9d6flht/TQNSZb5ecijMHXiVuRkooQ923v3r9iCYhk0AF0brrOjF4KVHAqWDTQi/RLCZ0TIasa6gkIdNeOj98ik+N0seDSJmSgOfq74mUhFpPwsB0hgRGetmbif953QQGN17KZZwAk3SxaJAIDBGepYD7XDEKYmIIoYqbWzEdEUUomKwKJgR3+eVV0rqouFcV9/6yVL3N4sijY3SCyshF16iKaqiOmoiiBD2jV/RmPVkv1rv1sWjNWdnMEfoD6/MHh8iSXQ==</latexit>

H
�1(T?)

<latexit sha1_base64="T9v7z3biXr6fczHy68iBczIi1g0=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURUY9FLx4r2A9oYtlst+3SzSbsToQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJHCoOt+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QNHGqGW+wWMa6HVLDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiUvBWObqd+64lrI2L1gOOEBxEdKNEXjKKVfHzMzrxJ1zdIdbdccavuDGSZeDmpQI56t/zl92KWRlwhk9SYjucmGGRUo2CST0p+anhC2YgOeMdSRSNugmx284ScWKVH+rG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeh7YwoDs2iNxX/8zop9q+DTKgkRa7YfFE/lQRjMg2A9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQxlWwI3uLLy6R5XvUuq979RaV2k8dRhCM4hlPw4ApqcAd1aACDBJ7hFd6c1Hlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx/fjJGV</latexit>

t�1
?

See also talk 
by Eric!



CHALLENGE OF EARLY UNIVERSE INTERPRETATION  
FROM TRANSIENT SOURCES

Suppression factor:  
sub-Hubble time/length-scale of 

source + velocity + …

Spectral shape

<latexit sha1_base64="+PDC7JxiNrO1Q2aQ6T1hclkSTPo=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cKthaaUDbbSbt0s0l3J4VS+ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNEmmOTR4IhPdCpkBKRQ0UKCEVqqBxaGEp3BwN/OfRqCNSNQjjlMIYtZTIhKcoZUC7PgGmfZhmIlRp1xxq+4cdJV4OamQHPVO+cvvJjyLQSGXzJi256YYTJhGwSVMS35mIGV8wHrQtlSxGEwwmR89pWdW6dIo0bYU0rn6e2LCYmPGcWg7Y4Z9s+zNxP+8dobRTTARKs0QFF8sijJJMaGzBGhXaOAox5YwroW9lfI+04yjzalkQ/CWX14lzYuqd1X1Hi4rtds8jiI5IafknHjkmtTIPamTBuFkSJ7JK3lzRs6L8+58LFoLTj5zTP7A+fwBSniScQ==</latexit>

t? ⌘ Time/length scale of the source

Phase transitions typically have 

<latexit sha1_base64="Gx5CbmjpxpJP4AVzeAypUHHVcUo=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="IMeXC2chj9BvEFX97Klea3v+SZs=">AAACB3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSkMEiuLEkRdRl0Y3LCvYCTSyT6Uk7dCYJMxOhhO7c+CpuXCji1ldw59s4bbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZhaXllda24XtrY3NresXf3mipOJYUGjXks2wFRwFkEDc00h3YigYiAQysYXk/qrQeQisXRnR4l4AvSj1jIKNHG6tqHHiSKcYOe0kR6HJRSTGDXuc9Oq+OuXXYqzlR4EdwcyihXvWt/eb2YpgIiTTlRquM6ifYzIjWjHMYlL1WQEDokfegYjIgA5WfTO8b42Dg9HMbSvEjjqft7IiNCqZEITKcgeqDmaxPzv1on1eGln7EoSTVEdLYoTDnWMZ6EgntMAtV8ZIBQycxfMR0QSag20ZVMCO78yYvQrFbc84p7e1auXeVxFNEBOkInyEUXqIZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBymf20R9Znz/F2pk6</latexit>

✏? . 10�2
Requires 

unusual PT & 
cosmo

<latexit sha1_base64="Zx/oq/zYjWHE+pdci/UfgoaYhl0=">AAACM3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWARdGFJRNRl0U1xpWBVaGqZTE/aoZNknDkRSsg7ufFFXAjiQhG3voPTy8LbgYGP/z+HM+cPlBQGXffZKUxNz8zOFedLC4tLyyvl1bVLk6SaQ4MnMtHXATMgRQwNFCjhWmlgUSDhKuifDP2rO9BGJPEFDhS0ItaNRSg4Qyu1y6c+KCOkRd8g09RXOlGYUF9CiNt+qBnP6mMvz7Cdjekm2/Xy3Nei28OdG2Wbb6nXLlfcqjsq+he8CVTIpM7a5Ue/k/A0ghi5ZMY0PVdhK2MaBZeQl/zUgGK8z7rQtBizCEwrG92c0y2rdGiYaPtipCP1+0TGImMGUWA7I4Y989sbiv95zRTDo1YmYpUixHy8KEwltaEMA6QdoYGjHFhgXAv7V8p7zOaENuaSDcH7ffJfuNyregdV73y/UjuexFEkG2STbBOPHJIaqZMz0iCc3JMn8krenAfnxXl3PsatBWcys05+lPP5BSxzrGk=</latexit>

✏? /
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H?
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?
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 1 p=1, 2

GW source  <latexit sha1_base64="yuVQ9oql7yU1U7UQ8KRikx1zSAI=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEI9WBJRNRj0UuPFfoFbQyb7bZdutmE3YlQQ3+JFw+KePWnePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF8SCa3Ccbyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0X7YPDlo4SRVmTRiJSnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdWjISBYO1gfDfz249MaR7JBkxi5oVkKPmAUwJG8u1i7SE9d6flht/TQNSZb5ecijMHXiVuRkooQ923v3r9iCYhk0AF0brrOjF4KVHAqWDTQi/RLCZ0TIasa6gkIdNeOj98ik+N0seDSJmSgOfq74mUhFpPwsB0hgRGetmbif953QQGN17KZZwAk3SxaJAIDBGepYD7XDEKYmIIoYqbWzEdEUUomKwKJgR3+eVV0rqouFcV9/6yVL3N4sijY3SCyshF16iKaqiOmoiiBD2jV/RmPVkv1rv1sWjNWdnMEfoD6/MHh8iSXQ==</latexit>

H
�1(T?)

<latexit sha1_base64="T9v7z3biXr6fczHy68iBczIi1g0=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURUY9FLx4r2A9oYtlst+3SzSbsToQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJHCoOt+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QNHGqGW+wWMa6HVLDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiUvBWObqd+64lrI2L1gOOEBxEdKNEXjKKVfHzMzrxJ1zdIdbdccavuDGSZeDmpQI56t/zl92KWRlwhk9SYjucmGGRUo2CST0p+anhC2YgOeMdSRSNugmx284ScWKVH+rG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeh7YwoDs2iNxX/8zop9q+DTKgkRa7YfFE/lQRjMg2A9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQxlWwI3uLLy6R5XvUuq979RaV2k8dRhCM4hlPw4ApqcAd1aACDBJ7hFd6c1Hlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx/fjJGV</latexit>

t�1
?

See also talk 
by Eric!



CHALLENGE OF EARLY UNIVERSE INTERPRETATION  
FROM TRANSIENT SOURCES

Suppression factor:  
sub-Hubble time/length-scale of 

source + velocity + …

Spectral shape

<latexit sha1_base64="+PDC7JxiNrO1Q2aQ6T1hclkSTPo=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cKthaaUDbbSbt0s0l3J4VS+ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNEmmOTR4IhPdCpkBKRQ0UKCEVqqBxaGEp3BwN/OfRqCNSNQjjlMIYtZTIhKcoZUC7PgGmfZhmIlRp1xxq+4cdJV4OamQHPVO+cvvJjyLQSGXzJi256YYTJhGwSVMS35mIGV8wHrQtlSxGEwwmR89pWdW6dIo0bYU0rn6e2LCYmPGcWg7Y4Z9s+zNxP+8dobRTTARKs0QFF8sijJJMaGzBGhXaOAox5YwroW9lfI+04yjzalkQ/CWX14lzYuqd1X1Hi4rtds8jiI5IafknHjkmtTIPamTBuFkSJ7JK3lzRs6L8+58LFoLTj5zTP7A+fwBSniScQ==</latexit>

t? ⌘ Time/length scale of the source

Phase transitions typically have 

<latexit sha1_base64="Gx5CbmjpxpJP4AVzeAypUHHVcUo=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="IMeXC2chj9BvEFX97Klea3v+SZs=">AAACB3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSkMEiuLEkRdRl0Y3LCvYCTSyT6Uk7dCYJMxOhhO7c+CpuXCji1ldw59s4bbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZhaXllda24XtrY3NresXf3mipOJYUGjXks2wFRwFkEDc00h3YigYiAQysYXk/qrQeQisXRnR4l4AvSj1jIKNHG6tqHHiSKcYOe0kR6HJRSTGDXuc9Oq+OuXXYqzlR4EdwcyihXvWt/eb2YpgIiTTlRquM6ifYzIjWjHMYlL1WQEDokfegYjIgA5WfTO8b42Dg9HMbSvEjjqft7IiNCqZEITKcgeqDmaxPzv1on1eGln7EoSTVEdLYoTDnWMZ6EgntMAtV8ZIBQycxfMR0QSag20ZVMCO78yYvQrFbc84p7e1auXeVxFNEBOkInyEUXqIZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBymf20R9Znz/F2pk6</latexit>

✏? . 10�2
Requires 

unusual PT & 
cosmo

<latexit sha1_base64="Zx/oq/zYjWHE+pdci/UfgoaYhl0=">AAACM3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWARdGFJRNRl0U1xpWBVaGqZTE/aoZNknDkRSsg7ufFFXAjiQhG3voPTy8LbgYGP/z+HM+cPlBQGXffZKUxNz8zOFedLC4tLyyvl1bVLk6SaQ4MnMtHXATMgRQwNFCjhWmlgUSDhKuifDP2rO9BGJPEFDhS0ItaNRSg4Qyu1y6c+KCOkRd8g09RXOlGYUF9CiNt+qBnP6mMvz7Cdjekm2/Xy3Nei28OdG2Wbb6nXLlfcqjsq+he8CVTIpM7a5Ue/k/A0ghi5ZMY0PVdhK2MaBZeQl/zUgGK8z7rQtBizCEwrG92c0y2rdGiYaPtipCP1+0TGImMGUWA7I4Y989sbiv95zRTDo1YmYpUixHy8KEwltaEMA6QdoYGjHFhgXAv7V8p7zOaENuaSDcH7ffJfuNyregdV73y/UjuexFEkG2STbBOPHJIaqZMz0iCc3JMn8krenAfnxXl3PsatBWcys05+lPP5BSxzrGk=</latexit>

✏? /
✓
H?

t
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?
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 1 p=1, 2

GW source  <latexit sha1_base64="yuVQ9oql7yU1U7UQ8KRikx1zSAI=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEI9WBJRNRj0UuPFfoFbQyb7bZdutmE3YlQQ3+JFw+KePWnePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF8SCa3Ccbyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0X7YPDlo4SRVmTRiJSnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdWjISBYO1gfDfz249MaR7JBkxi5oVkKPmAUwJG8u1i7SE9d6flht/TQNSZb5ecijMHXiVuRkooQ923v3r9iCYhk0AF0brrOjF4KVHAqWDTQi/RLCZ0TIasa6gkIdNeOj98ik+N0seDSJmSgOfq74mUhFpPwsB0hgRGetmbif953QQGN17KZZwAk3SxaJAIDBGepYD7XDEKYmIIoYqbWzEdEUUomKwKJgR3+eVV0rqouFcV9/6yVL3N4sijY3SCyshF16iKaqiOmoiiBD2jV/RmPVkv1rv1sWjNWdnMEfoD6/MHh8iSXQ==</latexit>

H
�1(T?)

<latexit sha1_base64="T9v7z3biXr6fczHy68iBczIi1g0=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURUY9FLx4r2A9oYtlst+3SzSbsToQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJHCoOt+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QNHGqGW+wWMa6HVLDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiUvBWObqd+64lrI2L1gOOEBxEdKNEXjKKVfHzMzrxJ1zdIdbdccavuDGSZeDmpQI56t/zl92KWRlwhk9SYjucmGGRUo2CST0p+anhC2YgOeMdSRSNugmx284ScWKVH+rG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeh7YwoDs2iNxX/8zop9q+DTKgkRa7YfFE/lQRjMg2A9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQxlWwI3uLLy6R5XvUuq979RaV2k8dRhCM4hlPw4ApqcAd1aACDBJ7hFd6c1Hlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx/fjJGV</latexit>

t�1
?

See also talk 
by Eric!

How much of the 
Universe is in the source



AN “ATTRACTIVE” POSSIBILITY: DOMAIN WALLS
Two-dimensional defects associated to 
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Crucial advantage: Scaling Regime 
Wall network is dominated by fixed number (~1-few) of Hubble-sized wall
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Figure 1. 1� and 2� contours for the 2d posterior distributions of DW parameters. Left panel: DW
constituents decay to dark radiation. In this case, the prior �Ne↵  0.39 from BBN+Yp+D (95%
C.L. [67]) is applied, as well as T? � 500 keV. The 95% C.L. bound from Planck18+BAO [68] and 95%
C.L. forecasted reach of Simons Observatory [69] are shown as dashed and dotted lines respectively.
Right panel: DW constituents decay to SM radiation. The priors ↵?  0.3 and T? � 2.7 MeV are
applied. See Appendix A for 1d and 2d posteriors of all parameters.

�Ne↵ ⌘ ⇢DR/⇢⌫ (⇢⌫ being the energy density of a single neutrino species). The constraint
from BBN (CMB+BAO) reads �Ne↵  0.39 [67] (0.29 [68]) at 95% C.L. Setting ⇢DR ' ⇢DW

at T?, gives
�Ne↵ ' 13.6 g⇤(T?)

�1/3↵?, (3.1)

thus the bounds above translate to ↵? . 0.06 (0.05) ⇥ 10.75/g⇤(T?). We do not consider
the case of DW decay after e+e� annihilation (i.e. T? . 500 keV), nor the case of DW
constituents diluting as matter and decaying after T?, as both cases would lead to a larger
�Ne↵.

On the other hand, when decay occurs to SM particles (henceforth, the SM scenario),
BBN imposes T? & 2.7 MeV for any relevant value of ↵? [70, 71]. We also cautiously impose
↵?  0.3 to avoid deviations from radiation domination, which require dedicated numerical
studies. This also ensures that the GWs emitted from DWs respect the aforementioned DR
bound, since �Ne↵, gw ' 0.2 ↵2

?(g⇤(T?)/10.75)�1/3, see (2.4).

4 Data Analysis

GW searches at PTAs are performed in terms of the timing-residual cross-power spectral den-
sity Sab(f) ⌘ �abh2

c(f)/(12⇡2)f�3, where hc(f) =
p

3/(2⇡2)(0.01Hz/f)(
p

h2⌦GW) Mpc/km
is the characteristic strain spectrum and �ab contains correlation coe�cients between pulsars
a and b in a given PTA. We performed Bayesian analyses using the codes enterprise [72]
and enterprise extensions [73], in which we implemented the DW signal (2.4),(2.3),(2.5),
and PTMCMC [74] to obtain MonteCarlo samples. We derive posterior distributions using
GetDist [75]. We include white, red and dispersion measures noise parameters following the

– 4 –
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Figure 1. 1� and 2� contours for the 2d posterior distributions of DW parameters. Left panel: DW
constituents decay to dark radiation. In this case, the prior �Ne↵  0.39 from BBN+Yp+D (95%
C.L. [67]) is applied, as well as T? � 500 keV. The 95% C.L. bound from Planck18+BAO [68] and 95%
C.L. forecasted reach of Simons Observatory [69] are shown as dashed and dotted lines respectively.
Right panel: DW constituents decay to SM radiation. The priors ↵?  0.3 and T? � 2.7 MeV are
applied. See Appendix A for 1d and 2d posteriors of all parameters.

�Ne↵ ⌘ ⇢DR/⇢⌫ (⇢⌫ being the energy density of a single neutrino species). The constraint
from BBN (CMB+BAO) reads �Ne↵  0.39 [67] (0.29 [68]) at 95% C.L. Setting ⇢DR ' ⇢DW

at T?, gives
�Ne↵ ' 13.6 g⇤(T?)

�1/3↵?, (3.1)

thus the bounds above translate to ↵? . 0.06 (0.05) ⇥ 10.75/g⇤(T?). We do not consider
the case of DW decay after e+e� annihilation (i.e. T? . 500 keV), nor the case of DW
constituents diluting as matter and decaying after T?, as both cases would lead to a larger
�Ne↵.

On the other hand, when decay occurs to SM particles (henceforth, the SM scenario),
BBN imposes T? & 2.7 MeV for any relevant value of ↵? [70, 71]. We also cautiously impose
↵?  0.3 to avoid deviations from radiation domination, which require dedicated numerical
studies. This also ensures that the GWs emitted from DWs respect the aforementioned DR
bound, since �Ne↵, gw ' 0.2 ↵2

?(g⇤(T?)/10.75)�1/3, see (2.4).

4 Data Analysis

GW searches at PTAs are performed in terms of the timing-residual cross-power spectral den-
sity Sab(f) ⌘ �abh2

c(f)/(12⇡2)f�3, where hc(f) =
p

3/(2⇡2)(0.01Hz/f)(
p

h2⌦GW) Mpc/km
is the characteristic strain spectrum and �ab contains correlation coe�cients between pulsars
a and b in a given PTA. We performed Bayesian analyses using the codes enterprise [72]
and enterprise extensions [73], in which we implemented the DW signal (2.4),(2.3),(2.5),
and PTMCMC [74] to obtain MonteCarlo samples. We derive posterior distributions using
GetDist [75]. We include white, red and dispersion measures noise parameters following the
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Prior from BBN included, CMB severely 
constrains “dark” scenario
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Figure 12. Same as in Fig. 5, but for domain walls decaying to SM particles (left panel) and a dark sector (right panel).
Fig. 31 in Appendix C.5 shows extended versions of the two plots that include the spectral shape parameters b, c and the
SMBHB parameters ABHB and �BHB.

et al. 2021). In our MCMC analysis of the dw-dr model,
we follow Ferreira et al. (2022) and use �N

max
e↵ = 0.39 as

the upper bound on our prior for the parameter �Ne↵ .
Assuming that all the domain wall energy is converted
to dark radiation at T⇤, �Ne↵ is related to ↵⇤ by

�Ne↵ ' 0.62

✓
10.75

g⇤

◆1/3 ✓
g⇤,s

g⇤

◆✓
↵⇤
0.1

◆
, (58)

where, as before, both g⇤ and g⇤,s are evaluated at T⇤.
In the dw-sm model, BBN restricts the possible values

of the decay temperature to T⇤ & 2.7 MeV (Jedamzik
2006; Bai & Korwar 2022) for any detectable value of ↵⇤.
Following Ferreira et al. (2022), we also impose ↵⇤ < 0.3
to avoid any possible deviation from radiation domina-
tion and to evade bounds from �Ne↵ .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reconstructed posterior distributions for the pa-
rameters T⇤ and ↵⇤ (T⇤ and �Ne↵) of the dw-sm (dw-
dr) model are reported in Fig. 12, for both the case
where the domain walls are assumed to be the only
source of GWs (blue contours) and the scenario where
we consider the superposition of the domain wall and
SMBHB signals (red contours). Full corner plots includ-
ing the posterior distributions of the spectral shape pa-
rameters b and c are reported in Fig. 31 in Appendix C.5.

For both the dw-sm and dw-dr models, with and
without the inclusion of the SMBHB signal, we find that
the GWB produced by domain walls peaks around 10�8

Hz such that most of the low frequency bins are fit by the
low-frequency tail of the spectrum (see Figs. 3 and 19).
Specifically, for the dw-sm (dw-dr) model, we find that
T⇤ 2 [110, 275] ([79, 153]) MeV at the 68% credible level
and T⇤ 2 [76, 505] ([54, 198]) MeV at the 95% credible
level. When including the SMBHB contribution to the
GWB, we find T⇤ 2 [108, 309] ([54, 216]) MeV at the
68% credible level and T⇤ 2 [67, 843] (no bound on T⇤)
MeV at the 95% credible level for the dw-sm (dw-dr)
model. We notice that, with and without the inclusion of
SMBHBs, the recovered transition temperature for the
dw-sm model is high enough to evade BBN constraints.

For the dw-dr model, the posterior distribution for
�Ne↵ is peaked near the upper prior boundary, signaling
that larger values fit the observed signal better. Specif-
ically, we find �Ne↵ & 0.32 at the 68% credible level
and �Ne↵ & 0.25 at the 95% credible level. Includ-
ing the contribution from SMBHBs allows the distribu-
tion for �Ne↵ to extend to lower values, and we find
�Ne↵ & 0.23 at the 68% credible level and no bound at
the 95% credible level. We thus conclude that the dw-
dr model prefers large �Ne↵ values in the vicinity of
existing bounds. This means that the most promising
parameter regions, i.e., regions that are not yet ruled
by �Ne↵ but still manage to fit the NANOGrav signal,
point to �Ne↵ values within the reach of upcoming ex-
periments, including CMB-S4 (Abazajian et al. 2022),
which promises to be sensitive to �Ne↵ values as small
as �Ne↵ ' 0.06 at the 95% confidence level.
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et al. 2021). In our MCMC analysis of the dw-dr model,
we follow Ferreira et al. (2022) and use �N

max
e↵ = 0.39 as

the upper bound on our prior for the parameter �Ne↵ .
Assuming that all the domain wall energy is converted
to dark radiation at T⇤, �Ne↵ is related to ↵⇤ by

�Ne↵ ' 0.62

✓
10.75

g⇤

◆1/3 ✓
g⇤,s

g⇤

◆✓
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0.1

◆
, (58)

where, as before, both g⇤ and g⇤,s are evaluated at T⇤.
In the dw-sm model, BBN restricts the possible values

of the decay temperature to T⇤ & 2.7 MeV (Jedamzik
2006; Bai & Korwar 2022) for any detectable value of ↵⇤.
Following Ferreira et al. (2022), we also impose ↵⇤ < 0.3
to avoid any possible deviation from radiation domina-
tion and to evade bounds from �Ne↵ .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reconstructed posterior distributions for the pa-
rameters T⇤ and ↵⇤ (T⇤ and �Ne↵) of the dw-sm (dw-
dr) model are reported in Fig. 12, for both the case
where the domain walls are assumed to be the only
source of GWs (blue contours) and the scenario where
we consider the superposition of the domain wall and
SMBHB signals (red contours). Full corner plots includ-
ing the posterior distributions of the spectral shape pa-
rameters b and c are reported in Fig. 31 in Appendix C.5.

For both the dw-sm and dw-dr models, with and
without the inclusion of the SMBHB signal, we find that
the GWB produced by domain walls peaks around 10�8

Hz such that most of the low frequency bins are fit by the
low-frequency tail of the spectrum (see Figs. 3 and 19).
Specifically, for the dw-sm (dw-dr) model, we find that
T⇤ 2 [110, 275] ([79, 153]) MeV at the 68% credible level
and T⇤ 2 [76, 505] ([54, 198]) MeV at the 95% credible
level. When including the SMBHB contribution to the
GWB, we find T⇤ 2 [108, 309] ([54, 216]) MeV at the
68% credible level and T⇤ 2 [67, 843] (no bound on T⇤)
MeV at the 95% credible level for the dw-sm (dw-dr)
model. We notice that, with and without the inclusion of
SMBHBs, the recovered transition temperature for the
dw-sm model is high enough to evade BBN constraints.

For the dw-dr model, the posterior distribution for
�Ne↵ is peaked near the upper prior boundary, signaling
that larger values fit the observed signal better. Specif-
ically, we find �Ne↵ & 0.32 at the 68% credible level
and �Ne↵ & 0.25 at the 95% credible level. Includ-
ing the contribution from SMBHBs allows the distribu-
tion for �Ne↵ to extend to lower values, and we find
�Ne↵ & 0.23 at the 68% credible level and no bound at
the 95% credible level. We thus conclude that the dw-
dr model prefers large �Ne↵ values in the vicinity of
existing bounds. This means that the most promising
parameter regions, i.e., regions that are not yet ruled
by �Ne↵ but still manage to fit the NANOGrav signal,
point to �Ne↵ values within the reach of upcoming ex-
periments, including CMB-S4 (Abazajian et al. 2022),
which promises to be sensitive to �Ne↵ values as small
as �Ne↵ ' 0.06 at the 95% confidence level.

Similar to IPTA DR2 results  
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Figure 4. Posterior distributions of heavy axion parameters ma and Fa, 1� and 2� contours, obtained
by marginalizing over T? � 2.7 MeV. Constraints and detection forecasts are taken from [86]. In the
upper left corner, the axion decays after BBN, to photons (gluons) for ma . (&)GeV [87]. Close to
this region, axions radiated by DWs lead to Matter Domination (MD) before decaying altering GW
predictions. The axion e↵ective theory is not valid for ma > Fa. See Appendix B for all posteriors.

5 Particle Physics Interpretations and Discussion.

Now that we have identified the properties of the DW networks that provide a good modelling
of the data, let us briefly discuss interesting microphysical origins and other potential ob-
servable signatures of such DWs. We focus here on scenarios with DW annihilation induced
by a gap �V . Intriguingly, the preferred values of �V and of the DW tension � shown in
Fig. 3 fall in the ballpark of two particularly interesting energy scales.

First, the 10 � 100 TeV range for �1/3 points at new physics which may be probed by
(future) colliders (see e.g. [21]). Second, the 10�100 MeV range for �V 1/4 is close to ⇤QCD '
300 MeV, so that one may entertain the possibility of QCD inducing DW annihilation [22,
56, 76–78].

A realization of the latter idea may consist of a heavy axion field a with ZN symmetry,
N > 1, and decay constant Fa, coupled to the topological term of a confining dark gauge
sector H. Upon H-confinement at some scale ⇤H � ⇤QCD, the ZN symmetry is sponta-
neously broken and a hybrid string-wall network forms with DW tension � ' 8maF 2

a , where
ma ' ⇤2

H
/Fa is the axion mass. If a also couples to QCD, it receives an additional potential

around the QCD PT with size set by the topological susceptibility �V 1/4
QCD

' 75 MeV [79].
This can induce annihilation when its periodicity di↵ers from that of the H-induced poten-
tial. While a detailed exploration of this scenario is beyond the aim of this work (see however
Appendix B), note that solving the strong CP problem requires either a fine alignment be-
tween the potentials induced by H and QCD, which might be challenging (see e.g. [80–84]
for recent work), or a second axion that couples only (mostly) to QCD (see e.g. [77, 78, 85]).
Alternatively, annihilation may occur due to (and/or in) a dark sector, see Appendix B.

We present the region of the ma � Fa parameter space for which a heavy axion can

– 7 –
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Figure 4. Posterior distributions of heavy axion parameters ma and Fa, 1� and 2� contours, obtained
by marginalizing over T? � 2.7 MeV. Constraints and detection forecasts are taken from [86]. In the
upper left corner, the axion decays after BBN, to photons (gluons) for ma . (&)GeV [87]. Close to
this region, axions radiated by DWs lead to Matter Domination (MD) before decaying altering GW
predictions. The axion e↵ective theory is not valid for ma > Fa. See Appendix B for all posteriors.

5 Particle Physics Interpretations and Discussion.

Now that we have identified the properties of the DW networks that provide a good modelling
of the data, let us briefly discuss interesting microphysical origins and other potential ob-
servable signatures of such DWs. We focus here on scenarios with DW annihilation induced
by a gap �V . Intriguingly, the preferred values of �V and of the DW tension � shown in
Fig. 3 fall in the ballpark of two particularly interesting energy scales.

First, the 10 � 100 TeV range for �1/3 points at new physics which may be probed by
(future) colliders (see e.g. [21]). Second, the 10�100 MeV range for �V 1/4 is close to ⇤QCD '
300 MeV, so that one may entertain the possibility of QCD inducing DW annihilation [22,
56, 76–78].

A realization of the latter idea may consist of a heavy axion field a with ZN symmetry,
N > 1, and decay constant Fa, coupled to the topological term of a confining dark gauge
sector H. Upon H-confinement at some scale ⇤H � ⇤QCD, the ZN symmetry is sponta-
neously broken and a hybrid string-wall network forms with DW tension � ' 8maF 2

a , where
ma ' ⇤2

H
/Fa is the axion mass. If a also couples to QCD, it receives an additional potential

around the QCD PT with size set by the topological susceptibility �V 1/4
QCD

' 75 MeV [79].
This can induce annihilation when its periodicity di↵ers from that of the H-induced poten-
tial. While a detailed exploration of this scenario is beyond the aim of this work (see however
Appendix B), note that solving the strong CP problem requires either a fine alignment be-
tween the potentials induced by H and QCD, which might be challenging (see e.g. [80–84]
for recent work), or a second axion that couples only (mostly) to QCD (see e.g. [77, 78, 85]).
Alternatively, annihilation may occur due to (and/or in) a dark sector, see Appendix B.

We present the region of the ma � Fa parameter space for which a heavy axion can
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Analogous to QCD axion
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⇤H � ⇤QCD

But different confinement scale
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See also: Higaki+ 16/
Blasi, Mariotti, Rase, 
Sevrin/Kitajima+/…

If also coupled to QCD, 
complementary 

signatures at colliders! 
(& possibly inducing 

annihilation?)
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